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THEATRE AND ANTI-THEATRE

HE PLAYS OF HAROLD PINTER



ABSTRACT

This is an analytical study of Harold Pinter’s drama in the

light of its reconciliation of elements culled from the

symbolic anti-theatre movements that have flourished on the 

continent (especially in France) and elements from the

British tradition of realistic drama. This reconciliation

has added new forms of expression to the English theatre Out

has often prevented the playwright from adding new depths to

either the symboUc or the realist trends.

Tie first part of this thesis setts out the general 

charaaceerstics of both trends. A brief survey of tie works 

of HaHarme, Maeterlinck, Tarry, the Futurisss, the Daddxsts 

and the SurreaHsts is. offered to show the development- of

certain negative currents in the theatre that rejected much

that was taken for granted in traditional Weetern culture.

and formulated a convention that strongly negated the

traditional norms of the theatre. Some ernphaass is laid on

the later developments o.o this trenn as seen in the works of

Eugene Ionesco, Peter Hnridke and sppeciiJJ^ Saitue 1 Beckett,

who is taken as an exemplar of anti-theatre. As a contrast

to this trend, the "plays of character" of Neel Coward and

Terence Rattigan are ssudied as ^eppest«trtrve of the



popular tradition in British dra&ia.

In the second part an analysis of the advantages and 

disadvantages of Pinter’s blending of the two trends is

carried out on his plays, His early works are represented

hy The Birthday Party. The Caretaker. Hie H.omewM.tvc and OLd-

Times, which stand for different stages in the development

of his art. Emphhais is also laid on his late works: Ha

Han7s Hand, Betrayal, Monologue, Other Placea, the sketch 

Precisely and the recent short play One, for the Road.

This study shows that anti-theatre is only a theatrical 

convention in Pinter* s work and that his art is deeply 

rooted in tradition. As a result of the duality in his art, 

the vision he culls from anti-theatre is blurred by his 

realistic depiction, wiiHe this depiction itself lacks the 

social, psychological and moral values iAierent in the 

realistic tradition. However, in a number of blays Pinter

succeeds in exploiting the experimental forms of

anti-theatre for depicting effective realistic situations

and he has recently shown greater interest in the clarity of

realism



A NOTE OH THE TEXT

Quuoafcions from Harold Pinter*s works are taken from the

four-volume Erre Methuen 'Water Playwrights* edition 

(listed in the Bibliggaahhy). Roman numerals refer to the 

particular volume, Arabic to the particular page.

Since Pinter makes frequent use of the ellipsis for dramatic 

effect, I have used square brackets [...] in quotations from 

him, to indicate where, words have been omitted by me.
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INTRODUCTION

POINTS OF DEPARTURE

- I -

"If you press me for a definition, I'd say that what

goes on in my plays is realistic, but what I’m doing is not 

realism", (II, 11) This is how Harold Pinter has rightly 

defined his type of writing. The definition was made in

1961, but it is perhaps true of most of his work. Pinter’s

plays usually begin by creating familiar situations about

recognizable people. These people .'Live their daily life in

ordinary places and at. specified times. The action renders

minute details of the cornmanpllace and the language often

resembles everyday conversations. Yet all these realistic

elements soon falter and invite fantasy : the situation gets

out of hand as the audience discovers that it is watching 

people wearing muuti’-layered masks; the whole atmosphere 

changes as if the characters are not living in a specific

society; bizarre elements are introduced and the language

becomes full of pusles. The realistic and the bizarre are

then interwoven in one theatrical game, as if the natural

1



and the imaginative can be played to the same set of rules.

As a result, his plays, as Guido Almansi'and Simon Henderson

have rightly observed, "belong quite clearly to a line of 

perversely well-made plays. (Isn't it perverse to write a

play -La Beckett as well-made as a boulevard vaudeville or

a Noel Coward farce? Yet this is what Pinter does)".[1]

This blending of the two coimle^lsely different types of dr^ama

of Coward and Beckett, and the trends they represent, is a 

central issue of argument in this research. It is a study

of how Harold Pinter has stripped the drama of the British

tradition of much of its emoUonal and intellectual contents

and imbued it with reduced, abstract and negative images.

- II -

In his book Theatre and Anti-Theatre: New Mooemenfcs

Since Beckett;, Ronald Hayman asserts that: "the development

of the theatre since Beckett has been more anti-literary and

more influenced by anti-art than has generally been 

recognised. An aversion to current practices in literature,

art and the theatre has inspired an alternative method of 

procedure".^] Hayman points to traces of this anti-theatre 

in the works of Harold Pinter, Tom Stoppard, Edward Alboe 

and Sam Shepard, using the same argument, but applying it



to poetry, Alan Young comes to a conclusion similar to

Hayman*s. In his book Dada and After. Young shows how the 

English rejected Dada and Surrealism until the 1940s. He 

then argues that cynicism and nihilism eventually found

their way into English literature after the Second World

War. He looks at the neo-dada in the post-war arts, and

then concludes that a "joyless, violent and destructive

spirit, one which has tended to be anti-human and despairing

about the future, has permeated the arts".[3] Harold Pinter

with his "hate-filled plays" is cited as one instance of

this cultural perversion. THe arguments of Hayman and Young

encourage a study of these anti-art movements and the

dramaaists that are inspired by their negating spirit, to

see how much, and in what way, they have influenced Harold

Pinter. To identify the drama of such movements the rubric

"anti-theatre" will be applied.

Categorization has its own limitations and dangers, yet

it is often necessary to help us to arrange our information

and to arrive at a workable general overview of the subject

in our minds. Whenever we assign a literary work to one

category rather than to another, -we should bear in mind that

each individual author has his own personality and each i$ork

its own characteristics. Moreover, categories often overlap

3□



and objective criticism must point out such overlapping.

Without this flexible attitude .misunderstanding is

inevitable. Martin Esslin, who coined the term. "The Theatre

of the Absurd" in 1961, later found himself misunderstood

and had to defend himself against this misunderstanding. In

the revised edition of his book The Theatre of the Absurd.

in 1968, he says;

A term like Theatre of the Absurd is a working 
hypothesis, a device to make certain fundamental 
traits which seem to be present in Un works of a 
number of dramaaists accessible to discussion by 
tracing the features they have in common. That and 
no more. How could that have led to the assumption 
that Beckett and Ionesco should behave towards each 
other as raemm.brs of the sarme club or party? Or that 
Pinter subscribed to the same views on politisn or 
law as Genet? Only by a profound 
misunderstand!rng [4]

It is in this flexible sense that I am using the term

"anti-theatre", It is a working hypothesis; like "the

Theatre of Bewilderment", or of "Inertia", or of "the

Grotesque", or the terras "m^bs^ltheatre^" or "Luniar drama", [53

It is one of the labels attached to the works of Beckett and

Ionesco and those who have followed their dramatic lines.

Of course, each of these terms has its own shades of meaning

and the usefulness of each term can be appreciated best in

the context in Which it is used. Tie terra anti-theatre

expresses more deeply than the others the negative

- 4 „„



tendencies in contemporary drama and also indicates clearly

its opposition to the traditional theatre. The title

"theatre and nnti™theatre" o^inss oo the way in which

Pinter’s plays swing to and fro between realism and

abstractionism or between the traditional use of the theatre

(as represented, for example, by Noel Coward and Terence- 

Rattigan) and the experimental "anti-theatre" (as 

represented by Samuel Beckett). The term "anti-theatre" is 

also useful because it helps to make clear the fact that

this type of ,theatre is the result of the various

manifestations of the anti«-art movemonts of our age. The

cynical, agnostic and pessimistic spirit that has penetrated

the arts hhs led to tiie oejhelien ct onnventions aon ndnms

and to thh sarcastic parocy al tr ane ttrndl elmm nes of jam

and often to the elimination of most of these elements. If

we understand "anti-theatre" as the product of the

anti-artistic htnhtncies that have been oarnfhsted in modern

theatre, we shall see the sense in which the theatre of the

absurd, itself, becomes a part of anti-theatre. Esslin

indicates this when he says:
The theatre of the absurd is thus part of the 
"anti-literary" movement of our time, which has 
found its expression in abstract laiitOng•, with its 
rejection of "literary" elements in pictures; or in 
the "new novel" in Franot, with its reliance on the 
description of objects and its rejection of empathy 
and anthropomorphism.[6 ]

- 5



In other woord/’anti-theatre" encompasses more than the

theme of the absurdity of the world; it, for examine,

embraces the formalism of contemporary playwrights such as 

Peter Handke, who repudiates most forms of writing. Handke, 

as will be explained in Chapter One, rejects even the

descriptive and narrative- functions of the sentence. His 

Offend!na -the Audience [7] retains almost nothing of the

traditional elements of the drama except the faint element

of suspense which the audience feels as to what will come

out of the play. But, to its dismay, the audience discovers

at the end that it was the target of the play and ' that

nothing that was expected has happened.

Moreover, the application of some of Antonin Artaud's

theories of the theatre shows us how the attempt to uproot

existing theatre conventions has been so successful that it

has fathered a parallel set of conventions (or 

"anti-conventions”). In the anti-theatre of Artaud and the

directors who follow his theories the visual becomes more

prominent and the word is often reduced in status until it

becomes merely a sound, "The growth of art into anti-art

and literature into anti-literature," says Ronald Hayman,

"has ensued on the abandonment of representation, the cult

of the aleatory, the refusal to continue the dialogue with

- 6 -



the audience. "[8] The works of Peter Brook and Joseph

Chaikin are practical examples of the new trend that has

resulted from this spirit. It is the spirit that is ready

to challenge the playwright and minimize or even, if

possible, abolish his role, giving instead a "collective”

creation by a group of people or an invention by the 

director 1^80X1?. [93 Again, it is the spjLi^iifc that challenges

the convention of a seated audience and makes the mernbors of

the audience stand and share in the performance, or invites

or forces them to move with the actors from one place to

another, in the outside world.[10]

Again, the term "anti-theatre" is a suitable one to

apply to Samuel Beckeet's dramatic output. In his later 

works, especially after Endgame(1957) . Beckett has come to 

the extreme of abolishing any dialogue between one character 

and another, as he did in Knapp's Last. Tape (1958) and Hot % 

(1973), for example. Later, in Quad (1982), he not orLv 

abolishes language but makes the performers mere walkers

without identity. We might say that he has achieved his

longing for a drama without characters, without the need for

an actor in' the professional sense. J.L. Styan finds

Beckett's late plays sterile:

- 7 -



These plays and others which have coneOnth 
actors in burial urns or have reduced them 
physically to a pair oo ll-iDS mm^-iin in teie aark, 
begin to deny the nnee for the arOhoi, or even the 
theatre itself. Theooprarhon oo syMmolism rnmy in 
this way have ahprply 01x^1^ et ehe wook of the 
stage, but one suggests, that such anti-theatre is 
cold comfort for the future development of dramatic 
art.

It is perhaps fortunate therefore that Beckett 
has proved to be 0noroitrble.['|1]

It is clear, however, that now that Beckett has acquired his

reputation he is ready to go as far as he wishes in his

experimental use of the stage and the audio-visual media.

By giving life to dead aspects of theatre, he might give a

chance to coming generations of playwrights to invest‘ in 

these aspects and use them for hteih own purposes. Have not

the early plays of Beckett stookeh and influenced a number

of writers of whom Hamid Pinter is only nnt example? It is

true that Pinter’s experiments show that it is difficult to

imitate the philosophical reduchioroLom and absthaotionioo of

Beckett’s drama, yet they also show that Beckett’s

techniques, such as the use of the one-actor play and the

use of disconnected reveries, can be co!ofortably employed,

especially if they are imbued with emotions. Beckret’s

anti-tttrhre, as will be shown, is the model for a number of 

successful poetic plays written by Pinter: LandscaoeC 1 Q66) .

8
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S13._eno.<e( 1969) , Mn&limmX 1973) and .^her ELaaes( 1982).

- ill - .

Tie European conventions that Harold Pinter has

introduced to the British tradition have been the subject

matter of most of the critical studies about his theatre.

The new elements have become characteristic of his art and

have overshadowed the traditional origin of his theatrical

creativity, especially in the study of character. Tnis

empphsis on the new is natural, especially since the new

elements in his x?ork show some disrespect for the norms of

traditional writing. The study of the conventions which

Pinter has culled from the European experiments becomes more

revealing to his art if it is analyzed against the

traditional elements that form the basis of his drama. It

is especially so because Pinter has chosen to introduce

elements from the negative currents that have flourished on 

the continent and have been resisted by the English for so

long.

The best exemppar of’the conventions that Pinter has

leaned on is Samuel Beckett, but to understand the spirit of

anti-theatre and the different themes, structures and

techniques that have been employed by its exponents one has



to have a look at its developments since the beginning of

this century. Beckett would not have created his classics

without the experiments of MaHarme, Malterlinck, Jarry, the

Futurists, the Dadaists and the Surrealists. In Chapter One

I shall make a quick survey of the development of

anti-theatre at the hands of these dramalists and movemmets,

and include a brief study of Ionesco and Handke, whose

theatrical experiments have some influence on Pinter's

drama. Because of its importance, Beckeet's drama will be

studied separately in Chapter Two.

A study of all these experiments in this thesis will

reveal their compete deviation from the mode of expression

of the realistic drama in Britain. Such a study enables us

to understand the different motives that stand behind

Pinter's creativity.

After the cultural dilmnma that had shocked the Weetern

world as a result of the doubts cast on Christianity, a new

type of iconoclastic literature began to appear as a

reaction against all forms of previous art. Rejecting the

Naturalist-Realist movement that had flourished at the end

of the last century, a number of French writers began to

create caricature-like images of man, society and the

universe in order to satirize the realistic image of life.

10 —



At the depth of the human nature, they say, man is quite

different from What he seems to be. He is bloodthirsty,

greedy and selfish. The world, to them, is not governed by

a loving and caring God but by twhinsioal forces. These

dramaaists began to depict man in the way they see him,

outside the world he lives in. Mooeover, they did not aim

at creating an illusion of reality, but at creating

theatricality and bizarre images. In the works of

Maaterlinck and Jarry, for example, the elements of

traditional drama began to take perverse forms: the hero

became anti-hero, plot lost its logic, setting became

symbboic and language started to become nonnreferential.

After the First Woold War this aversion to traditional art

became stronger and a number of movements adopted anti-art

and anti~1iterature theories. When the Second World War

made the doubts about man's ability to live in peace

stronger, the anti-art movements finally began to give their

ripe fruit to the world of the theatre. The plays of

Ionesco, Beckett, Genet, Handke and others put the different

theories about anti-art into practice. In the plays of

Beckett, in particular, especially Waj , ti ng for Go.do.t,

anti-art has been epitomised and theatre is created in the

artistic spirit of an anti-theatre.

- 11



To understand the way in which the anti“theathh negates

the limits of realism, one has to look at the basis of the

realistic works and the core of their logic. Up to the end 

of the nineteenth century, the general view of the world was

ttrh it is a total woor.d.[12] In the realistic works there

is an assumption that there is no separation between the

individual and the social or public aspects of life. This

view of totality and wholeness began to break down at the

beginning of the twentieth century and literature began to

take new extremes, though the traditional view has

persisted, despite deep feelings of uncertainty. On nnt 

side healioo took a social line which tadth up in a type’ of 

o,dtological writing. At the other extreme, there apltareh

the self-centred literature of the isolated individual. It

is the literature which studies man from the inside trying

to find explanations for his being. To this second line of

writing, the works of IMaiarme, Maaeerlinck, Jarry and the

anti-art ooveBlonts and the new anti-theatre experiments

belong. To such a group of dra^oarists the iorgt of a total

world is false. Man can only know what is inside him and

what he perceives. In later* development of this individual

type of writing, especially in the works of Ionesco and

Beckett, this individuality becomes also false, as the self

breaks into selves which cannot be reconciled. The real

- 12 ■



self and the real society of literary realism become mere

illusions. In his book Hodepn Tragedy. Raymond Williams

depicts this extreme vision with precision:

The illusion is not a means to reality, but an 
expression of illusion itself. Then the work itself 
protests, the artist protests, against those 
conditions of its expression by which it threatens 
to become real. Traditional procedures can be 
rejected on this ground alone. The credibility of 
illusion is itself menacing. Art must not aspire, 
even in its own mode, to any false reality which 
might disturb or shatter the experience of total 
illusion. The ordinary tension of expression is 
seen as . damnable. Art must be anti-art, the novel 
must be anti-novel, the theatre must be 
anti-theatre, for this coissplltng reason. The most 
dangerous thing about any utterance, in this 
movemmnt, is that it creates the possibility of 
ctmrauticalion, which is already known to be an 
illusion. The total condition of life, when seen in 
this way, leaves no theoretical basis for art, 
except its existence, which yet, ironically, has at 
some points to be willed. Then the very will to art 
has itself to be converted to bad faith. The 
creative process has to be separated from will, and, 
at its extreme, from design, A condition of total 
illusion is thus precariously achieved by a method 
which must continually turn back on itself and 
dissolve whiat it has created. For without this 
continuous dissolution, the experience itself will 
be made unreal, by becoming falsely real. [13]

In Pinter's first three plays, The RoomC1957), The Birthday 

Party, (1958) and Th-e Dumb W.aa,te.r( 195(0) . states of 

uncertainty, hate and horror of physical violence, seem to

belong to this-world of illusion. They evoke the illusion

and violence of Ionesco's plays. Yet Pinter controls these

— 13



elements in his subsequent plays by going back to more

realistic situations. Even in the first three plays Pinter

is only an intruder in the world of anti-theatre. To

Williams:

The more general pattern of unreaaity, failure to 
communiccae, and meam.nglessness is indeed now so 
widespread that it is virtually, in itself, a 
dramatic convention. For many writers, including at 
times Pinter, it is no more than convention: a 
particular kind of theatrical opportunity. The 
convention of total illusion, and of man’s inablity 
to comamuicate, seems then merely the most bourgeois 
of platitudes.

Williams then adds: "But when this is so, we are jin danger

of missing those few works which go beyond the formulas and 

create the experience in depth."[14] Beckeet's art has deep

philosophical bases but Pinter's art is, more or less, a

general observation about human behaviour. Pinter is not a

philosopher-playwright but rather an actor-playwright who is

deeply rooted in the tradition which he has learned from his

acting experience, To enrich his experience, he has

introduced some of the elements of anti-theatre into the

British tradition. He succeeds at times and fails at

others. It is a major task of this thesis to analyze both

the meeits and the shortcomings of Pinter's art.

~ 14 -



■■ IV ~

The development of drama on the British stage during

the twentieth century has been characteristically different 

from that on the 001^11161^, Realim!!? especially after the 

examples of Ibsen and Chekhov, was and is still a major mode

of expression on the British stage. Before the 1 950s the

popular drama was doimnated by playwrights like Noel Coward 

and Terence Rattigan, ww applied a very general sense of'

rtaliom without cnomOOting themselves to any new ideas,

contrary to the more socially orientated drama of George

Bernard Stroo Leaning m^re towards Chekhov than Ibsen, 

Cow sard and Rattigri continued the tradition of recording the 

shifts of moral values as society changes. Their* drama is

characterized by character study and by well-madt plots.

The characters art often created from txampPes from real 

life and the whole structure and the language of the plays 

are made to convey, in economical and impressive ways, the

funny or the sad experience of those life-like characters.

Harold Pinter, who started his career as an actor in a

number of repertory theatres, before he turned to

playwrighting, was certainly familiar with the works of

Coward and Rattigan. Although he started by writing three

plays that htptnd mainly on conventions other than those of

- 15 -



Coward and Rafctigan, his indebtedness to their* drama began

to grow gradually, especially as he shifted to a more

realistic style. It is clear now that even the very first

plays do have strong artistic connections with the

traditional moulds of British realistic drama. The study of

the continuity of tradition in the plays of Harold Pinter is 

both amusing and iiuuminating. Amusing because they make us

more aware of changes made to the att.itu.des of the

characters of plays of the first half of the century, like 

Coward’s Design for'. Livligg.(1933) and Rafctigan’ s The Browning 

Version(1948), for example, in Pinter’s family plays of the 

second half of the century, such as The Homecormng(1965) and 

Betr.aya!( 1978); iiuuminatiig because they give us an idea 

about the artistic changes to the theatrical mood,

especially to the realistic treatment of the theme of family 

life and sexual relationships.

- V ~

Looking at the surface of Pinter’s drama, it seems to

deal with the essential problems of existence in a

metaphysical way: mysterious forces interfere in the life 

of the individual(The Birthday Panty), individuals, search 

for their identity in vain (The Caretaker. 1960), others

16 ~



discover that life is static and inexplicable (Jt£o Man’ s 

Land, 1975? and A Kind of Alaska, 1982). These themes are 

in tune with the general mood of thinking in our time. The

dissolving certainties that Pinter’s plays expose are the

province of the modern. In drama these themes are mainly

connected with anti-theatre movements, but? in fact, they

can be traced in almost every existing dramatic trend from

the deeply traditional to the savagely experimental. It is,

however, not the theme that distinguishes Pinter’s art, but

rather, the manner in which these themes are imparted. When

one investigates more deeply the way in which he tackles

these subjects, one discovers that Pinter's affiliation with

anti-theatre is less than one expects. He is not an

absurdist who depicts a chaotic universe. In fact he does

not tackle major metaphysical questions in his plays(and 

when he does so, he usually fails, as will be shown in Part

Two, to communicate these problems in a universal sense).

In his emphasis on the problems of man within a familiar

environment, he is in accord with the general mood of

thinking in Britain, and is not so very much an outsider as

he seems to be. In contemporary English drama physical

existence takes priority over the metaphysical and Pinter’s

art has this priority. It is true that Pinter is one of the

exceptional playwrights who do not indulge themselves in
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clear social issues, but his art, on the whole, does not

show that the problem lies outside man. There is a problem

of reality, but this problem concerns man. himself, his

cruelty, his weaknesses, his evasive nature, his sensual

preoccupations, his cheating of himself and of others.

Pinter only appears to be dealing with an unknown world

because he leaves his problems unsolved and because he does

not involve himself in a search for alternatives for the

problems he creates. In his early plays there is casual

violence without a verification of the monves, ' or an

identification of the characters, but the cause behind the

violence is a human one. It is the "organisation” that has 

sent Goldberg' and McCann to fetch Stanley in The Birthday- 

Par tv. The mysbtfication does not allow for a deeper

symbolic meaning of Goldberg’s organisation. Mooeover, 

there are hints, as we shall see when we study the play,

that the violence incurred on Stanley is retributive and not

totally inexplicable. The question of identity in plays 

like ‘The Caretaker. Tie Dwarfs (1960) and Family . Voices 

(1931) is related to society and people, though in a faint 

way. Davves’s claim that his identity can be found in 

"Sidcup" does not evoke a metaphysical vision similar to

Beckket’s Godot, especially within the context of Davies’s

unreliablity. Again, the vision of stasis in No Man’ s. land
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is lost behind mystification which becomes an end and not a

means in this play. Oily in his recent play A Ktnd of

A1aska is the vision of stasis crystal clear, but here the

play is characteristically realistic. This play shows that

realism can commnic^jaite fundamental images of life without

the need to resort to the bizarre and the unu-sua! elements

of theatricality. It is perhaps Pinter's concern, about the

j.m^s3c^dcate problems of his characters that makes his plays

lack the totality of vision of Beckett's drama. On the

other hand, his concern to show the dissolving certainties

of the age within a certain down to earth realim has also

made the realistic in his plays incomplete and lacking.

Pinter's drama is about the reality or falsehood of mm

rather than the reality or falsehood of the universe. This

fact directly connects Pinter's art to the British

traditional theatre, which, as we shall see in the works of

Coward and Rattigan, is a theatre of character. Yet here,

in the study of character, Pinter distinguishes himself by

introducing some elements of’ anti-theatre. To Pinter

reality is not as "firm" as we think it to be, it is rather 

like "quicksand”. It is "sucked" out by time and retrieving

it is difficult because of human limitations. For this

reason, verification of the motives of the characters is not
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necessary

We do not carry labels on our chestst...] The desire 
for verification on the part of all of us, with 
regard to our own experience and the experience of 
others, is smdepstandablt but cannot always be 
satisfied. I suggest there can be no hard 
distinctions between [...] what is true and what is 
false [...] A character on the stage who can 
represent no convincing argument or information as 
to his past experience, his present behaviour or his 
aspirations, nor give a tompree•le naive analysis of 
his mrtives is as legitimate and as worthy of 
attention as one who, alarmingly, can do all these 
things. The more acute the experience the less 
articulate its expression.(I, 11)

Mopeover, one cannot

people are not ready

know the identity of min

to reveal themselves.

fully because

I think that we trmrmnilatt only too well, in our
silence, in what is unsaid, and that what takes
place is a cmitinual evasion, desperate rear-guard 
attempts to keep ourselves to ourselves. 
Collmlunicatirn is too alarming. To enter into 
someone else’s life is too frightening. To disclose 
to others the poverty within us is too fearsome a 
possibility.(I, 15)

To serve reality in Pinter’s point of view, is to ad-m-t thee

existing dangers of trerauuicttirn. The characters created

would not compete in a moral way, but rather in their

ability to hide their secrets and at the same time to

discover the secrets of the others. In such an artistic

deadlock the dramaaist has the freedom to create his
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characters in the way he wishes. He does not need to verify

the action of his characters. In such an ambience of

mystery, the road for fantasy is open for the dramaHst.

Theonetically, Pinter has arrived at a conclusion similar to

that of Ionesco about the fantastic elements in real life,

but, as I have said before, to Pinter it is not the life in

a universal sense, but the life of the character.

Life is much more mrsterttts than the plays make it 
out to be. And it is this mystery which fascinates 
me: what happens between words, what happens when 
no words are spoken.[15]

To Ionesco the reality of lift is much more profound

than the realism of existing drama:

I have always thought that the truth of fiction is 
more profound, more charged with meaning than every 
day reality. Realism, whether it be socialist or 
not, falls short of reality. It shrinks it, 
attenuates it, falsifi.es it; it does not take into 
account our basic truth and our fundamental 
obsessions: love, death, astonishment. It presents 
man in a reduced and estranged perspective. Truth 
is in our dream, in the imcigination. [16] ,

Of course the two dra^aH^ists are right about the mysterttus

elements in life, but the .important thing is the way in

which the mystery is dramatised. For Ionesco, it is

dramatised by creating a world of dream and by evoking the
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imagination. In moo^ of Pinter’s drmia ^luLs is nno the

style used. It is in hie world of every day reality that

this fantasy is inserted. Here lies the strength of the 

playwright, and here also the danger of confusion in his 

art. Pinter is, no doubt, the playwright of my3sification. 

But how much mystification can the playwright, legitimately, 

include in his art? I shall try to find an answer to . this 

question in the study of particular plays depending mainly 

on the critical reactions to the way he formulates ambiguity 

and oystification. I shall also use an analogical procedure

and compare his style of oystification with that of Beckett.

The following observations can be made about the

mystificatioi in his plays. In some plays the mystification

becomes self-expressive, especially when the structure of

the play is theatrical and does not pretend to create an

illusion of reality. This is seen in his poetic plays such

as Land.sc.ap_e. Silence and Family Voices. On other occasions 

the R0^sSification is subdued by the overwhelming ^11x00, as

in The Caretaker, Betrayed and A Kind of Alaska. In the

early plays, however , he a yrmbolia ©emier'ita eemp peoional

and make some of the plays perverea in their

compptiLtioi, as The Homecoming, for example. Finally, in

few plays, such as The Dwarfs and Ho Man's Land, the

mysSificatioi becomes rather an. end in itself than a part of
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wider reality, and confusion prevails.

On the other hand, how stta of reality is the author

supposed to include in his art? Pinter uses a language that

has been termed by Bamber Gascoigne as "distilled realimm",

in which ordinary explanation has been ornmtted and the

strong sub-text has to be grasped or felt through 

fragmentary lines. [173 At times a "microscopic reality" is

employed and minute details are presented. This distilled

realimm is a very effective approach when it is rich enough

to create a discourse: an expressive situation which does

not require further clarification. Such an approach creates

art without preaching-like dialogues. Pinter often succeeds

in creating such situations, especially in his poetic plays.

Yet Pinter’s realism has its own limitations. These

limitations appear when his art is compared with that of

Ibsen and Beckett, the two great dramaaists who represent

the two aspects of his theatre. In an interesting article,

"The Limits of Realism", [18] Richard Pearce compares

Ibsen’s A Doll* . s House with Beckettts Waat^jtia% for Godot in

order to show why the second play is not in the tradition of

literary realimm. After showing that the closed system. and

the single artistic economy of A Doll* s House. have been

replaced by suspension in Hai ting for CG^cl, he finds that
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there are at least four conditions to the limits of a

realistic work. First, everything is observable; second, 

literary realism is based upon the facts that things, 

people, ideas, feelings are quantifiable and measurable;

third, literary realium follows the rules of cause and

effect; and finally, the subject of the realistic work is 

capable of imitation. These four conditions, he finds, are 

violated by Beckett in Wi ti ng for godot. Suspension goes 

beyond the limits of realism, or as one might add, Beckett

has cast doubts upon the validity of these condiitions. As

for Pinter, he applies the rules of literary realium but

only to a certain limit. Pinter, for example, observes

elements of the real world. He sets his plays within the

boundaries of time and place. Tie characters■ live in a 

known society and have general character-traits. They speak 

a languiage familiar to the audience. Yet observation stops

at this limit: the characters then become more . than what

they say and the language becomes pirtially no in referential.

In this limited observation about the characters and their

language, Pinter5 s characters miss the crmulicat-ions of

Ibsen5s characters and, at the same time, because of their 

realistic aspects, they also miss the imagery of Beckett’s

symbolic anti-heroes. The characters in Pinter’s plays

become one-dimensional with, one major "label" written on
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their "chests": liars. The masks Pinter7! ch&mcters wear

do not reflect the social prison of the individual of

Ibsen’s plays, nor the intellectual awareness of Beckktt’s 

lntt~hertes.[ 19] They wear self-imposed masks which put them 

in prisons that aar quute bblow the sttnnaada oi? both

Ibsen’s realimm and Beckett’s abstractionism. Again, the

masks of Pinter’s characters are not like those of

Pirandello’s, whose work forms a bridge between Ibsen and

Beckett, While in Pirandello one can easily disti ngu.i sh

between illusion and reality because his characters do

sometimes take oof tlheiir Mmaks and revvaa thhVr true

identity, th e secret of the ddentity of the Pinter ian

character remains with the author himself.

It is perhaps the presence of a comppehensivv and a

balanced view of mmn, society and, if pc^^£5jLl^3.e, the

universe, that elevates art to greatness. The totality in

vision makes Ibsen’s A. 1011- ,s House aad Beckett’s Wai in ng

for Go_d.Pt classics of the age. Very few plays, even those

written by great dramaaists can claim such a very

comprehensive and balancse 1.110x11. In my own view,

Pinter’s A Kind of Alaska is one of these plays. It tackles

both mstery and reality with clarity and precision and both

the weakness and the strength of man is evident.



It is also in this context of a comppehenaive and a

balanced attitude that I find many of Pinter's plays limited

in scope and sometimes only peripheral. In his drsma there

is an emphas on a bad faith in man. The evil aspect in man

is undoubtedly exists but there is evidence from real life

that it is not the only face of humanity. The topltsis on

evil in contemporary art has gone too far, especially as a

reaction io the brutality of the two World Wars. The

dominant image of a transcendental evil in man has become

another convention. Those who support this view give the

example of what .happened in the concentration camps as an

example of man's real evil nature. But as Willijms has

rightly observed: "while men created the camps, other men 

died at conscious risk to destroy them’.[20]

Man is weak and strong, cruel and kind, impulsive and

in control of himself, sensual and mental, honest and

dishonest, and unless this ^^^lit^y is reflected in art it

will be partial, unbalanced and not coBprehe naive. In some

of Pinter's plays there are foils to the black aspects of 

man, but they are very faint. The dominant image of man is

more of an animal than of a human, though, as we shall see,

in some of his later plays he has shown more interest in

human compassion.
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Until the middle years of the 1950s, which saw (in 

1955) the first British performance of Waiting for Godot■ and 

(in 1956) the premiere of Look Back in Anger and the first 

visit of the Berliner Ensemble to London, the names of

Terence Rattigan and Noel Coward, heirs of the theatre of

middle class action and middle class audience, were in the

forefront of the consciousness of the theatre-going public.

After the Second World War, Rattigan was the most popular

playwright in Britain. As an established playwright of the 

time, he began to defend his type of writing against the

intruding new plays. But there was a very strong incoming

wave which could not be resisted.

With the performance of Becke'et's and Brecht's plays on

British stages, the British theatre began to reach out in

new directions. Rattigan, "the urbane celebrity and great 

comrmeccal success”,[21] fell into critical disfavour and 

was not able to restore his reputation until shortly before

his death in 1977. Meawhhlt the traditional British

theatre continued its role and the names of Alan Ayckbourn

and Simon Gray are shining now as a proof of the tontinuti

vigour and popularity of this type of theatre. However, in

the I960s and the 1970s the limelight was mainly directed at
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two types of writers: the young socialist playwrights,

of whom took Bertolt Brecht as their example and aimed at

creating a worLci ng class theatre; and a much smaner group

which did not commit itself to any political lrogrmmt and

roughly followed Beckett's depiction of a cultural dilmma.

Early Stoppard and Pinter are in many ways representatives

of this second type of writer.

Neveetheless, most contemporary British playwrights

tried to exploit the imported current of art without a total

break with the demands of the British stage. Thus, their

theatre remained verbal and, with few exceptions, realistic.

Though Harold Pinter's work is one of the exceptions, his

depiction of the dark aspects of contemporary man is in line

with the general mood prevailing on the British theatre.

It is not difficult to notice a certain level of

agreement among contemporary British playwrights on the sick

nature of the individual. The socialist playwrights

attribute this to the social structure, while others give it

a more general interpretation. Generally speaking,

therefore, the heroic figure, the pivotal central character

who, relying upon his high mooal strength, changes the minds

and hearts of others while remaining faithful to his

principles, becomes increasingly hard to find. The image of
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a hero like Dluntschli in Shaw's Arms and, the Man’ 1894) has 

stepped out. to be replaced by an anti-hero figure like Jimmy

Porter in Osborne's Look Back in Anger. . Again the general

tendency in the new theatre is to move from the luxurious

bedroom of the type of Raina Petkoff — Bluntschli's lover

to what can be tlnsidtrtd as beds in a mental

hospital.This change is noticed by C.U.B Bigsby in his

introduction to Contemporary English Drama:

For a period in which boundaries are indeed 
dissolving, in which roles are no longer as clearly 
definable and acceptable, in which the dominant 
images seem to be those of decay and degeneration, 
and in which society is perceived as a conspiracy 
against the self or against a class, it is perhaps 
not surprising that the ‘mental hospital should have 
btclmt a favourite image and setting for the 
playwright of the 60s and 70s. It is evident, for 
example, in Durrerauuat's Th e Solentl s.ts, Peter 
Weess's torM/Sade. Ken Kesey's One. FIew Over the 
Cuckoo',s Nest, Edward Albee’s Listening, David 
Storey's Home, Joe Orton's What ■ ^ie. Butter Saw, 
Peter Shaffer's Epees, David Edgar's Mary Barnes. 
Tom Stoppard's Every Good Bpy. Deserves Favour and 
Mary O'Maaiey's Look Out,... . Here Comes Tumble. It 
is a telling image and, indeed, its potency 
underlines a thematic continuity which can be seen 
as connecting the early plays of Osborne,Wesker and 
Stoppard with the work of writers like David Hare, 
David Edgar, Howard Brenton and Barrie Keefe two 
decades later. Beyond everything they express a 
powwful sense of cultural and personal
collapse.[22]
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It is clear from this list that the depiction of man’s

uncertainties is not the monopoly of what is kntin as the

Theatre of the Absurd. We can find traces of thv split

personality not only in the works of some socialist

playwrights, but in some of thv works of thv traditional

writers as well. However, thv mood in which these different

playwrights portray the disintegrated iharaiter is

different. Thv mood of writing is crucial to thv ctms^si.ted

artist.

Socialist playwrights see the distorted personality as

an indication of lack of social awareness on the part of the

individual and, m^rv often, carelessness and injustice on

the part of the society. Thv lack of social awareness can 

be exelsplifted jin Bond’s Saved, [23] in which every 

ineiviaual is responsible in one way or another for the

stoning of thv baby. Even Len watches the murder without

doing anything. Again, the corruption of the individual is

clear in Brenton's Chalsfcte in Love.[241 in which both the

persecutor and the persecuted are sexually corrupt.

Yet, in spite of this often dark depiction of human

weakness, the i.tmrastted playwright cannot but be exppieit

because lmbbguity is a dernial of thv human being's ability

to ctrarilutiiatv and cooperate. That is why the language of
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the commited playwright and the content of his plays still

mainly depend on realism. Brecht has defined realism as:

revealing the mask of causes in
soci^ety/umiaski ng the dominant viewpoints as 
viewpoints of those who dominate/ writing from the 
point of viex* of the class which, for the most 
urgent difficulties, holds the broadest
solutions/ernphasizing the moment of the development/ 
concrete character and possibility of
abstraction.[253

Like the comraitttd playwrights, but without their

vision,the traditionalists who write only to communncate

their peifsonal experience or a personal vision in order to

entertain their audiences, do sometimes touch upon dark

aspects of life and the weakness of man, especially after 

the present loss of transcending values. Such writers do

not have radical solutions to man’s predicament and they

generally take things at ease because they still hope man

can improve his situation, or at least face his crises

bravely. In Rattigan’s The Browning Version, for example,

betrayal and dishonesty build up to add to the central

character's misery and incompetence, but he resists at the

end and shows some determination that makes the audience

admire him immotdattly after deploring his situation.

However, in the case of such writing, optimism is often

plausible only because it often remains at the individual

level and rarely tries to tackle revolutionary affairs.
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Unlike the above mentioned positive or at least hopeful

appraisals of the possibility of hu.man tmppfvemGnt and

change, BeckkVt’s (and often Pinter’s) woo'1!. does not give

chance or hope of a plausible solution.!’, fact the treatment

of every day problems is not in any way thougH of by

Beckett. To him, as we shall see in some detail in Chapter

Two, marts problem is a metaphysical one. There is no

difference between man’s birth, life, and death because his

condition is static. To Beckett, man’s life is full of

contradictions and oppposte mmoives, none of which is 

ionvinitng and decisive. Christianity and Western 

philosophy do not convince Beckett and he finds himiself tn

darkness. To varying degrees Beckett influenced many 

British playwrights, tncluaing a number of socialist writers 

such as Caryl Churchill, Bsarie KevVe, Doaid Hare and 

S tvphen Poliakov.[26]

Let it seemis difficult for socialist playwrights to

accept Beckktt’s art. Edward Bond could not tolvratv "an

actor to act in Beckett one night and in Brenton thv next —

it ts also nonsense to expect the audieniv to enjoy one and

then the other. If they did, we have to say that they dad 

not understand either." Be argues that, to him, "you cannot

any longer create art without socialimm", ami that thv
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English Stage Company at the Royal Court should have adopted

a philosophy. "To do Beckett one week and Brenton the

next", he aids,i^vlsld be just absurd and culturally

lernioiouSiIt would encourage an Edwaadian attitude to the 

playing-fields and battle fields of art, as if it were to be

chosen as a new shirt is chosen, on ground of taste, comfort

and variety as if changing your lid or creating justice 

were as easy".^'?] Bond is right, I think, in rejecting the 

negative art of Beckett but that same negative look is

considered by many who enjoy Beckett as a contribution to

our knowledge of the human crisis. Mooeover, no one can

deny that there is a cultural problem that involves • every

human aspect and not only the social lnt. For a tlmraUi;ted

playwright, however, it is not enough to point to a

situation . that tells of an imminent catastrophe, but you

have also to search for an alternative to avoid it.

Beckett, of course, builds his philosophy upon the lack of

such alternative, Nevv^theltss, Bond himself shares a part

of Beckeet’s eschatological imagery when he says: "Human

history has reached a critical and probably decisive point.

If we survive the next 150 years we will survive the next

10,000".[28]
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Likewise, Bond’s cfi'ciiismi of Beokett,s uncommitted

theatre can be applied to Harold Pinter, though after about

thirty years of indifference to existing problems in his

writing, Pinter has suddenly changed his attitude, and one

has to wait for future writing to evaluate the extent and

quality of this change.

During the course of his past career Pinter considered

ion~commot]oent almost sacred. He argued that "living in the

world must be tied up with living in vouf own, where you are

— in your room ... Before you manage to adjust yourself to

liviig alone in your room ... you are not terribly fit and

equipped to go out and fight the battles ... which are 

fought •montly in abstractions in the outside world".[29] 

This question of the knowledge of the self, the doubt about

its reality, is one of the aspects of anti-theatre. In both

ctmi]itted and traditional theatre, this doubt cannot be

accepted, or if accepted it would be limited. There should

be some kind of human understanding that could lead to

better conditions if this understanding is well exploited. 

Mooeover, mutual understanding implies some moral

adaptation, whether individual or social. Such moral aim is

refused by Pinter, who says,"as far as I am concerned there

is no real difference between my sketches and my plays. In
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both X im j.ntvrvsted primarily in people; I want to present

living people to the audience, worthy of their interest

primarily because they are, they exist, not because of any 

mooal the author may draw from them’.[30] Pinter encourages 

thv tntuitjLvv creation watch ts vncftragvd by almost all

anti-artists. Tie pivcv of art tn itself becomes

everything, "What I write", he says in a spveca, "has no 

obligation to anything other than to itself. My 

responsibility is not to audience, critics, producers, 

directors, actors or to my fellow men in general/Dut to the 

play tn hand, simply."(X, 10)

But, warn compared to Beckett, Pinter’s pLays display

somv levels of psychological and social study that cannot bv

found in BeckkVt’s pLays. In his family plays, for example,

there is a certain level of psychological ududy of the

bvhlvifur of the characters, though it is often incomplete. 

There ts also a study, in general terms, of thv behaviour 

and language of cvirtatn classes of people. In The

Caretaker, in particular, Oavivs ts a dear example of thv 

lower working class, which ts thv subject ramlter of niuhh of

thv socialist dramm. In this same play there is also a hint

at national and racial fvars of violence. Yet. these

psychological and social elements have a secondary or minor



importance in his drama. ITIs is, as 1 have said before,

me of the results of the reductlon in the realistic

approach. Even when Pinter tackles a realistic problem of a

middle class level, such as the problem of lplfitmakin.g in

Betrayal, the reductions in the emolilnal and intellectual

problems make the problems less effective. Generally

speaking, Pinter's plays remain within the area of the study

of man from the inside. To hum, as we hav<j .just a&en, man

cannot go out to the world before he knows himself and

adjusts himself in his "room".

In a recent interview on a BBC 2 Newxn^Jht programme on 

16 December 1983? Pinter seemis to have decided to shrift the 

battle to the outside. He is reported to have regretted his 

previous lack of interest in the existing problems of the 

world. He argued that one must not sit idle while lnking

at the end of the world, or the blackout, not only of

history, but of the earth itself as well. As a sign of new

commutment, he has contributed a sketch to an evening

arranged by the CND Movement in response to the effect of

the American film The Dav After, which shows the expected

results of a nuclear disaster. His sketch entitled

Precisely (1983), exposes politicians as tradesmen who make 

war and kill millions in the same way as they make a
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coliLobil ci al d eal.

Pinter’s latest work One for the Roadl 1984) . carries 

within it some signs of a new thematic approach. The play

treats the subject of the torture of people for political 

reasons and could be the beginning of a new stage in

Pinter's career which might lead him to adopt a clearer

stance of political and social issues. That will be for the

future to tell.
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Theatre Aw aRTt- THEATRE



chapter me

ANTI- THEATRE: AH HHCSTORICAL SURVEY

Being only a convention, anti-theatre includes a

variety of forms and of manners of expression that are

difficult to put under an exact definition. However, the

tendency of those Who follow this tradition to negate

existing theatrical expressions and their commitment to

search for ultimate forms of artistic freedom, constitute

the unifying criteria of this modern convention or 

tradition. "I call certain of uy plays anti-plays", says _ 

Eugene Ionesco, "anti-comedies, pseudo-drama, but I create

anti-theatre only to the extent that the theatre that one

usually witnesses is taken for real theatre". [1 ] The 

exponents of • this tradition reject the use of the theatre to

create the illusion of reality and call for a theatre of 

"pure play", that is without any attempt at creating,

life-like characters or any attmapt to imitate realistic

action. To achieve this "pure play" or pure theatricality,

the elements of traditional theatre often become the target

Al



if satire end sarcasm. For this reason Ronald layman

• theatre a trad t io? n yiu.ch uses "the 5

dium, not in ord er to destroy it bu t to

what is bad about the way it has

him to use the term a ntx** theatre

; negative, destructive revolutio

reductionist and abstractionist tendencies in the new

theatrical art. Tie anti-play is less miiamtic than

satirical, not so much a story about life in a particular

place at a particular time as an object in its own right,

non-referential, implicitly denying the feasibility of 

referential art”.[3] The tendency to negate- traditional 

modes of expression has gradually intensified during this

century until it reached a climax after the Second Woo’ld 

War. In this gradual developments the new experiments 

depend on those which precede them in order to find better

means or tools for negation. In other words, the

anti-theatre is a continually progressing tradition in which

every new experiment tries to reduce more of the

conventional elements of the theatre. The young anti-artist

not only parodies realistic drama but also extends his

travesty to the preceding anti-theatre itself. This is very

clear in the case of the Austrian ip.aywright Peter Handke.

Handdc’s anti-plays not have been created without the
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anti-plays of ,oa.uv.e.1 bGo.“K 11, , yet, by compaaison, some of

Handke7s plays overshadow in their reductionist even

Beckett's plays t-h emae ^.ves, eespecially in Offen&tnn. the

Auulence. N, chol a s . . n has noticed this reciprocal

relationship. when categorising a play like Handle?7 s

Of f.gndjng the Audience or Ionesco’s Tie Bald Prima Donna as 

anti-plays, "It is important", He'n says, "to be clear in 

these casesfas also with Tbu Hoi. the daddy of modern 

anti-plays) [that] the 'anti' is only relative to what has 

gone before: none of these anti-plays represented an act of

total destruction? because each of them could only exist and

could only make sense within the structure of existimg 

theatre against which it was rebelling"[4]

Behind the rejection of this tradition of the creation

of realistic images is the dissatisfaction with modern

thought and culture. At the basis of this rebellious spirit

is a disbelief in the sources of inspiration. At the

beginning the resentment was directed at Christianity and

the .social structures related to its culture? but this

resentment later included secular thought and its structures

as well. A common theme of this tradition is the isolated

man who has no hope of salvation and no hope of a butter

future. "Cut from his religious, metaphysical and
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r 1 - o', Ionesco declares, " man is lost; all

his actions become senseless, absurd] and uselessMS]

Dissatisfied with the inrsvaiUng culture and current

artistic expressions, the anti-artist becomes angry at the 

people’s acceptance of what ho considers to be wore

illusions. For this reason, the tendency to negate the

content and the form of the media is yoked with a feeling of 

hostility towards the audience. Susan Sontag wrote:

Art becomes the enemy of the artist, for it denies 
him the realization —■ the transcendence — he 
desires, Therefore, art comes to be considered 
something to be overthrown. A new element enters 
the individual artwork and becomes constitutive of 
it; . the appeal (tacit or overt) for its own 
abolition — and, ultimately, for the abolition of 
the art itself ... Coumsitteci to the idea that the 
power of art is located in its power to negate.. the 
ultimate weapon in the artist's inconsistent war 
with the audience is to verge closer and closer to 
silence.[63 •

- 1 «■

Tie story of anti-theatre

fantasy, Grand Guignol and

Mall arme ( 1842-1 898) , Mauui c e 

A3.fred Jarry (18?3-1 907 , th e

is a story of myfcery,

provocation, Wth Stephan

Maaterlinek( 1062-1 949) and.

three symbolists who carried
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theironthe tools of desmoition to rebuild drama

rrvolutionary basis, the first practical examples of the

anti-theatre tradition come into existence.

HaHarme’s connection with the theatre is. minly as a 

critic: his views of poetry and drama paved the way for the 

spread of anti-realistic writing in France. Using the ideas 

of Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849) and Charles-Pierre- 

B&LtUdeaire( 1821-1867) , MaHarme advocates a drama that

depends on dreams and evokes the spirit of things. He

believes* that poetry should be the dominant constituent, if

other arts were to be employed in drama. The poetry he

wants is that which implies and suggests rather than states

and explains. His ideas of a poetic drama, in addition to

his call "for a 'drtheatricalised' and for a

'deraaaerialiEedl' stage",[7] anticipated the work of Beckett.

Again, the idea of a one-actor play which MaHarme proposes

has been fulfilled by Beckett and Pinter, although MaHarm©

suggests the poet himself should be the actor who would act 

to an audience of not more than twenty-four persons.tG]

Like iM^llarmeJ Maeterlinck somght to find truth in the

myyterious and the invisible qualities of life, but unlike

him, he found a dramatic way to express it. He envisaged a

destructive rvil force in the world like that seen by Por
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and Baudelaire. Thus Baattplinek’s world contradicts what

the paeGld.LUg drai!aii^{;s depicted as a logical universe

ruled by a ju.st.Gid. Before him, dmaists would show

disorder and contradiction only as an anticipation of the

coming of a solution from an unexpected source, the .deus, ex

m^chH.. In Mrlerlinckss Pelleas. and, MeJisan^ (1893)", the 

characters are led to the slaughter house like sheep [,«.} 

for reasons that are never clear, ei'ther to them or- to the 

audience. There is sequence but no causality (that is, one 

event follows another but is not caused by it)".[9]

In Pelleas and MeL.isan.de. MaleelinGkf8 best play, 

there is some action,, though maanly symbolic, but his 

achievement, both in theory and practice, which will later 

influence many writers, among them Beckett- and Pinter, is

his innovation of the static theatre in which there is no

movement and the tension is kept internal and psychological.

I have grown to believe that an old man, seated in 
his armchair, waiting patiently, with his lamp 
beside him, giving unconscious ear to all the 
eternal laws that reign about his house ... docs 
yet live in reality- a deeper, more human and more 
universal life than the lover who strangles his 
mistress, the captain who conquers in battle, or 
'the. husband who avenges his honour’. [10]

■In his one-act play The Intruder (1690), an old man sits
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quietly thinking that other people, unaware of death is

visiting his daughter. In another one-act play The Blinds 

(also 1C90), six: blind old men and six blind old women sit

facing each other. Uith them there is only one boy who' can 

see but cannot speak. They are waiting, not for Godot as in

Beckeet’s 1953 play, but for a godXy prpese who turnr suo t o 

be with them, yet he is dead. Hit didlogue a nd tone of’

Becketfs play "may be more witty", says J.L. Styan, "but 

the point may not be too different". [11]

Alfred Jarry’s influence on contemporary theatre is a

clear example of the openness and readiness of contemporary

art to accept the most idiosyncratic and anti-cultural

creations. For Alfred Jarry seems to say "no" to every 

ideal in his surroundings: religion, social values, art and 

its logic. Maurice Hare LaBelle begins his detailed study 

of Alfred Jarry’s life, work and theory of liecrature with

words which support some of the above notions:

society, governuent, 
equalled zest and

"HornpotS We won’t have destroyed a thing 
unless we demons!, even the ruins" (Alfred Jarry, 
Peen res Cotmnefces, Michel Arrive, Par.s Gallimard 
[Bibliotheque de la pleiade], 1972, p.427.) Such was 
the crodo of Alfred Jarry. Consequunmy, he
assaulted the most sacred altars and groves of 

and religoon with a rarely 
zeal. His troops, . superbly

captained by King Ubu and Dr FamtroH, forced the 
enemy to yield precious ground, and as a result he 
did much to revolutionize modern li terature. [12]
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Jarry opposed Chhrstianity, considering it.

contradictory, . and depicted Chhrst as the "lion of

Hate". [ 13] He believed in a cosmos in which "man

is alone, man is weak",[14] a theme that became major in 

contemporary drama. Moreover, Jarry was at odds with the

bourgeois social standards and their dicta of behaviour.

On the lUerary level, Jarry was the first to say "no"

to ArrstottLe. His anti-Aristotelian stance has led to the

introduction of the tragicomedy type of drama. It has also

led to the creation of the circular plot, that is, without

clear distinction between the traditional three divisions of

a plot: beginning, middle, and ending. Moo©over, Jarry

rejected Arrsfcotie’s opposition to the "comriplL^^<ce and 

L.ow"[15] language and by beginning his King Ubu with the 

word "shit" he has paved the way for the use if scatological

terms in modern drama.

Jarry’s fame rests manly on his play Kin# .P..h.u( 18U63, 

which can bo considered the first anti-play or the first

model of this type if play. Critics agree in its 

uniqueness. Styan, for example, cites the words of Sacha

Guiitry, the French comedian to show this uniqueness:

1 believe it is a maaterpiece of its kind. You will 
ask, what is its kind? That is very difficult to
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define, for it is neither strictly humour nor 
strictly parody. It is not related to any other 
form of literature... If I were forced to classify 
this phenomenon, I should put it first among excess 
caricature, ranking it with the most original and 
powerful burlesque of Hl time. [16]

The story of King Ubu is a caricature of the ruling

class, who are depicted,especially in the personality of 

Urn, as the embodiment of villainy and greed. The story is

revealed in a nomi^rrUstic approach: actors wear masks and

are conceived as pup-pets; one actor represents an army;

and the slaughter of the aristocrats is symbblizrd by

cutting the heads of forty life-size wicker mannnruins,

which are toppled into a pit.

The setting is likewise bizarre. The backcloth .Is to

"show the interior and thr exterior of a room

simultaneously, and simultaneously contrast a torrid and

arctic location. The effect was aggressively unreal,

child-liko and grotesque5" [17]

With such caricature, non-rraListic acting and setting,

the intent-ion was not so much to amuse the audience as to

insult it. In fact, many people who came to the first

performaunce expected to be scandalized, "After Stephan

HaHarme,.. a after our own vrrse", wrote William Butler
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Yeats, who was in the audience on the opening night, "What 

more is possible? After us the savage God" [10] In 

language, action, character, setting and theme. King Uhu

negates the norms of traditional theatre. LaBelle considers

Kin# Ubu "a stentorian call for the overthrow of accepted

assumptions of man, society, and cosmos; new forces were

operating which necessitated new definitions and attitudes.

Jarry saw hhat rrmaatists liiust break the chains of the paist

and seek a now d^^haahurgy to express the transformation of

man and the forces Which operated on him" [19]

- II - -

During the First World War a number of movements began 

for show contempt to existing cultures and attempt at the 

same time to find alternatives in art by original thinking.

Three of th ese moverns nts that. 1 eft. th sir marks on

contemporary art are: Futurism, Dadaism and Surrealism. To 

these wovelaents, especially the first two, the inauguration

of the anti-art notion is attributed.

The Futurists introduced new elements into the visual

arts and music and a number of techniques in the theatrical

art that was later used by Ionesco and Beckett. Because
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they had new images of life they"actively sought direct 

confrontation with tho audienee.CThey seem to have been the 

first to do so.)"[20] '

In their manifestos, the Futurists' condemn "traditional

drama for being lengthy, analytic, and static, and propose

in its stead a 'Synthetic5 drama: 'that is, very brief. To

compress into a few minutes, into a few words and gestures,

innumerable situations, sensibilities, ideas, sensations,

facts and symbbls,.. Our acts can also be mommi-its only a

few seconds long. '"[21] Mrrnntti advocated muuic-hall, 

nightclub and circus techniques in the theatre and thus

anticipated Beckett. Beckett —« who knows Italian — also

seems, to have taken the idea of very short plays from the 

Futurrsts. For instance, Francesco Canguillo’s short play 

or sintesi, as it was called by the Futurists, Detonation 

(1915) anticipates Beckett’s Breath (1969), for in each of

the two plays the curtain rises and falls for a short

interval showing no characters but only a sound is heard, a

shot in the former and a cry in the latter. Again the idea

of disconnected monologue which has been used by Beckett and

Pinter was used by Giocomo Balia in Disconnected States of 

IH.„n,d( 1916) . Mrinnett's Feet (1915) shows only the feet of 

the actors, a technique used in Beckett’s Not £, in which



only a mouth is seen. Sue of the Futurists anticipated

Ionesco in his image of furniture taking the place of nn,

in bis use of proliferating bodies and in his provocation

technique: planting, actors in the audito^ilQ and accusimg

spectators of kill ng.

Tie Dada movement is rightly considered the ancestor of

mti-art and amti-ii eer'ary groups that appeared during this

century. The Dadaasts used the same techniques as the

Futurrsts. Their distinctive characcerrstic is their clear

attack on the norms of art and liecrature. Looking at art

from the perspective of the theory of relativity, but 

applyimg it to the extreme, Tam says:5iThe work of art is 

never beautiful by degrees, objectively, for every one [...] 

criticimi is therefore useless, it exists only subjectively,

for every person... Thus DADA was born from a need for

independence, for mistrust before cumtunty of ideas. Those

who belong with us retain their liberty. He recognize no

theory”.[22] The Dadsasts had no preconceived intentions 

about' the art and lieerature they wanted. Their main aim

was to negate. Roger Vitrac quotes Tzara saying”,there is a 

very subtle way ... of destroying taste for literature. 

That is combating it with its own means and its own 

recipes”. [23] Like the Futurrsts, the Daddasts made



exhibitions which incrrporhthd their innovations. They read

different poems simultaneously or read poems gathered from

words cut from newspapers, read their mannfestos, exhibited

their visual art which showed objects from everyday life

liko bottles or broken bicycles, and performed plays. In

all these they aimed at that prove cation of the audience

which is considered by Tzara as the basis of Dadaism.

The Surreaai st movement which succeeded Dada

differentiated itself from the preoeding movement by trying

to find some order or definition — an act totally rejected 

by the Daddasts, Andre Breton (1896-1966), the spokesman of 

the Surrealist movement, was interested in Freud’s theories

about the unconscious. He defined Surrealism as"pure 

psychic automation, by Which is intended to express,

verbally in writing, or by other means, the real process of 

thought. Thought*s dictation, in tho absence of all control

exercised by the reason and outside all aesthetic or moral

preoccupation".[24}

The Surrea3.ist contribution to the theatre can best be

exemplified by the works of Guillaime Apo?Llinaire(l0c80-1918) 

and Jean Cocteau( 1892-1963), though they were not members of

the movement. In ApcHinaire’s The Breasts of Tiresias. 

(191'/), for exaMppe, Therese releases her breasts to fly as
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balloons and changes place with her husband, who delivers

more Chin forty thousand offspring! Apollinaire was an

enthusiastic advocate of the works of Jarry and the

Futurists and attacked the well-made play, claiming that by

dealing with inner states in mofd, freedom of movement is

enhanced and action becomes closer to nature.

HI

In 1926 .Roger Vitrac (1899-1952) and Antonin Artaud 

(1896-1948) established the Theatre Alfred Jarry. This can 

be considered as both an acknowledgement if indebtedness to

Jarry and a continuation of his approach to the theatre

injected with new blood. The two men had affiliations with

Dada and Surrealism but were dedicated to the theatre, a

fact that is one of the reasons behind their break with

these movernonts that led to their totablSihme»t of a theatre

of their own.

Viforac’s clay The Mystery of Love (19277) , one of the 

few ploys ptrfo^lntd in the Theatre Alfred Jarry, portrays a

sado-msoohii^i^.Lc relationship between two lovers and can be

considered "a sort of mtaifestl of the Theatre of

Cruulty’’, [25] another type of theatre later advocated by
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Artaud. During the action of the play there is much

violence, even the killing; of children. Tin stage becomes

full of blood. The play also uses the technique of

inter-oonmunlcation between actors and audiences by planting

actors in the auditorium. At one .instance a member of the

audience (a planted actor) is shot. To stress the role of

the audience in the performance the lights are directed at

them.

With Artaud we come to one of the most iotportant men of

th e theatre in this century. As with Mellirmo, Artaud's

significance in the theatre lies more in his theoretical

work than in his work as a playwright or as a director. The

following quick look at one of his plays. The Sour.t. of B1 ood 

(1927); ' a product at the ond of his official relationship 

with the Surrealists, and at some of h.is ideas about the

theatre, reveals both the cultural dHmmta spoken about at

the beginning of this chapter and the consequent search for

alter natives to existing art forms.

Artaud's me&Obrship in the Surrealist movement enhanced

his ' obsession with the study of his inner self and its

relationship with his body. His journey into the realm of

being is sioiilar in many ways to Beckett's .and, indeed, he

anticipated him, Ionesco and Pinter in the treatment of the
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subject of the fractured personality and also in the

(h-’arnattsation of states of delirium and madnnss. Artaud

found himself suffering from the interference of the 

"others” in himself and may have influenced Beckett and

through him Pinter in the of such a state of

feeling,

Artauds The Spurt of Blood "exemplifies Surma, ist 

anti-theatre".[26] It gives rein to imagination and the 

result is a dreamlike world: human parts fall on the stage 

while a bawd and a young man exchange banal phrases; a huge 

hand touches the bawd who shouts "leave me, God" and then 

bites the hand, making' blood spurt on the stage; scorpions 

come out from under a nurse’s skirt and a young woman who

dies returns back to life. "In the umme of nn -inner

liberty", Artaud says, "of the exigencies of its peace, its

perfection, its purity, it spits on you, world given over to

dessicated reason, to the bemired mimetism of the centuries, 

and who have built your hou.se of words and established your 

lists of precepts where the Sun’eaUst spirit, the only one 

to which we owe being uprooted, can no longer explode**. [27] 

In addition to the shook the play causes to religious 

f'eelings, the technique of’ the play shocks in its

nonnreferential characterization and disconnected plot.
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A reaction against the theatre, the Western theatre in

particular, is also behind Artaud's idea of the Theatre of

Crudity. Believing in the real presence of evil, the

theatre he aimed at is one which reveals the true nature of

nan, which is cruelty. Ueetern language, to him, distorts

reason and is not capable of expressing the truth of inner

states of being. He saw in oriental acting and rituals a

way of expressing the inexpressible. He advocated a new'

theatrical .language that includes sounds, movee.lonts, light,

contact with the audience, who must sit in the middle of the

theatre to watch a performance which takes place in all

directions.

These ideas belittle, and sometimes abolish the role of

the playwright, and the director takes his place. The. 

actlr^o work changes also, because he is not supposed to

impersonate a character but to use his body to express, a

state of being. Artaud could not put all his ideas into

practice but his theories influenced a number of directors

in Europe and Ai-merca. His connectim with Dada and

Surrealism and his ideas of a non-verbal theatre- make him a

transitory anti~liecrary figure, for in the year he died 

(1948) Eugene Ilntsco wrote Th.e Bald Prima Donna, the first

theatrical work to be called an "anti-piay".
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After the Second World War pessimism dominated the

works of a number of playwrights and a new type of

anti-theatre was created. The subject matter of these

playwrights was the human condition considered from a

fundamental point of view. For most of them the

dissatisfaction extended to secular culture as well as to

the religious one.

A study of three of these playwrights helps in

understanding the new anti-theatrical tendencj.es. Tie

firsts Eugene Ionesco, clarifies anti-theatre m^re in ' his

theories than in his plays. Tie second, Peter Handke, shows

us how oven the role of language to narrate and describe is

questioned by this playwright, who created plays that

involve the present time only. And finally, Samuel Beckett,

the master of anti-theatre, shows how this type of theatre

revealed itself in the past three decades.

Eugene Ionesco is one of the best spokesmen of the

anti-theatre tradition. He often illustrates tho spirit of

this tradition more in his theories than in his plays. As

theories and ideas about the theatre can be seen as the

6 1
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basis of Pinter's ideas, it Osht be useful bo refer to 

their similar views in this survey.

Both Ionesco and Pinter have shown great oppolj.tion to

a clnmitttd art and call for an art created free from

ideologies. To ilneohl a comm^^ to an ideology hinders

the artistic process, while a breakaway from "the

utilitarian w-'r-ld is ... an indispensable uselessness, a 

purge and a rtdi'ohlvt^y”»[28] He is against bearing a 

message through Literature.

He must give the theatre its autonomy, liberate it 
from what is not itself, try to fiind again, in their 
purest essence within ourselves, the dramatic 
schemes that are eternal. To achieve it, destroy 
the usual, coherent, logical language; make a text 
a pretext for a play; liberate actors and 
spectators from the mania of intentional messages 
and other constraints, from their solitude, from 
themselves. A theatrical work has no .conscipus 
intention to teach anything at all; if it causes 
you to reflect, that is in spite of itself, and 
outside itself. It should tend only to liberate. 
Let us abandon ideologies, hidden intentions, and 
projects.[29]

Pinter, in his turn, considers that "the explicit form [,..] 

in twcentieth-century drama is [...] ehi;tting. The

plc^rrreht assumes that we have a great deal of information

about all his characters, who explain themselves to the

audience". that this amounts to, he explains, is
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"conforming to the author’s own ideology. [The characters] 

don’t create themselves as they go along, they are being

fixed on the stage for one purpose, to speak for the author, 

who has a psi.nt of view to put over”.[30]

Jh the absence of a discursive message, Ionesco

believes that intuition can achieve an unlimited freedom.

Croce said that intuitive thought is the thought 
which is specific to literature and art, etc , 
Art is the expression of intuitive thought and what 
interested me about Croce is that he provided, 
perhaps for the first time, a more secure means of 
knowing whether a work of art is valid or not. [31]

Intuition frees art ororn the burden s of laws and gives rein

to imagination, and droam. This is the centra, issue of the

Pataphysics movement of which Ionesco has been one of the

founders. It is a laovernent that saadds against the

dictatorship of science. It considers scientific laws

provisional and concerned only with generaH-ties. 

"Pata-physios is the scieene of hhe partcoitLar , of laws 

governing exceptions ... every event determines a law, a 

particular law". [32] In other xrords it is like saying "that 

there is no law, neither scientific, nor moi-al, nor

aesthetic ... for Pataphyaios, Hl things are equal; the

’scientific’ and the 'nonsensical’ weighed alike in the



scale of eternity, since both were arbitrary, both wa’e

absurd. In tho scale of human values, however, the

nonsensical* was preferable, since it allowed greater

freedom to the mind' of man”.[33]

Pinter shows a similar inclination towards intuition,

though without Ionesco’s profound theorisation. He says:

I don’t know what type of characters my plays will 
have until they[...] well, until they are. Until 
they indicate to me what they are[...] Once I’ve got 
the clues, I follow -them - that's my job, really, to 
fol1ow clues,[34j

However, in his reaction to existing theatrical forms,

Ionesco does not show any compromise. In The Victim of

Duty. Ionesco wakes Choubert give this opinion of preceding

and existing theatre:

All the plays that have ever been written, from 
ancient Greece to the present day, have never been, 
really anything but thrillers. Drama's always been 
realistic and there's always been a detective about. 
Every play is an investigation brought to & 
successful conclusion. There's a riddle, and it’s 
solved in the final scene, sometimes earlier. You 
seek, and then you find. Hight as well give the 
game away at the start:, [35]

Ionesco, in fact, claims a unique position in the histGry of

the theatre. In Us diary entry for the tenth of April
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1951, be summed up his aim of writing .ihe Bald Pr.im.a. Donna

as an attempt

to wake the mechanics o0‘ drama function in a vacuum. 
An experiment in abstract or noun-representational 
drama ,,. ihe aim is to release dramaUc tension 
without the help of any proper plot or any special 
subject. But it still leads, in the end, to the 
revelation of something momtrous: this is
essential, mooeover, for in the last resort drama is 
a revelation of monai^osity or of some monstrous 
formless state of being or of monntrous forms that 
ae carry in ourselves, Abstract theatre. Pure 
drama. Anni- thevatic, anti-ideological,
anti- social-realist, anti- phi 1 osophica!,
anti-boulevard psychology, antibrurgeoii, the 
rediscovery of a new 'free' theatre ... characters 
without character. Pupppts. Faceless
crea tures,[36] .

After these last words of Ionesco, Pinter's criticsm of

existing theatre will look bashful. Pinter says",Tih 

professional theatre, whatever the virtues it undoubtedly

possesses, is a world, of false dirnmes, calculated tension, 

some hysteria, and a great deal of inefficiency". (I, 10)

in his plays, Ionesco also does not compromise, despite

the many gaps one finds between his theories and their

application. He has been consistent in his attempts to

create a . "abstract" and a "nom-representational" drama,

t•looeoverI the language he creates not only reveals a problem

of co^vnvuicalioa but also shows an unease with the role of
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language as an expression of a c _ the

language becomes, to Ionesco, "a game — game without words. 

... This language [the language of philosophy] is empty. 

It no longer corresponds to anything. A sort of emptiness 

of language and a refusal for its call to culture0. [37] The 

death of the pupil and the death of the old couple in Tie

Chairs is blamed on language. In his Boteg and

Counter-Motes, Ionesco explains why the language of .The Bald

Prima Donna has become so noun-referential:

For me what has happened was a kind of collapse of 
reality. The words had turned into sounding shells 
devoid of meaning. The characters too, of course, 
had been emptied of psychology and the world 
appeared to ma in an unearthly, perhaps it is true, 
light, beyond understanding and governed by 
arbitrary laws.[38]

Wien language loses its logical meaning and becomes

empty, the created characters•become "without character", as

Ionesco has observed. Since childhood, Ionesco has been 

interested in caricature and Grand Guignol. His first 

characters the Smiths and the Matins lose their identity

and exchange roles as if they are in a cartoon film The

same idea can be felt in The Chairs, where the octogenarians

move about the theatre talking to chairs. In Rhinoceros

people grow horns and in The How Tenant a man is suffocated
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by furniture.

Again, Ionesco’s anti-theatre tendency has led him to

create bicarre sets for his plays and to invent grotesque

objects which proliferate on the stage. ttihse elements,

together with the unrralistic characters, help in creating

effective abstract images of the human situation. The death

of love in contemporary life, for example, is cleverly

epitomised in the proliferating corpse in Ame^fi.e.

The development of anti-theatre in the second half of

this century in the hands of Beckett and Peter Handke has

given to this tradition deeper philosophical roots. The

tendency to negate has become less arbitrary and laore

conscious of its aims and artistic motives,

Peter Handke (1942 -) has acquired inter national fame

because of the philosophical background of his drama and

because of the originality of his experiments. Though he is

young, Handles is considered one of the greatest playwrights

of the sge.[39] His art supports the view put for^ward in 

this thesis that, in an age of uncertainty and searching for

identity, originality has a greater claim to greatness than

any derivative art
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Handk©fs theatre is centred on language and its

relationship with reality. His attempts to create- a

theatrical language of clarity and precision is often

related to Ludwig Wittgensteins philosophical arguments

about language. To Wittgenstein language is a kind of a

game which, especially in the philosophical study of

metaphysical questions, creates a lot of confusion that

originates from a misunderstanding of our ordinary use of

words. " 'We do not realiic that we calculate, operate) with 

words*, he wrote, and spoke of his actions as *‘br'ing[i«g] 

words back from their oetaphysical to their everyday

use’" . 40]

Wise Wittgenstein a.pppies to philosophy, Peter I’andkc 

applies to liherature and particularly to the theatre, as

Richard Gilman has put it:

Peter Handke might say that what he has done is to 
have brought words back from their traditional 
'dramatic’ or libeiaary use, their existence as 
elements of unfolding narratives which provide 
surrogate emooional or moral experience, and placed 
them directly before us, in their own right, so to 
speak. His plays dernoontrate how we operate with 
words and are operated upon by them; what they 
reject is language thought of as containing meanings 
requiring no further investigation, language 
employed to coonoincate pre-existing truths about 
the world and our [41]
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Right from the beginning of his career, Handke has 

started to attack conventional writing by claiming that its

language is unreal. The language of literature, he claims,

is only descriptive or narrative. Like Ionesco he stands

firmly against the pakeebeaiava but he overshadows him, and

even Beckett in certain aspects, in Us attempts to negate

it. He wrote:

The theatre as it was was for me a relic from a past 
era. Even Beckett and Brecht had nothing to do with 
me. Stories on the stage did not wurk for me; 
instead of being simple, they are always only 
simplification. The possibilities of reality were 
limited by the im:)oo^.ibb;Liities of the stage.[42]

What is reality, and how can Handke present it on the stage?

It is not easy to define Handke’s concept of reality because

it depends on a number of negations. It is easier to say

what his reality is not. Nicholas Hern li sts these

negations:

it rejects fiction, symboXs, metaphors, even 
comparison; it rejects description, illusion,
subjectivity, empathy; one is left with clinical 
ippaeronality, which owes something to 
Robbb-Grillet5 s implacable attempts at objectivity 
and more- to Wittgensteins equally im pda cabbie logic; 
one is left with words, which Handke entrusts with 
absolute meaning; and paradoxically and unavoidably 
o ne is left with Handke.[43]
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One is really left with what Handke calls "pure play". In

pure play the actors do not impersonate characters but live

with the audience at the same period of time, the present,

or live the steps of a process not related to any specific

time. Handke achieves the highest level of his "pure play" 

in what he called "the spealk-ins"(Spreohstucke), of which 

Offend!, da the Audience is the most famous piece. In this 

anti-play four people or "speakers", as he calls them, 

appear on a bare stage and recite six by-six. passages,

addressing them to the audience. Soon the audience

discovers that it is not going to experience the traditional

action of drama as the comrnuniection of emotj’.on in stylized

ways. One of the speakers recites:

.. This is no play. We don’t step out of the play 
to address you. We have no illusions to disillusion 
you. We show you nothing. We are playing ' no 
destinies. We are playing no dreams. This not a 
factual report. This is no documentary play. Th.s 
is no sli.ee of life. We don’t tell you a story. We 
don51 perform any action. e e don51. represent 
anything. We don’t put anything on for you. We 
only speak. We play by addressing you ...[44]

The audience also discovers bhat it s presence- in the

auditorium is the subject of the play. "'Your presence", a

speaker tells the audience, ",1s the topic wec daal with room

one breath to the n^ect., from one moment 'co ^lae next, from
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one word to the net.... You are the subject!M’45]

After keeping the audience alert to its prersence in the

theatre by keeping it aware of ail the traiditional illusion

in the world of the theatre, the playwright finally couples

his aversion to traditional drama with a shc^w of unease

towards its public. This is expressed in the sixty-four

insults which carry the name of the piece.

The witty insults are alternated with praise of the

audience for its performance. Tie traditional critical

categories for actors are applied to the audience: "You

were true to life" the .audience is told, "You twere

realistic, Youuve put everything under your spell. You 

reached Shakespearean heights". [46] The insults also

i nclude;

You windbags ... you gargoyles ... You 
ehickemshits ... youu■rtln n.unOepr ... You woodd 
be revolutionaries, you reactionaries, you ivory 
tower artists, you defeatists ... you col';onumLstS, 
you vigilantes ... you aalrtionn, you bbtehes ami 
bastards ... you phonies. You milestones in the 
yit^:ory of the theatre ... You positive heroes ... 
You anti-heroes. Yyu everyday her roe... .You 
oaailtot ., . You who esOlac^e life. You who detest 
life. You who have no feeling about life ... You 
l’uthert and sisters, you cfoiimaaes you, .,. you 
fellow humans you.

You wore welcome here. Ue thank you, ; Good
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Weigh. [47]

The paragraphs which constitute the pLay do conform to

the n}mdeac^iptiva and nonnillusive style Handke calls for. 

These paragraphs develop one topjLc, statement or affirmative

proposition. He aims at clarity and precision and so his

sentences define and redefine each other, leaving no room 

for any type of ambiguity. A "Speaker” says;

Because we speak to you, you can ia^oma 
conscious of yourself . . . You become aware that you 
are sitting. You become aware that you are sitting 
in the theatre. You become aware of the size of 
your limbs .,. You iecoma aware of the flow of 
saliva ... You become aware of our words entering 
your ears. You acquire presence of mind,[48]

Kaspar, Handlikes first full-eength play, is a mature

appaicrtion of the playwright1 s theory of pure play. Tis

play exposes a process rather than a story about its central

character Kaspar, who is historically a young man that was

found in Us late teens in the streets of Nuremberg after

being imprisoned and isolated since childhood. HandkGes aim

in writing the play was not to narrate the story but to use

the personality; of Kaspar as a prototype.
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Kaspar first appears from the slit of the curtains

dressed in highly theatrical style with a mask on Us face.

In this way the historical relationship to the real Kaspar

is abstracted as much as the only sentence he knows, which

now reads, "I would like to become such as someone else once 

was"[49]. After roaming the room like a child, Kaspar is 

awakened by three invisible "prompters" (E-nsagners). who 

address him on loud speakers. The process of constructing

Kaspar's personality through language; begins. Through the

only sentence he knows, they make him aware of his presence,

"with this sentence you can make yourself noticeable in the

dark, so no one will think you are an animal .,„ Thu

sentence is more useful to you than a word". [50] The 

teaching process goes through different stages until he

becomes aware of his existence and utters a sentence like, 

"I am who I am5’. [51 ] When a number of Kaspars appear and

demonntratn to the original the acts of movement, pain and

noise, he at first becomes fascinated by his abilities, yet

later he discovers that he is a victim of knowledge.

Language has socialised him but, at the same time, deprived

him of his individuality. In the end Kaspar and his doubles

die. His last words: "I am only accidentally I", reveal

his tragic loss of his identity.
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In other plays suoh as Tim. hide. Acrocis.. Lake. Constance

Hanuke makes the action consist of language games. Tie

games are not Like Beckoft’s mainly philosophical

meditations, but an ofvestigation in language use. The Ride.

Across Lake Constance creates an atmosphere of dream, in

Which the characters exchange sentences which do not refer 

to their situations. The meaning of this difficult play may 

be inferred from its title, which refers to a legendary

story of a horseman who crossed on his horse a frozen lake

by mistake. Wien he realized the fact he fell dead. The

pi ay may imply that in life we think that we understand our 

situation but this is not the case. The reality of our 

situation is obscured by language. We accept certain

concep'ts because of the force of habit or because of the

influence of others on us, as the following dialogue

indicates.

PORTER; .., Do you know the expression "put
you bands on your head"?

GEORGE; (Lookimx at JANNDIGS, then renlylim).
Certainly.

PORTER; Why do you lock . at hmm before
answering?

GEORGE; It's a habit,,
PORTER ; Put your hand on you head I

lie hesitates
Did you hoar what I said?

GEORGE; (Asain looking at J ARM DIGS first). I’u
still thinking about it.

PORTER ; But the expressoon exists, doesn !t
it?[52]
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The dial, ague of 'the play does not grow mt of a situational

context and the realistic tone in the play is merely a

parody of conversational drama. The audjlence cannot fail to

notice that the situation is unrealistic because the

characters keep questioning each other about dream and

reality.

There is no evidence that the .ideas and practices of

the waiters studied in this chapter have their direct

influence on Harold Pinter, yet as he himself has observed

"you do not write in a vacuum; you are bound to absorb and

digest other writing”»[53] The story of the development of 

ancti-t^heatr e in this chapter delineates the origins of some

of Pinter’s experiments which he culled from this tradition.

Pinter, as will be shown in Part two, has taken the

me-actor play technique from HaXlarme viaa Beckett. Hs

static drama is related to that of ^aaterlinck and Beckett.

The violence and cruelty of his plays come from, the 

tradition of Maarerlitck, Jarry, Artaud and Ionesco. Hs 

concept of an utclmmi■ttrd and purely? subjective drama can be

traced back to the theories of Dada and the Su^reaii3tt and

then to Ionesco. His language games have affinities with

those of Beckett

art is related to

Ionesco and Handle©. The arabl£Uity in his

the myoSificatL..Gn waanfested in different
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in this tradition. And above all, Pinter's inndenoayforms

to create problems with a spirit of fatality finds its main

origin in anti-theatre. let the similarity is only

marginal, for, as is clearly seen in this chapiter, the drama

crnatnd by anti-art io one with little or no comppOlmiLae with

real-ii mi
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CHAPTER two

SAMUEL BECKETT: THE EXEMPLAR OF ANT-THEATRE

There is no doubt that iy his eoutri‘out.i.on to

contemporary drama Samuel Beckett has reversed many

well-established theatrical conventions and has set up new

norms in their place. Ke has done this either by

dramatising dd mete^iPT^c^ro about life and the stage, and

their similarity, or by introducing into the theatre

elements from other media. The central motive that stands

behind his art is the spirit of negation that has worked its

way deep into both the content and form of his drama. His

genius lies in his ability to create from this negation an 

art that frames it properly: he refutes religion and

philosophy by using their own procedures such as the

religious medltatim and the philolophieal methods of 

reduction, rcfloction and dialectic. He successfully 

presents the notion of the absurdity of the world by giving 

it aesthetic forms. Moreover, his tendency to negate

reaches further still, deep into the art rf writing itself,

Which he conceives as the expression rf ignorance and

impotence. This is clear in his presentation of contrasting
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ideas, in iia creation of anti-heroes and in hits use of

disconnected and contradictory language, which is the

vehicle of such ignorance and impotence. Consequently his

plays are anti-idealistic iut they have their own level of

lifclikeness which is mainly hidden behind grotesque 

objects, outlandish settings and theatrical language. And

like most anti-artists Beckett has an ambbvalent attitude

towards the audience; on one hand he offends it mildly and

on the other hand he does not deny it the opportunity of

laughing even, at what hh considers to be its own miserable

co ndi ti on.

Tne challenging nature of Beckeet’s drama has inspired

many playwrights since the two intellectual clowns of

Waiting for Godot appeared on the stage to do nothing of 

importance but to await with the audience the coming of an 

unknown figure named Godot. The imysification, the minimal

use of language, the incomplete presentation of character

and the fatal-ism of the play have without doubt made it

possible for Harold Pinter to start writing plays in an 

experimental manner. Pinter's knowledge of Beckett goes 

back to 19^9j when he read, a fragment of Watt in an Irish 

journal. From that 'time on Pinter read every postwar work

written by Beckett. Pinter- acknowledges the influence of

Beckett upon him. He told Lawrence U. Bensky that "Beckett

and Kafka stayed with me most — I think Beckett is the best
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prose writer living. My work is still bound up by other

writers — that is one of the best things in it".[1] After 

writing his first few plays, Pinter was widely regarded as a

disciple of and successor ‘to Beckett. Pinter wrote to

Beckett showing his admiration and met him in Paris in 1961,

and from that time Pinter began to send copies of his plays

to Beckett in order to consult him about them before they 

were performed. [2] Moreover, Pinter has often shown his 

concern about the new works of Beckett. For instance, he

attended a rehearsal of Krapp's. Last Tape and cabled Beckett

when he did not like the ad-libbing of the performer.

Beckett was '"disturbed by Pinter's adverse reaction and

ordered the producer to delete the limes". [3] Another 

example of Pinter's deep knowledge of Beckett is seen in

Pinter's use of the titles of two translations done by 

Beckett as the titles of his own plays. In 1930 Beckett 

translated three essays from, Italian, [4] two of which are

'Landscape’and 'The H^rmc^o^ir^n^', and I do not think the

terms are used by Pinter by mere coincidence.

However, to say that Pinter is a disciple of Beckett is

a statement that needs qualification. On one hand, there is 

Pinter's Jewish origin, and his experience as a result of 

this, which made him sense his own type of menace. In 

addition, his experience in acting has given him an insight 

into the demands of the profession. This insight has helped
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hin in knowing how to keep an audience interested, though he

gives it only a little of what it usually expects from a

playwright. On the other hand, Beckett's artistic

asceticism and his deep desire to revolutionisse theatrical

techniques is very hard to follow. "An author", says Bell

Gale Chevigny, "who seeks in each work to write the last 

word, who never knows where: the- next work .is coming from,

and who is convinced that he- cannot follow himself should

not be expected to father a school. Those who resemble him

somewhat cease doing so when they cannot withstand the 

temptation of vitality, or meaning, or change". [5] Chevigny 

was probably thinking of Pinter when he made this comment,

for Pinter could not, in fact, resist the temptation of the

vitality of melodrama. Tic affinity of Pinter to Beckett is

undermined when the roots of Beckett's theatre are studied.

Tic following study of Beckett’s drama, will, I hope, make

it clear that certain aspects of Beckett’s drama are

difficult to imitate, though his influence on the general

direction of Pinter's drama is clearly very great.

Before the pubCicatt.on of Deirdre Bair’s biography of 

Samuel Beckett in 1978, [6] the general impression of 

Beckett's works was that they represent an exclusively

literary vision. But Bair’s book makes it clear that

Beckett's life stands behind his art. Mat of his novels

are autobiographical and his plays, which in a sense are a
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continuation of his novels, are a masked presentation of his

persona:! experiences, whether physical or mental. The

physical suffering of Beckett himself and that of membbrs of

his family have wade him very sensitive to the fundamental

issues of life and existence. Like the other artists

discussed in Chapter One, he painfully involves hiimself’ in a

search for himself. The result, as we shall see, is a sad

journey that has led to no revelation. Neither religion nor

philosophy could pull Beckett out of the abyss of pain and

doubt in which he lived most of his life.

Beckoet’s attitude- towards religion is a controversial 

one but, from Ghat he himself has confessed and from the

bulk of his agnostic images and ironic metaphors about

religion, it is easy to oast him with confidence as a 

noinbeliever. In 1934 Beckett told McGreevy that people 

"were totally alone; there was no community of thought and

feeling, only the inner man had any importance. Each was as

alien to all others as to a protoplast or God, incapable of

loving or hating anyone but himself, or of being loved or 

hated by anyone but him3eefw.[7] In another letter in 1935 

he told him that he could not believe in. anything and that 

his only relief was what he called "baroque solipsism",[8]

In the course of this solipsism Beckett records his feelings 

about religious matters, but this does not mean that he 

takes them seriously. "Like all lieerary devices", Beckett
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replies to those Wio consider him a believer in the Bible,

"I use it where it suits me. But to say that I have been

profoundly affected by it in daily reading and otherwise is

utter no use nse",[9]

Tie above statement explains the presence of many

rel igious di scussi ons; and Ihints in his major plays. I n

Godot, th e dialogue beuve sn V!idimir■ and Etraggn n . i s

considered by maria critics a s a tye e off monologuefc: or

i nter nal mmed tat io n obout ;relioic >n d nd exiotnne© . ri” -.,t i e

phrases and sentences they exchange cancel one another out, 

making the play as a whole an extended irony on mans 

sincerity towards the external power represented by Godot.

The play implies that redemption and reward arc illusions.

Unlike Maeterlinck’s dead priest in The Blinds, Godot sends

messengers; but does not end the problems of ignorance and

impotence suffered by the characters. They become waiting

for "nothing". Their situation is similar to that of the

le^gendary Tantalus. They have some clues that make then

desire things they cannot fulfil. In this respect the theme

of the absurdity of life acquires a negative dimension. It

is not only a loss of mind and reason , as in Ionesco’s Tie

Bald Prima Donna, for example, but a kind of (evil

determinism. In Endgame the situation is even worse. Uamm

and Clov are reduced to mere sufferers with few choices, all

of Which are dark. Tie ghost of death dominates ’them. In



such a situation they try to pray for and contemplate a 

possible salvation but that lltaeh to nothing, "That 

bastardS" Hamm shouts in protest against G-od’yHe does not 

exist".[10]

In Western culture talk about the absurdity of life 

used to be a kind of catharsis, a way of osJ^ing for help. 

In literature it becomes a literary device, a metaphor. 

Shakespeare, for example, makes Macbeth say after he hears

of his wife’s death:

... Out, out brief candle?
Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player 
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage 
And then is heard no more. It is a talc 
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying noth1ng.[11]

But the idea of a meaningful life dorainates Shakespeare*s 

art. The image of the world as a stage is an old one but

until the modern age the "the.atrum mundi metaphor was

derived from the idea that Goo was the sole spectator of

man’s actions on the stage of life".[12] In modern theatre 

we began to hear that "there can be no God", as in Buchnne’s 

Danton*s Death.[131 and see the hand of God bitten by a bawd 

as in Artaud’s The Spurt of Blood. Beckett depicts an image 

of God that is totally different from that of a loving and

caring God through his O^amatiti&tiln of man’s loneliness and

tbffcrirg\
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Moreover, in the dialectic of Beckeet’s art the absence

and presence of the Absolute or God intermingle and this in

itself j as imP-ied by Beckett, is "inexplicable" [1 A] in

such a view, the absence makes us free but bewildered at the

source of this freedom and the presence leads to

expectations that ere thwarted by the possibility of the

absence.

In a universe without absolutes, Beckett considers his 

task as a writer to be one of finding a "form that 

accommodates the mess"[15] Tie "mess" or "confusion", as he

explains in Proust, includes both the external world or the

"aliment", as he calls it, and the artistic self or "its 

manner of dispatch". [15] In what follows we speak first 

about thth "mess" as he sees it in the philosophical

interpretation of life and secondly within man himself.

As in the case of religion, Beckett uses philosophy

against itself. As we shall see, he uses the dialectic of

Hegel, the reduction of Husserl and the negation of Sartre

to show man’s misery as seen by these philosophers. Again,

'his resort in his life to the pessimistic philosophy of

Schopenhauer sheds some light on his dark view of life.
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It is difficult bo attach Beckett to a sfecific

literary or philosophic movement. Katharine Worth lists

some of the different rmvcemets wtiie^Ii claim Beckett's

support and sympathy and adds, ”any of these views can be

persuasive, any of them claiming to he exclusive must be off

the msaR. Beckett can only be surely placed as a man of

many facets, hhe writer above all who has sensed the deep

movements of the modern imagination and found spell bounding 

images to express them" [17 3Eugene Web’s explanation of 

this aulti-faceted approach to philosophy is the one that is

closest to the truth and agrees with the {general critical

approach to Bedtett’s art. He says: ’’when we study

philosophy in the context of' Beckett’s nnvels and plays, it

is only for the purppoe of sweep!ng philosophy away”. [18]

Webb attributes this to the repeated attempt in history to

fit one metaphysical system or another on 
reality Which has led over and over again to the 
Angst that grows out of a combined sense of 
uprootedness, nostalgia, .impotence and despair, Our 
own time feels this .Angst with particular intensity, 
and it is also perhaps the first period in history 
that instead of trying to flee from the comfort of 
this into still another system is taking a critical 
look not only at the failed systems, but also at the 
very ideal of systematic understanding as such,[19]

Becked’s approach to philosophy becomes an artistic

process that reveals the contradictions in every system he

exposes, In this context, we see Beckett as one of the
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first artists to use philosophy to such depth without

co- • m ' me’ .

Da/id Hesla

approaches of,

draws Gowwrisons bcl^ween the philosophical

for exaim?le, Kegel, nuuserl and Sartre, and

the artistic creation of Bedkfct. .By Mis comppaison he

does not mean "to impute to Beckett a close acquaintance 

with any of the philosophical systems.. .",[20] for they art-

in the background of Western thought and Beckett’s interest

in man’s consciousness of the world could be behind his

employment of these systems. The stress on consciousness, 

Hesla concludes, is a result of "the absence of the

Abbo^tes of justice, intelligibility, and chaaityt,. foow 

the world",[21] as seen by Beckett. But consciousness 

itself is also seen as far from being an absolute. "There

is no Absolute ego, for in reality the Ego must be thought

of as an indefinite succession of egos(Bergson), or as 

self-contradictory (HegeD, or as a process of becoming 

(Kierkegaard), or as Nothingness (Sartre)’’. [22]

Beckett uses the dialectic of these philosophers in his 

work. In Go.do.t the compassion of Vladimir and Estragon is

contrasted with the maater-slave relationship of Po%so and

Lucky. Each pair also exposes two complementary traits -and

makes them depend on each other: in the first the mutual

relationship of the body and the mind and in the second the
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authority and the individual. A similar clash of opposites

is seen in the relationship of Hamm and Clov in Endgame*

But in this juxtaposition of elements the nothingness of

Sartre is the resting point, for the dialectic cannot

continue for ever in a piece of art. Thus, right from the

beginning Didi and Gogo agree that "nothing can be done".

Beckett also uses Husserl^s method of phenoHieenlogical 

reduction. The philoso'pher Edmund Husserl imitates

Descartes' method of doubt but extends it to include the Ego

itself, which Descartes considers an absolute. The purpose

of this doubt is to arrive at the certainty that has been

lost in contemporary philosophies. To do this. Husserl 

calls on the thinker to purify his consciousness from any 

prejudice or a priori knowledge in order to go "back to the

things themselves" with, a transcendental consciousness.

This transcendental consciousness can not only grasp the

phenomenon of things directly but is also aware of the

process of consciousness itself. In other words, the 

transcendental consciousness is not the ego but the

consciousness of this ego. To Hu3serl the motif of this

transcendental consciousness is the

questioning back to the last source of ail 
achievements of knowledge, of reflection in which 
the knower reflects on himself and his knowing life, 
in which all the scientific constructs which have 
validity for him, occur teleologically, and as 
permanent acquisitions are kept and become freely



availabl e to him [ 23 ]

Husserl names his method phenoiaemnlorgLcal reductiouiswi,

because it reduces or "brackets" the things in themselves in

order to achieve a pure consciousness of the phenomena in

nature. His philosophy is considered one of the positive

views-; of man5 s ability to deal with the world with

confidence. Yet like any other philosophy it has weak

points, especially in' defining the transcendental

consciousness itself. To Lessek Kolakowski "the distinction

between psychological and transcendental ego. .. is an 

illusory intelligibility. The transcendental Ego is an 

empty recipient of cognntive content and nothing 

else.[24] Mooeover, the method itself implies a 

continuous process of consciousness, in which a

consciousness becomes aware of a consciousness which in its

turn becomes aware of a consciousness ... and so on.

Husserl argues that the transcendental Ego is .immune from

phenoimnnlol;ioal reductions because the unity of 

consciousness is achieved through the unity of the 

tra'nscendental object, but this is rejected by Sartre, who 

considers that there is a gap between the consciousness of 

the object and the consciousness of consciousness.[25]
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Beckett depicts this split in consciousness in his 

plays, especially Mott J and Happy Days. The reduction in 

his plays does not lead to certainty but to a picture full

of contradictions and confusion. Hesla has noticed that

The doctrine of the absolute absence of the 
Absolute operates in Beckett’s works analogously 
with the way the pih2noiaennloo^g(cal reduction operates 
in Husserr’s. As Husserl "bracketed" the world and 
the natural standpoint, Beckett "brackets" the world 
and its Abbolutes. By means of the .eidetic 
reduction, Hauser1! established the autonomy of 
consciousness; by means of what we may call the 
"aesthetic reduction", Beckett established the 
autonomy of art. Liberated from the theories of the 
relation of an extrinsic, and absolute realitty to 
itself, art no longer must conform to a supposed 
"essential nature" but is radically free to define 
itself in the very process of being itself. 
Abbdutes which obtained in the Dantean cosmos -.»• 
The Beginning and The Ending, the irreversibility of 
time, causality, purpose, justice, whoXeness - - no 
longer govern the work of art.[26]

In Beckett’s plays man is "bracketed" outside society and 

sometimes oirtsi.de his body. Tie characters of most' of his-

full'-Iongth pLays are mere humans living outside, place and 

time. Io. Hot % the darkening of the stage to reveal a mouth 

only is a reduction of man. to speaking consciousness. In

Quad we see movement and rhythm only. Tie reduction reaches

its climax in Breath which lasts only one minute and the

human presence is minimised to a breath. In fact the

reduction beams out from every aspect of his art and the

result is a depiction of the roots of man’s misery.
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Wooeover Schopenhauer has been Beckett’s resort in the

hours of sadness, Schopenhauer is "one of the ones that 

mattered most to mC",[27] Beckett. once told McGreevy. The

recurrence of iaaqr of Schopenhauer*s images in Beckett’s

plays support the idea of the deep influence of "the

philosopher of pessimism " on Beckett. If Beckett had not

involved himself in direct talk about the Schlpenhauerenu

theory of the hill of life, he, nevertheless, deals with its

different manifestations. In his book Schopenhauer Thomas

Vhhttaker asserts that to Schopenhauer "character is

bntmlofi.able, though, knowledge, it is allowed, may change

the mode of action with the limits of the particular

character"[28]. This is also true of Beckett1s characters, 

who do nnt mlly channe. To Schopenhauer happiness is an

illusion ann thhs is e3.eaa i n most f f Beckett’s plays,

especially Haopv Days. Again, to Schopenhauer the

changeable world is merely an iiuusion, there is beneath the

appearance, of the world an entity that wills. This is the 

reality that one must seek.[29] As has been said before, 

Beckett "brackets" man outside his society and depicts him

imprisoned by mysserious powers both in himself and in the

world. However, unlike Schopenhauer, who thinks that art is

a means of liberation because it is a "will-less" way of

viewing tilling, Beckett does not gvvt his characters this

freedom, anthlu<gl his aat aa a uhhle is free from most of
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the traditional rules. Beckett uses his .artistic, freedom to

show how man lacks freedom, in real life, Thus the power of

the Will could be seen in Beckett as both liberating and

constraining at the same time.

Beckett7 s rotation around the theme of the seif and its

mture is not unrelated to both the literary and cultural

standards of the age". In the occidental tradition", says

Eric Scllin" , with the destruction of God and the

extraterrestrial hope he provided, nan's ph.losophj.cal quest 

turned, of necessity, inward". [30] However the inward 

reflection of Beckett is not the type that has a messianic

nature but rather a reflection that feels and conceives the

vacuum man. is wrapped in. His genius is in dramatising the

fundamental elements that imprison the .self and hinder it

from knowing or achieving itself. Many of the negative 

attitudes concerning man in general and the artistic self in

particular, were developed by Beckett through his direct and 

indirect contact with other centripetal(self~centred) 

artists like Rimbaud, Jules Renard, Marcel Proust and Jarnes

Joyce.

Beckett studied Rimbaud and was affected by his

tendency to .silence, as is clear from his unpublished Dream

of Fair to Middling Women where Belacqua comments with

admiration on Rimbaud's "incoherent continuum ... whose
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statements serve merely to delimit the reality of insane

areas of silence, whose audibilities are no more than

pLncuatilons in a statement of silences".[31] Beckett, 

therefore, vbvucus ly l-mo wo of the split of personality felt

iy Rimbaud and his insistence that "It it an.pleading to say 

'I think*. One shouXd say « t am beeng thought*Jhi322

Beckett is also fascinated iy Jules Renard’s ability to

live completely within himself. Renard eschewed people and

kept a journal of his life for twenty four years. He wrote 

of the slightest and the minutest details of feeling and

physical experience. Beckett admits that he learned from

him the reference to commonplace natural functions such as

chewing' and pissing, which he successfully uses in Godot and

Knapp. Be(^.k^lit is proiaily the writer who imparted to 

Pinter Rimbaud*s silence and split personality and Reward's

minute details, Beckett is also influenced iy Marcel Proust

and James Joyce. Hayman considers that "ffaitlnff for Godot

would not ie what it is if Beckett has not proceeded from a

deep involvement in the work of Joyce to a deep involvement

in the work of Proust".[33] Hesla considers Beckett's

evaluations of Proust and Joyce are applicable to Beckett

himself: he takes from Proust the idea that "we arc rather

in the position of Tantalus" and from Joyce "the aisolute

aisence of AbsoXute,^.[34] Beckett's secluded life, his 

passive response to the outside world is in many ways
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si.mil ar bo PPOUBt's, but whil e Proust could not leave his

subjcctivity, Beckett was able to go out to the world

through ab so r a c t ion, mi nimal and elemental art, In his

plays Beckett dramatizes elements used by Proust, such as

time, habit and friendship, but gives them universal meaning

that is yet more negative than Proust’s, Proncs's A La 

Recherche du Temps Perdu(Retmetbbr nee of Tilings Past) "is 

ostensibly about the irrecovsuability of time lost,, about

the forfeiture of innocence through experience, the

emptiness of love and friendship, the vanity of human

endeavour, the trim ph of sin and despair; but Proust* s

conclusion is that the life of every day is supremely

important, full of moral joy and beauty, which, though man

may lose them through faults inherent in human nature, are

indestructible and recoverable0.[35] Bub for Beckett even 

this limited gift of every day life is not possible. In

fact, for Beckett there is no conclusion. He is not working

"towards omniscience and omnipotence” like Joyoe,but with 

"impotence and ignorance".[36] Beckett’s Bapny Days, which 

deals, in one of its themes, with every day experiences, 

makes them illusions of happiness, for the habits are not 

our true existence", 'If there was no such thing as habbt,' 

says Proust, 'life would of necessity appear delicious to

all those whom death would threaten at every moment, that is

to say to all mankind.' But for Beckett it is 'the suffering
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of being' that supervenes, When habit fails in its

fundamental duty, which is to preserve 'the boredom of 

livirg’ 37]

The author, in Beckett's way of seeing things, is the

opposite of the omniscient and omnipotent traditional author

who knows everything about his characters and who envisages

a moral purpose behind his creation. To Beckett, as has

been quoted before, the job of the artist is to reveal the

failure and the weakness of man. Beckett speaks of an art

that is "weary of pretending to be able, of being able, of

doing a little better the same old thing', of going a little 

further along a dreary road".[38] His antlL-l^iteia^^ry stance 

stems from this a perspective, though his writing has become

part of the literature he abhors. In 1935, he "decided that

all English lieerature was based on banality, typification

and simpllfication which amounted to nothing more than a

mere listn't! of the vices and virtues. From Austen to

Aldington, he proclaimed, EngUsh liberature was straight 

but of the Chester CycCe”.[39]

In major plays many questions remain-

unanswered. In Godot the two tramps know only that they are

waiting for an unkown visitor called Godot. During the

waiting they are not only unsure about the purpose of the

waiting, but are in doubt of their presence and so they try
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to prove it. "Tha tramps are unapplied to speak", says 

Richard Gilman, " are indeed, as Estragon says, 'incapable 

of keeping silent,5 just as we are, since it is only through

our words, those most abstract and insubstantial of our

possessions, that we overcome — temppoarily and with an

illusory solace — our actor-like isolation and sense of

arbitrary being”.[40] The author has nothing to offer to

those miserable humans and this is characteristic of

anti-theatre, as has been said above. Beckett has told the

critics that he does not know who Godot is and what he most

probably means is that he does not know the meaning of our

existence.

Endgame also depicts the limitations both in art and in

real life. Tie chronicle Kamm is trying to finish needs 

"other characters ... But where I would find theia?"(p. 37) 

Han is facing death, facing the end. New characters or new

humans would not change this fact. Beckett is "neither dcus

enough nor ex ma china enough to bring their situation to a 

successful resolution".[41] This was his feeling while still 

ttfriting Dreams of Fair to, Middling Women and is probably his

feeling while writing most of his plays. As a result of

this artistic limitation the presentation of the plays is

not consequential. Interpretation is difficult and as

Richard Goldman suggests the only way of understanding 

Beckett is through Beckett’s own theory of failure.
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The critics who attempt to link Clov’s 
discovery through the telescope with Hamm g 
pronouncement are obeying the instil net of a mind 
trained to make meaningful connections, sure that 
such connections must be what the artist, is after. 
But is he? The ’numerous indicated pauses in the 
play are utterly unlike the fraught silences in 
Harold Pinter's Tie Homecoming. There, the gaps are 
full of tension, electricity, strategy, ' and are 
hence connective, But those in Endgame, arc 
disjunctive — they mark a failure of reason, of
energy, of attention. When speech resumes, th e
subject is changed. 
two toge ther.[42]

He are not meant to put two and

Like the plays discussed i. n Chapter One there is no

causality in Endgame and the impact it leaves o n iti!

audience is imparted through the mood of the "anti--lift"

[43] it creates.

As a corollary to the conception of art as the

expression of impotence and ignorance, the characters

created are distorted images of the traditional tragic hero.

In fact, the new type of character is an anti-hero who

parodies the traditional one by taking his central role bub

with the qualities of the marginal character in the

traditional play. Stoppard’s Ikuse^rantz and. OuLLden&tern. 

Are Dead (which is heavily .indebted to Beckett’s Godot) is a

concrete example of this exchange of roles y The two

miserable servants bb^nm eennral in this play which

parodies Shakespeare’s Haliet, and the story of the royal

family becomes peripheral. Because ff the may chaises in
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the form of the anti-play the new type of character is

difficult to identify, especially in the case of Beckett.

Goldman questions the validity of the term "character" in 

Beckett*s Endgame; "Are they indeed characters as we 

understand the fictive personage — possessed of traits of 

varying ’organisation’ or strength, changing with time and

event, possessed of a will, character, temperament?" Goldman

also rightly/ sees that Beckett "consumes chsracters"[44] to

the degree that makes us teased to know how and by what

tricks they are going to act. But how much can the author

shrink his characters?

Beckk'et’s approach is to make the "consumed character"

retain elements of lifelkkeness but at the mi ninun

possibility. In Godot we can see Didi and Gogo as clowns 

and IPozzo and Lucky as messengers from, society. In Endgame

we meet members of the last family and their servant or son

with caricatures of old ago(Cag-g and Kell) . In Play _ the 

three speakers (after death) speak about sex and adultery. 

Bdc in some plays the delnuaaniaation is very sharp. In 

Breath, as has boon said, wc see no characters and in Hot

we see only a mouth. In Quad the actors become robot-like

figures with no identity at all and in the radio play Lords 

and music 1Q61) the actors arc named: Woods, Croak and
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Wienever the characters retain some link with humanity 

Beckett does not give them the chance to revolt against the 

standards of society such as Osborne gives his anti-hiero

Jimmy Porter, but depicts them in an intricate situation

that is endless. They have a strange com[)lj-cated

personality that incorporates such opposites as madness and

real sanity, endurance and complainin£, power and weakness. 

Nevertheless, Beckktt’s character can also be a parody of 

the traditional tragic hero, because he hasn’t got his

knowledge, and he is not responsible for h.is destiny, yet he

still retains an air of grandeur, nke that of Hamm. The

characters of Godot and Endgame are isolated even though' 

they have company. The information they got from each other 

is limited. But they are not responsible for their 

ignorance and isolation. noreover; they always suffer from 

physical or mental pain. Pain is congruent with life: Clov 

tells Hamm that Nagg is crying and Hamm commits, "Then ho

is living", (p.4.2)

The consuming of character and the non-referential and

non-causal creation make the performance of Beckett's plays

difficult. In fact, Beckett does not want actors in the

professional sense. "Hot for me these Grotrwskii and

Methods”, he told Bair. "The best possible play is one. in

which there are no actors, only the te:dt..imi trying to find 

a way to write one. "[45] He seems to have achieved this in
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plays like Breath, Not , X and Quad, for eKamp.pe, Bair gives

an example from this type of no-actor play through Beckett’s

suggestion to SlhLvaun O’Casey to read extracts from From an

Abandoned Work. [461 The performance becomes only a reading. 

HaHarme’s dream of the one-actor play(the poet) j.si 

fulfilled in many of Beckett’s plays. ' But, in a sense, the 

abolition of the role of the actor by imposing the text 

instead has become old-fashioned in later developments in

anti-theatre in Aaerrca. There, the text is subordinated to

the reaction and participation of the audience and the

creation of the text depends on a group work.

If the author is not omniicient and orar^i^p<5^«entt, and if

he is but a voice behind his characters to reveal human

weakness, the language expressing these conditions becomes a 

broken, disconnected language. Like Wittgenstein, Beckett 

finds words unable to express the metaphysical si.de of life

and so he exposes their limitations.

Beckett does not use ordinary language in his plays in 

order to cope with realism. Tie use of ordinary language is 

to depict the spl.it in the personality of the individual and

his difficulty in commirnicaHing with others because each one 

is busy in his own world, Estragon’s remark, "Nothing to be 

done", at the beginning of Godot, after his failure- to take 

off his shoes, is taken by Vladimir in a general sense:
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"I’m beginning to come round to that opinion. AH my life.

I've tried to put it from me, saying, Vladimir, be

reasonable, you haven*t tried everything. Aid I resumed the 

struggle".!^?] Tie inability of language to explain the 

condition of the characters is clear from the dialogres that

lend to no change in his plays. The remark at the end of

each of the two acts of Waiting, for, Godot, "They do, not

move*', after the characters decide to move, is indicative of

Man's stasis. There is a missing thing, perhaps a

metaphysical power that can validate and verify our stasis 

and give it expressible justification.

however, from an artistic point of view, the

disconnection of language, the silences, and the comic

phrases have their origin in the music-hall tradition.

Peter Davison compares some of the exchanges in tJakkinm for 

Godot with famous music-hall performers, and then concludes: 

"No performance of .Waiting for Gojfofc (not a play obviously 

Breohtian, of course) has failed to keep me involve^d in the 

predicament of Vladimir and Estragon, even though an 

audience may ( and should) he amused by the break in 

co nti nui ty " .[40]

Beckett approvingly quotes Francesco de Sanctis’ 

say.ling; "He who lacks the strength to destroy reality lacks 

the strength to create it".[499 In Beckett, this
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double-edged process of destruction and creation takes the

form of parody of existing art. Like the authors studied in

Chapter One, Beckett exposes the realistic approach by 

mocking its elements, In Beckett’s drama, the movement of

traditional drama is replaced by inaction, the conclusive-

plot is replaced by circularity and story telling is almost

abolished, the realistic setting is replaced by an empty

stage with few paraph©^^.!!, the narrative conversation is

replaced by exchange of menial dialogue. In short, every

theatrical element is reduced to its possible minimal

utility. In such a parody of traditional drama, the use of

the grotesque objects, the outlandish setting, the precise

Hi.se en scene and the use of theatrical language are worth

c o nsid er ati o n.

From the time King Ubu held the toilet brush as his

sceptre, the search for unfamiliar objects in the theatre

began: the breasts of Therese fly, the huge hand of God is

stretched out on the stage to bleed, furniture proliferates

until the tenant is suffocated by it, microphones speak from

the walls to teach and subdue Kaspar, people wait for death

in dustbins or receive orders to kill from a dumb waiter.

Objects in Beckett’s plays such as the dustbins, the

pushchair, the stancher, the wooden dog, the whistle and the

telescope remind us that these are the tools that we really

need if we look at the depth of our condition,
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With such an imagined world that parodies tradition, 

the reduction in movement, the minimal information and the

abstract presentation demanded a new approach for

production. The mise en scene becomes an important factor

in achieving the expected shock on the audience. In 

addition to the introduction of the grotesque objects, the 

lighting, the precision in the timing of speech, the rare 

movements and the use of abstract settings for the plays to

emphasise their theatricality are also mainly credited to

the playwrights studied in Chapter One and to Beckett in 

particular(though of course Brecht’s influence should not be

ignored),

In the production of Beckeet’s plays the si.sc of the 

stage is important. Lai ting: for Godot. is more successfully

produced in a small theatre which enables the actors bo move

on-stage and off-stage easily, Endgame is easier because of

the few movermeits done by Clov, but the bulk of Bcckeet’s

plays depict inner states of mind and therefore arc more

suitable for television than for the stage. In television, 

the movement of the mouth in hot %, for example, is more 

impressive than it is on the stage. One notices a tendency

in Beckett and Pinter to resort to short theatrical works

Which practically cannot stand alone in a theatrical

programme. Both Beckett and Pinter, especially in their 

later works, seem to have an eye on that contact with wider
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audiences which television makes possible.

Another aspect that makes the wise en scene important

in the works of Beckett and many other anti-artists is the

fact that the settings of their plays are not directly 

linked with reality. The time in Godot becomes the suibject

of the play. "Time has stopped", uttered by Vladimir,

perhaps indicates the deadly routine of life if it has no 

explanation. Uh at is the difference- between yesterday, 

today and tomorrow if nothing changes? In .Endgame C-lov 

speaks of yesterday as "that bloody awful day, long ago, 

before this bloody day".(p. 32) Hamm considers the future

but discovers that there is either the nothingness or the

sharks and so he resorts to the paimkiller. To Hesla the

death of Hell is the death of all sentieentarists who still

remember the beautiful old days. [50]

Likewise, both the world and the stage •-- the place of

existence — are subjected to abstraction. In Godot

Estragon speaks about his life being in the mud, and 

Estragon tells his companion that he has puked his life away 

in the "Cackon. country["(p.62) — "cackon is a pun on the 

French word for caoa, a child’s word for excrement".[5i ] In 

Endgame "the FloralPomonaS CeresI" turn out to be illusory

and legendary, as the words themselves indicate. In ’hDw 

Days, the best of Beckett’s plays that parody the dhange of
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time and place In realistic drama, the mise en scene is very

important: the bells, the bright lights, the handling of

the things in the bag, the different utterances and pauses

require great precision. The skill required from the

actress Who tehees the role of Winnie depends on the timing

of tile utterances and on her coldness and nndiff'reecce to

her predicament. Even emotions are not allowed to work.

their way and are diverted to the opposite direction.

One more by-product of the anti-realistic tendency is

the use of word-games. In a play without a story, like

Wilting for Godot. ffo example, thh aators play wordggaiees

to pass the time. I•Jaiy.aa writes;

Watting , for Godot is a good- example of the 
ant.!-art in which game-playing bulks large, parily 
because negative principles have assorted themselves 
so strongly. Since no serious activity can have 
wothwhile consequences, the artist is in the same 
position as the characters, who have nothing to do 
but whjLle away the time with games. CGiiieeplaytig 
also introduces the clement of chance, and it is 
sometimes a premiss of anti-art that iocidfii should 
supersede intention.[52]

In Entramf the actors play a number of games at the , same 

time. They pasy at benng actors and hence theatrical 

language is abundant in the play. One finds these 

expressions and teres: "me to play”, "farce”, "characters", 

"dialogue", "the whole thing is cornmeal", "an aside", 

"soliloquy", "underplot", among others. Again as the title-
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of the play indicates, the actors are also playing a gane of

chess. In a game of chess every move done by7 the loser

takes him closer to the checkmate position. Hamm is a loser

but he continues the game because the next move is

obligatory. Tie best position is to stop playing but this

is. according to the rules of the game and the rules of

performance, impossible. Hamm’s game is, in this sense, a 

much more difficult one than the ones played by Vladimir and

Estragon, because these two have some hope in chance, but he

has not.

The confrontation with the audience discussed in

Chapter One is also one. of the theatrical methods used by

Beckett, but he has polished it. In Godot, for example,

Vladimir turns toward the audience and says: "that

bog".(p.15) Before the end of Endgame Clov gazes at the 

audience for the first time in the play to speak about love

and friendship which "They said to me ... all these dying 

of their woundd".(p. 51) Beckett also teases the audience 

indirectly by the contradictory and nomreferential type' of

his creation.

Finally, in addition to the introduction of elements

from other media such as the circus, the silent films,

painting and music in Beckeetts anti-play, the blending of

melancholy with witty humour is characteristic of his art.
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One is often at a loss whether to laugh or to show disgust 

at what is presented. For instance, BaKm in Ecdeatce says: :

"Can there be misery (iie vaw.ns) — loftier than mine? Mo

doubt ... Miy father? ? ppmae.) my mother ((aun.ee.) My ... 

dog? ... the bigger a man is, the fuller he ia(pause.

G1 oomily. ) And the emptier", (p. 12) The anti-cMiiia;;: ending

at "the dog" is humorous and so is the contradiction of the

l as t s t aYeme-nt, especially after the pause, but ev en if the

jokes ps. s s through the wall of sadness the laugh ■woul 0 be

t •! c ta tive. and cowardly made. However, Endgame is his m-dt

pessimistic play and in other plays like Kranp? s Last Tm 

and Lai ting for. Godot there is more chance for laughter.

Krapp’s handling of the bananas, his difficulty in walking

on and off the stage and his ■ handling of the tape are

remnants of the clowin.^h acting of Didi and Gogo, The

success of the image of the trousers i n Godot has made

Beckett repeat it in Endgame. The miserable. situation of

man, as seen by Beckett, is funny".No‘thing is funnier than 

unhappiness" , Hell says in Endgame; "Yes, yes" she 

asserts", it's the most conical thing in the woold".(p.20)

It i s claar from this study of Beckett's dr mi a that it

is deeply rooted in philosophy and 'chat Beckett himself is

profoundly cc>ii.mtte•d to an anti-art spirit. TheLmticaXly, 

it is difficult to iiitntl his art, but the simplicity of 

his techniques is not difficult for a talented playwright
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like Harold Pinter to benefit from. Pinter, as will be seen 

in Part Two, has benefited to a great degree frcm the

artistic freedom Beckett and the rest of the anti-artists

have created. Pinter, however, seems to have had only one

eye on anti-theatre and the second has been concerned about

the demands of Rattigan’s "Aunt Edna". The theatre-goers 

whom Edna represents do not always need abstract and

philosophical creation but search for entertainment even if

it is only an illusion of reality. The general

charaateristics of the British Public theatre as represented

by Noe! Coward and Terence Rattigan are the subbect of the

next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

BRITISH POPULAR DRAMA: COWARD AMD RATTlGAM

In their search for what is new? writers must of

necessity consider previous creations? especially 

i^m^eeis^tx^^Ly preceding ones, in order to fnnd ways of

contrasting the nnw with the ood. In other words ehe did is

always present in one form or another. In her book

Revolutions in fjlnteJf& Enj^lish. Drama Katharine Worth has

given a new shade of meaning to the so called "revolution”

in contemporary British drama. "The revolutions of rny

title", she says> "are the Yeatsian kind? the turn of the

wheel that brings up the past continually in new forms."[1]

She does not deny that "the English theatre in 1972 looks as

though it might be about to move out of the orbit of realimm

which has held it throughout the century and into another 

for which there is as yet no name^”,[2] but she argues that 

"the newness of the postwar and especially of post—1956 

playwrights has been overstressei, [and] that much of this

drama does not make a violent break with the realist

tradition, as words like • revo^ton®5 which have been used

of it often suggest? but that it is, rather? a late — and
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possibly last — flowering of that tradition. "[3] To her 

this argument is especially evident in the works of Pinter.

"Pinter", she says, "is the conjuror who comes into the

realist tradition, takes over the well-worn aaSerial of the

family play, the detective play and the cocktail comedy and 

works a dazzling transformation act with it."[4] This is the 

new critical approach to Pinter in which he is seen as

wearing a new coat over his old ccothes. After the initial

shock of the novelty in his work had subsided, his strong

leaning on tradition has begun to float to the surface. 

This may seem surprising. But for one of the masters of 

change in contemporary British drama to be deeply noted in

tradition is not entirely extraordinary, once the different 

intricate elements that exert their pressure on the British

theatre are considered.

Public taste for the theatre mooes forward and backward

in clear cycles. What becomes old and out of fashion for a

pei’iod of time becomes the focus of attention in a later

period, especially if it has strong human and emotional

elements. It requires a tradesman's intuition to know what

the public wants at a particular time. The new and bizarre

do not always conquer the eaolions. The old fashioned may

with the change of time re~-estabissh itself within the

fashion of the day.
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Dean aaii^ Its like Coward and Cattigan, whose 
reputations were supposed to have been exploded for 
ever in the first gleefully iconoclastic phase of 
the theatrical revolution, very soon found 
themselves reinstated as modern classics and great 
precursors. And audiences’ need for a balanced 
dramanc diet brings about constant slight shifts of 
taste, so that, for instance, in the mid-1960s 
audiences starved of sheer plot in the 
theatre(unless, horror of horrors, they were to 
stoop to The Mousetrap) began to turn towards 
revivals of recently despised playwrights like 
Maugham, Pinero and even Cattigan, in search of just 
that. If audiences felt it, draim a limits felt it too, 
and so the later 1960s show a gradual 
re-esl^c^bliisbrnent of story telling in tine
theatre...[5]

Pinter as a professional man of the theatre had "felt it" as 

early as 1958 after the first Oisaitroui failure of The 

Mirifaday: P^Xiity. His subsequent plays indulge more in family 

life and his characters begin to reveal moore of themselves.

It is not difficult for an experienced actor like Pinter to

know the British taste and such knowledge has brought 

fortunes to Coward and Cattigan.

In the British theatre realim has been the landmark of

a continuous tradition and at the same time a distinctive

feature of the British taste. At a time when the Orambbisti

in many European countries were experimenting with different 

aspects of symbooism, surrealism, absurdism and

expressionim on the stage, the British drambbists were

laying stress on the lives of their characters and on the

slice-of-life and mabtere-of~fact creation. This does not
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mman that there had been no place for experiment in the 

British theatre? but such experiments were much under the

pressure to cope with the demands of realism. Chekhov? who

was the exemplar for the British realists, himself extended

reaJL;Lm far beyond the accurate depiction of everyday life.

Yet the iramotists of the first half of this century could

not achieve Chekhov's flexibility. Most of them could not

liberate themselves from the malter-of-fact creation. They

sought clarity and gave no chance for the situations to

speak for themselves. Howwver? there have been traces of 

the Chekhovian comppicated realim in? for example? Joyce’s 

ExAles — a play that failed in 1926 but which was brought 

back to life by Pinter in 1971.[6] Coward and Rattigan? as 

we shall see in this chapter? do have some limited success

in this respect. It is mini y through the works of

playwrights such as Coward and Rattigan that the continuity 

of the realistic tradition has been conveyed to Pinter.

Coward and Rattigan represent the playwrights of the

century who have tried to entertain their public through

comfiouicating personal images of contemporary moral changes

and the emotional problems that have accompanied them.

These images were imparted through comedy? especially with

Coward? who is sometimes called the Farquhar of 

twentieth-century comedy. Rattigan shares Coward's fame as 

a comic playwrighti but his best plays fall within more
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serious categories. He is in such serious plays one of . the

best representatives of the English drama before the 1950s. 

As J.R. Taylor puts it, "...the main defence offered for 

British drama when it was compared (unfavourably of course) 

with what was being produced in Amerca, France, and

elsewhere was that really Rattigan had shown himself in The

Browning Version and The Deep Blue Sea to be a major

international draiiiStst and it was only native British 

modesty which prevented us from realizing the fact",[7] 

Rattigan has also become the spokesman of tradition and,

though his reputation suffered because of this, his idea of

the theatre as a place of mteitairmrnt through

characterization still finds a respectable place in the

works of a number of contemporary playwrights, among them

Alan Ayckbourn, John Osborne and, as will be shown in Part

Two, Harold Pinter. •

One way of categorizing the drama of Coward and

Rattigan is to put it under the banner of the drama of

character. it is the type of drama in which the playwright

tries to create char’acters similar to people in real life.

Of course all drama — except the mmst bizarre contemporary 

creations — displays characters, but this is a convenient

method to differentiate between the above type of dr^ua and

the other types: drama of ideas, the lieerary or poetic

drama and the narrative drama (historical and detective) .[8]
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Tie playwright of the drama of character sees or imagines a

human situation which he thinks it will be entertaining to

display. "Eniertainments,, says Rattigan?

is what wves you? whether to laughter or tears. 
King Lear is entertainment. The essential thing is 
that you care about what is going on every moimieit. 
This means that the yjriter is comimnicating with 
you. The coBMmnicaeion must be there,’ but it does
not have to be absolutely explicit. Hairnet isn't
explicit. It is perfectly clear all the time what 
is happening? but not why. Too central character is 
inconsistent because human nature is
inconsistent.[9]

The drama of character? therefore? could be either comic or 

tragic and it could become tragicomic. In the following

some of its charaecerrstics are extracted? beginning with

the cocktail or the drawing-room comedy? the comedy of

Coward and Rattigan.

As a general rule British comedy of this century has

been of the character-study type rather than farcical or

clownish. The development of character leads to a comic

situation welch is mainLy achieved through language. The 

Chekhovian method of revealing character indirectly through 

short scenes has been a favourite one. Rattigan and Coward? 

for instance? use it in French Without Tears (1936) and 

.Blithe Spirit (1941) — two box-office hits of tie period. 

Aid like Chekhov's plays which depict tie Russian middle 

class, these plays portray British middle class of this
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century.

Coward and Cattigan did their best to depict the moral

dj^emamas of their time. Coimared with Cattigan, Coward's

plays display moore freedom in character presentation, making 

his influence on Pinter more probable. H^owev^i^', in subject 

maater, and even in technique, Coward and Cattigan, with 

their differences, give a complementary picture of what

works especially with the British audiences. These

audiences want to see their we£bklessei being exposed, shared

by others and made fun of.

Juvenile and immature love is a topic for every

generation. Caittigan made his first big success by

exploiting this topic. In French Without Tears the young

people of the play struggle to feed their love and sexual

desires but not every thing desired can own own be realized.

Diana, infatuated with her beauty, wants to make use of this

beauty to the last moornnt until she finds her self secure

with the man she chooses. She makes almost all the young

men fall for her. Only Brian is ieei as the practical one

among them. He escapes Diana by borrowing money to pay for

a prostitute. Alan, the one who is moot aware of the

situation, leads the others in their resistance, but he is

the one to fall in the end. The problem of Diana and Alan

is that they want to play with love instead of facing it.
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The comic situation depends on the reversal of roles, with 

Diana chasing the young men instead of being chased by them. 

Such a situation, with a predatory and intimidating woman,

can be seen in many of Rattigan's plays . it can also be

seen in Cowwad's Design for ,Liying( 1937) and in Pinter's The

Homecoming.

Another common comic type of woman is the eominating 

motherly figure who treats men as her possessions. Millie 

in Raatigan's The Browning Version and Florence and Judith 

in Coward's two often related plays, Hie Vpi'-tex (1924) and 

Hay Fexer (1925), are examples of the mL<edle-agre women who 

continue to have adventures with young men.

Famly life and its comilications is another theme that

has an appeal to the pubbic at large. The chief of these

comilications is that caused by the influence of a parent's

unorthodox sexual life on his or her children. it is a

common theme in Coward and Rattigan. Coward allows for a

confrontation in an early play, The Vortex, between a mother

and her son who becomes an opium addict because of his

mother's relationships with young men, but in a foUowing

play, Hay Fever, Coward extends the loose and irresponsible

attitude to all the meimbrs of family. iirrsponsSbility and

looseness become the only alternative in the absence of

authentic worsi.ty. Rattigan also treats the same problem
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of the l3-oOher«"ion relationship but with him the ritualistic

comic element gives way to practical demands. Michael in 

Love, in Idleness (1944) plays the game of Hornet when he

returns from Canada to see his mother has fallen for Sir

John Fletcher, but he discovers that he is inconsistent and

that he really needs the wealth of Sir John. -

Again the disloyalty between husband and wife is well 

exploited by the two playwrights. Husband and wife take 

infidelity for granted and live to play the game of hiding

it. In Cabtigai^s Who is Sylvia (1950) the wife knows of

her husband’s search for his old love in dupPicatci of 

Sylvia but keeps her secret. Again, in The Browning Version 

the betrayal which is thought to be a secret turns out to be

exposed right from the beginning. In C^iwa^t^'s BL.ithe Spirit

the author makes Charles and his wives reveal their hidden

sexual affairs but only after the death of the women. The

one who betrays his partner imagines that his secret is

quite unknown but at the end discovers that he or she has

been living in an illusion and that the partner knows of the

secret perhaps right from the beginning. Pinter uses the

same plot in Btrayal. In fact his plays about the

whooe-wife contain many reminiscences of Coward and

Cattigan.
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The game playing in Coward's pX £a/s is far more 

ritualistic tian that in Rattigan’s. J»R.Taylor describes 

Cowwad’s drawing-rooms as ”nuuferfes”. [10] His characters

refuse to become adults and continue to play their childish

games. Katharine Worth has noticed that in Cowwad’s comedy

the "characters are often supposed to be actors but even

when they are not» his ,initeeeid# ones are always aware of

themselves and amazed or amused that the uninitiated? tie

’dull* ones don't recognize that they're takkn part in a 

performance”.[11] In Hay Fever the Blisses play at a quarrel 

between themselves until the four guests leave. Then every 

thing goes back to normaa. In Des!^ for LjyJng hhe amine ss

more cnoplicatei because Gilda? Leo ann Otto play their

games against each other. Wooth has reminded us that "in

the way he uses these acting elements in his

characterization and in handling the ritualistic elements in

social life, Coward anticipated an astonishing amount of

present-day drama. There are strjk^j^ng connections with the 

drama of T. S.Eliot? Osborne and Pinter especially ...

"412]

As a social group the choice of teachers? writers?

artists, actors? playwrights is noticeable. These are the

people with whom Coward and Rattigan have lived? "I write

about people I know"? Rattigan says? "just as? for instance?

Wesscer does. It would be very silly of me to try to write
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about life in the Eaat EnnJ’LlS] TTIlj class of people

provides material for the pompous literati type of comic

figure: teachers and their pedantries, writers and their

jargon and cliches, and in more general terms the banal

exchanges of wn-’l^o^-do people. The Blisses in CowairPs Hay
%

Fever, for example, invite their unsophisticatee guests to

play a game of proverbs. A;ain, the technical jargon of 

Madame Arcati is one of the best example of how Coward 

makes use of* the interests and way of life of the people he

knew. She is a genuine commc figure. The pedantries and 

sophistication of middle class lelllr also become the 

subject matter of some of Pinter’s plays.

Certain technical conventions are common in the process

of developing the characters. The action is built up for a

stage with a proscenium and curtains. The separation

between the actors and the audience, though it has lost

f'avour in some contemporary experimental theatres, helps in

concentrating the action, especially of what happens behind

the scenes; the eavrserollinl, the sudden entrance of an

unexpected person and the quick changes behind the curtains.

Ano other traditional structural technique is the

symmet^ric unfolding of the action. This is very noticeable

in Cowwan’s clmerdes. His procrdunr is to use several pairs

of lovers in order to build up this comic symm^^ric
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presentation. In Private Lives he emppoys two pairs, in 

Design for Living he uses one woman and three lovers, in Hay 

Fever there are four pairs and the partners are changed

during the game played by the Blisses. In addition to their

comic advantages, the symrnetrrcal scenes prepare us for the 

changes in character. In Private Lives, for exampXe, the 

first pair, Elyot and Sybil, come out to the balcony of

their suite in the hotel to introduce themselves and to

prepare for the appearance of the second pair, Victor and

The two pairs are linked, for Elyot and Amanda have

been married before. The introduction is enough to explain

the re-union of Elyot and Amanda and the embarrassment that

follows. These structural devices make the flow from one

peak of tension to another seem ratural. Albert Hunt

notices that "Coward, in Blithe Spirit, permuuates in

similar 'musical' way [to Pinter's The Collection!, with 

ghosts: with a triangle... If, as some critics have 

claimed, the structure of Pinter's work gives the same kind

of satisfaction that comes from the abstract structure of

muse, then there's a similar kind in Cowaad."[14J

In addition to these structural conventions of comedy,

the language itself* mist be witty and moving. The exchanges

in the dialogue are made in the best way to convey humour’.

Coward is very clever in making fun of the clmmenpPace. The

talk about drinks, food, the bicycle in Blithe Spirit is
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very funny* Pauses and silences are used to give time for

laughter. Misunddrstanding, confusion and intermingled 

conversation are all used in Cowards Blithe Spirit. 

Chaales can speak with Elvira, for example, but Ruth cannot 

hear her and the resulting misunderstanding leads to new

confrontations between the husband and his wives.

Coward wrote a number of straight dramas but his fame 

rests mainly on his comeeies. Rattigan, on the other hand,

has written more serious and tragic plays. In modern drama

tragedy is not always concomittant with death, it is in the

misery of present life that death looks a better

alternative. This is what The Browning Version (1948) and 

Toe Deep. Blue Sea (1952) tell us. Rattigan’s tragedies, are

not far from the spirit of the age. A quick look at

Rattigan’s dramatic theory and at some characceristics of

his theatre may give a broader insight into the popular

drama before the 1950s.

Like Ionesco, Rattigan can be considered a spokesman of 

his type of theatre. The theatre, he asserts, is a place of 

entertairment. He argues that "plays should be about people

rather than ideas", because, to him, the theatre is an

escape from the difficulties of life. He telieves "that

most people go there for amusement and relaxation, which, of

course, includes mental stimulus, but always in terms of
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character". [1b] In another place Rattigan affirms that

from Aeschylus to Teninssee Willi ms the only 
theatre that has ever mattered is the theatre of 
character and narrative... I don't think that 
ideas, per se, social, political, or rorra., have a 
very important place in the theatre. They 
definitely take third place to character and 
narrative anyway" .[16]

In his preface to Volume Two of his collected plays Rattigan

created the imaginary figure of Aunt Edna — the play-goer

of any time. Through creating this figure Rattigan 

justifies his interest in the public taste. For him the

relationship of the playwright with the audience should be a 

balanced one. "Although Aunt Edna must never be made a mock 

of, or bored, or befuddled", he wrote, "she must equally not

be wooed, or pandered to, or oossetted."[17] He 

differentiates between the "good theatre" which aspires to

please Aunt Edna and the "good drama" which resists the 

temptation to go all out for her applause".[18] The "good 

drama", as one can understand from Rattigan's plays is the

one which follows the sequence of the well-made play. In

fact, Arthur Houston, a member of the family of Rattigan's

mother, had laid for him thw framework for his theatre. 

Houston says in his lecture "The English Drama: Its Past

and Probable Future", which he wrote in 1863: "The highest 

type of dramaaic compostim is that which supplies us with 

studies of character, skilfully worked out, in a plot not
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deficient in probability and by means of incidents not 

wanting in interest.”[19]

Hoiiuton’s definition seems to have survived to a great

extent. With the exception of very recent experimental

works, most British playwrights still give character study

and well-developed action great importance. The present

character study only differs from the past one in its level

of commlexity, which is, of course, related to the 

ever-increasing cornppexity of our time. This is dearly

evident in the plays of Harold Pinter, Whose characters are

in many ways recent developments of the traditional

character study. ”1 am interested primarily in people”,

Pinter once said, ”1 want to present living people to the

audience, worthy of their interest primarily because they

are, they exist, not because of any moral, the author may 

draw from them” [20] Pinter’s understanding of drama here

coincides with Rattigan’s . Aunt Edna would also welcome it

as long as she can understand and recognize the characters

created.

Rattigan, however, finds it difficult to accept the

over-symbolic theatre of Samuel Beckett. When Beckett's

Wwiting for. Godo.t was performed in London, Rattigan wrote an

article entitled "The Arts and Entertaiiment: Aunt Edna

Waits for Godot” and made Aunt Edna enjoy the evening but
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not the play:

How could I like the play, seeing that Mr 
Samuel Beckett plainly hates me so much that he's 
refused point blank to give me a play at all? [But, 
she says, Mr Beckett is making a big mistake to hate 
her:] If he didn't he might have written a very good 
play indeed.I suppose he’s a highbrow but even a 
middlebrow like myself could have told him that a 
really good play had to be on two levels, an upper 
one, which I suppose you would call symbooical, and 
a lower one, which is based on story and character. 
By writing on the upper level alone, all Mr Beckett 
has ' done is to produce one of those things that 30 
years ago we used to call Experimental Draraa-You 
wouldn't remember that, of course, and that's a 
movement which led absolutely nowhere... [21 ]

Of course Rattigan has been proved wrong about Beckett's 

experimental drama, which has become an alternative art, yet

his argument helps in understanding the disagreement between

the traditional drama and the philosophic and abstract

theatre of Beckett. Aunt Edna nowadays enjoys both types of

theatre, although she might still argue that she would

prefer the easier type of entertainment.

Rattigan’s tragic figures are not out of date, as the 

playwright’s once distorted public image might have implied. 

In fact, Us tragic creations are in many ways similar to

the creations of the present generation of playwrights.

Rattigan depicts the miserable human being who suffers

discomfort and humiliation because of his weakness or

because of the circumstances surrounding him. Man himself

is seen as deceptive, elusive, or unbalanced, overdemanding
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and cormpex. It is true that Rattigan retains a slight beam 

of hope, but his hope is often ^3x^11031 ly imposed and

artificial. What makes him look different from a

contemporary playwright like Pinter, is his straightffrrward

dialogues, his lack of notification and his frank 

exposition of aolivatiln. Yet, one can argue in favour of 

his drama, when compared to the reduced creation of Pinter,

that it has a stronger emononal, if not intellectual and

social impact, on the audience.

Raatigan's casting of his characters in non~heroic, yet

tragic situations makes some of his plays modern and

appealing to the spirit of the age. The tragic situation in 

The Browning Version, for example, centres on a man who has

been betrayed by life. He cannot cope with his wife's

emotional needs and so the inequality in love has led her to

betray him, even with his best friends. In his profession

as a teacher, he does not show his real nature to the

students, and that has made him feared and disliked.

Moreover, a heart disease has added to his miseries and he

has to leave the school before getting a pension. This man,

Andrew Crocker-Harris turns his back on life and even the

humniating suggestion of the headmaater to forgo his

farewell speech to a younger coliecgue does not move him.

It is only the humble present from one of his students that

gives him some beam of light, which is only temporary and
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dramaaic. He has to continue to live his life as cold as

the food he mentions at the end of the play. Again, in The

Deep Blue Sea, the idealistic and romantic view of love has

led Hester to face the loneliness of life after she lost

both her husband and her lover. Loneeiness is also one of

the maaor themes of Separate Tabl.es. That play also depicts

people who are afraid of exposing themelves, whose mental

weakness has led them to abnormal behaviour. 1t is also

very touching to watch the elderly ladies in the hotel while 

away their life watching other people who come to join them

in their loneliness.

With the creation of unheroic tragic caaracters 

Rattigan has established himself as an example for many 

present-day playwrights.[22] Some of his tragedies can claim 

a unique position in contemporary British drama, as J R.

Taylor has observed:

1t se mis that commenca! and comic have to be 
synonymous: we are still waiting to see whether 
such a thing as a tragedy or even a strong drama can 
belong just as ulmeestakably to our own time and 
still achieve just as indisputable a broad-based 
popular success. Maybe Equus has done it: at any 
rate, it stands out as the only play of the 1970s 
which can put in a serious claim. But otherwise, 
funny can find the middle-brow pubbic, while serious 
has to be either safely classic or dangerously 
contemporary. Perhaps the 1980s, and the changes 
they will inevitably bring in theatregoing tastes 
and habits, will also produce a playwright who can 
comfortably bridge the gap and produce that popuuar, 
modern, British tragedy that the world has 
supposedly been waiting for ever since The . Deep Blue
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[23]

Coward and Rattigan, as has been seen in this chapter,

have given to the British theatre lively and successful

plays that have entertained large audiences. They have been

able, despite the tempoirary fall in their public standing,

to produce their plays side by side vdth the new

experiments. As a matter of fact, in certain cases, 

especially in the case of Pinter, they have been able to

show an upper hand in tin overall creation of the time.

They have both expressee thhir admiration of Pinter. He in

turn has acknowledged their trrditiin, and this satisfies

them [24]
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PART IV 0

HAROLD PIUTER; THEATRE ADD iU^TL-THEATRE
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c apt;- F'Ou-r

EARLY PIMTER: PROM THE ROOM TO OLD TIMES.

Looking back at Harold Pinter's achievements since his

first play The Room appeared in 1957 one notices that, in

addition to the number of successful plays he has written,, 

he has contributed (greatly to his credit) to the creation 

of a new theatrical mood among present day audiences. It is 

true that the change had already started before Pinter began 

to write his plays and that the air* was full of the hubbub

coming from the experiments of, for example, Beckett, 

Ionesco, Genet and Brecht, yet his own contribution has been

remarkable. His ability to develop some of the new

techniques within already known and accepted forms and his

skill both to defend his new approach and to p?opv«g^tte it

via the different media[1] has contributed a great deal to

the change in the public attitude towards contemporary

Grama.
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Significant though this achievement is, the connection

which it impHes between Pinter's drama and that of Beckett

and Ionesco is often exaggerated. Pinter, as has been said

before, is not a philosopher-playwright like Sartre, Beckett

and, to a lesser extent, Ionesco, but is "a man of the

theatre” who has sensed that a pluralistic approach on the

stage that incorporates the real and the bizarre could work

without the dangers of the too abstract approach of

"anti-theatre". Many critics have noted the derivative 

nature of his drama, George Eellwarth, for exami^pe, after 

asserting that "nothing demonntrates more clearly that the

avant-garde movement in the theatre is essentially a French

movement than the work of Harold Pinter", adds that "the

impression that Pinter's plays give is that of eclectic 

scholarship rather than creation"[2], On the other hand,

critics have also discovered affiliations between Pinter and

such diverse playwrights as Anton Chekhov and T.S. Eliot, 

Mooeover, as has been stated before, Pinter has benefited

much from such exponents of the British well-made play as

Hoe! Coward. and Terence Rattigan,

The present writer accepts the argument that Pinter's 

work is an actor*s-theatreEs] because Pinter seems, right 

from, the beginning, to be exploiting his experience in
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acting to build up dramatic situations out of very little

given information and to be mannpuu.atirg; alert audiences and

provoking reactions that extend outside theatre houses.

One can also feel how the writer's Jewish heritage has

indirectly enriched his dramatic experiment, Arnold Wesker

has comlained that in his plays Pinter has "wilfully 

disguised what should have been a straight-forward fable 

about the Jewish coMiwnity”.[43 One can -easily feel that 

Pinter is hiding something, especially in his early plays. 

Although he explains the obscurity of his plays as part of -a

literary vision of reality, his personal experience is

probably the. strongest factor in developing; especially the

negative aspects of his vision.

William Saroyan once said on a television programme-

that "dealing with the business of living, a playwright in

and by his play will say 'yes' or 'no' or ’yes and -no, you, 

the audience decide’".[5] Many of Pinter's plays tend to say 

"no", and that is one of the reasons why he is studied ' here

under the rubric of "anti-theatre". As their subject

step's plays. tr ea t

>n, mooaHty, love,

among others, from

peaking, his chara.i
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the impact of

often than not

many modern

either- because of their weakness or because of

other people on them. His vision is more

pessimistic, though ho expresses it, like so

playwrights, in an amusing and comic manner.

This negative vision has

unexpected reductionism and

often led Pinter

abstrac tioni mm:

to resort to

the normal

observe ti o ns abou t the characte.rs and th el r e nv i r o nment i s

reduced to only disconnected su.rface and on-stag e moo d s

which have no real connection wi th the off-stage- worl d ;

language becomes no in refer c n iia! causality is deni ed i v s

right c^rn’se and resemblance to life gives way to the

elements create fantasy

specific participation

the limits of realism to

and the playfulness of

experiment that deserves

symbolic and the conceptual. Such

and pure theatricality that demand

from the audience. Pinter extends

include both the illusion of reality

fantasy. It is, therefore, a new

continual evaluation and study.

After more than a quarter of a century has passed; in

the artistic life of this controversial dramatic fi.gu.re the

experiment he has started has had enough time both

artistically and critically to mccure, though, as is of ten

the ca.se with living authors, unexpected changes can happen

at ary time. Yofc,of late, the writer's creative talent has
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bcoome costive. In the pant five years Pinter has not

written any full-longth pi ays. Ho bccns to be busy in other

theatrical activiti.es such as production and only the future

can tell us about his. newt theatrical moves.

More has been written about Pinter than about any of 

his contempoocares. [6] In fact, the bulk of what has been 

written has led one of the cri.tics to complain that "more

rubnisn ua.s been written about Harold Pi nter than ail h.is

contemporaries put to£3thorK,[7] The "rubbish", according to 

this critic, has resulted fr-ou the conmceta tor s' enthusiasm

to interpret the rmrytGriou£< elements that often, by their

nature, invite questions, "Such are the dangers of

writing plays in which there is something, concealing itself 

under something, if it's only a lot of fluff and' dust 

blowing about .and getting up critical noses",[0j To avoid 

indulging in the esoteric and the m^£^s^^irious, I shall try to 

respond to Pinter's plays as works to be soon by audiences

and not as academic experiments. Only a few of these 

inter pre tations will be cited, when I feel that they support

the general mood of the play. I aim 'to benoiit from tne

amount of study done both by those who have favoured the

author's approach and those who have disliked it, in order

to arrive at a balanced assessment of his plays, especially

47 ..I 4j

activiti.es


off those ■010.1:0011 in the past

ho Manf a hand, B. travel, the

Precisely, the' abort plays

short play, One For the React.

decade, These ploys comprise:

tw o ske t ch e s i knoloeue a nd

in Other Places and his latest

Before beginning to study each of those pi ays 

individually, I shall begin by a general assessment of his 

theatrical experiment up to the year 1974, concentrating. on 

four major plays: The. Bi-ilt'Kls:h:-- Partyb •The.. Oarewaker, The 

homecomingy and 01(1 Times, as representative plays of four 

stages in the development of Pinter's output.



*T«’ .1 * -

brought OfPinter's first three plays have brought a number 

theatre conventions to question and have subsequently

offered new conventions of their own. Like Beckett, Pinter

has shaken the long- established norm that the author should

be omniscient and omnipresent in every thing he creates. 

For both Beckett and Pinter the author must 'not necessarily

know everything about what he creates. But unlike the

philosophic ignorance that Beckett preaches, Pinter claims a

difficulty in verifying the truth about the motivcation of 

his characters. By comparison, Vladimir and Estragon arc 

innocent in their display of ignorance and impotence, while 

Kose, Stanley, Goldberg . and McCann are not. moreover,

Beckett is more likely to snare his characters1 evasion and 

escapism When faced with the abstruse questions of life, 

while Pinter seems more likely to be in a position tc help

each of his characters to escape the.ir personal exposure.

That is why most audiences and critics did not easily; accept

Pin we” s formula at the outset. gut there has been a shix t

in opinion. People have begun to accept a play as it is

without much questioning of the mooivation of its

chui’a.cters, of its moral ai,ii. or of the ncoosmty of
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unravelling its puswles. I think' that television with its

indirect contact with audiences, has helped a great deal in 

creating such a negative mood. N^exe^^'ot^u^less, the question

of how* much obfuscation one can expect the audience to

tolerate on the real stage eve-n after this shift in opinion

is still valid. In Pinter's case, the noticeable return to

the demands of tradition, as will be seen in the next .stages

of his career, supports this query. But there is no doubt

that Pinter is among those who ’nave introduced now: limits to

the realistic vein in some contemporary drama.

Pinter has also shown some traces of a 'reaction'

against the audience. This is reminiscent of that of the 

anti-artists studied in Part One. In addition to heaping 

his audiences in the dark and to insulting them indirectly.

as will be seen in the discussion of language games i n The

Birthday Party, ha has shown a tendency to tease his

audience even outside the theatre. This is cl ear in his

answers to a lady who saw The Birthday Bcrty. and sent him

the following questions:

Dear Sir, I would bo) obliged if you would 
kindly explain to me the meaning of your play Tie. 
Birthday Party. Those are the points which I do not 
understand; 1. Who are the two men? B.Uhere did 
Stanley come from? 3. Were they all supposed to bo 
normal? You will appreciate that without the 
answers- to my questions I can't fully understand
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your play.

I-Iis answers

■ Dear Madam, I would be obliged if you would 
kindly explain to me the meaning of your letter. 
Obese are- the points which I do not understand: 1 .
Who., are you? 2, Hhere do you come from? 3» Are 
you supposed to be normal? You will appreciate that 
without the answers to my questions I can't fully 
under -stand y our let ter. [ 91

More teasing is the search for the symbolic meaning of

these plays. Ohe room, the distinctive setting of these

plays, has been compared to the uonb image, the intruders

are explained as the agents of society and death and so on

... but all these are the erections of the winds of the

critics. Obey do not always fit.

One of the possible explanations of why his plays have

taken their particular form is the playwright's own

experience as a young Jew in East London during the haul

period. Ue share, the horror of the characters w^41£ if wo

i^ilL:lgine the room to be in a ghetto and some of the action to

be a recreation of incidents in a concentration camp. A 

number of critics, most no table among them being Simon 

Orusslur, William Baker and Stephen Ely Tabaehnick, stress 

the Jewish influence on Pinter. Orussler, for example,
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finds that "Pinter's own oulturai inheritance of Jewishness,

unlike Wesker's, cun bo sensed in the subtext rather than.

the subject natter of his plays, so that here an assimilated

sense of persecution erupts in a seedy suburban

microcosm". [10] To him both The IPom and The Birthday Par..ty 

are about guilt and retribution. He has an interesting,

explanation of the cause of enmity between Goldberg and

McCann and their victim. Stanley;;

The reversal of the racial stereotype the
Aryan prisoner cowering in the eonoentratoon-cLTip 
spotlight, his Jewish warder ravishing the other's 
intended sexual partner •— is almost too obvious to 
need explicating. And Pinter does not spell it , out 
as it's happening —- but he does anticipate it, in 
that brief, stark indictment of Stanley which come 
between his nonsense-catechising at the hands of 
Goldberg and McCann and the birthday party proper;

MeCAjLH: hake him up. Stick a needle in 
his eye,

GOLDBERG: You're a plague, robber. You're 
an overthrow.

McCAIIE: You’re what's left: ■

GOLDBERG: But we've got the answer to you. 
Vk- can sterilise you.

MoCAuh UJat about Drogheda?

GOLDBERG: Your bite is dead. Only your
pong is left.

MeCAUE: you betrayed our land.



CGOLDiERCG You betray our' breed.

ilcCAniJ; Uho arc you, Uebber?

GOLDBERG: Ulmt makes you think you exist?

1’cCAUU; You're dead,

GOLDBERG: Yoo.*re deeald You can' t live, 
you can't hliiW, , you can't love. You're dead. 
You're a plague gone bad. There's no juice in 
you. You're nothing but an odour'

After this, to talk about the play as if it 
were nerdy about a weak character overwhelmed by 
the forces of GonformityE'll1 is surely not so much 
to oveersimplify as to mlssead, Tit is far truer 'co 
say that here the eixietenaial Iroi’ror of existence is 
being probed until identity itself is effaced: yet 
this is to put the effect before the cause. For the 
causcjaccording to McCann the Irithman is
nationalistic betrayal, whilst according to Goldberg 
the Jew it is racial impurity. Tic "dirty joke" has 
been turned against Stanley with a vengeance — and 
vengeance is its point.[12]

Tic understanding of Pinter's work as a reflection of 

his mixed cultural heritage reduces the reader's (or* 

spectator's) confusion and the shocks his plays bring about 

arc someWh-t abated. Tic writer has not hidden his personal

fe.eli.ng for the room image, for eEoaple, and this, I think,

has become clear to most of his admirers. Speaking with

Kenneth Tynan about this image he concluded that "Obviously 

[people] arc scared of what is outside the room Outside 

the room there is a world becr-dinr upon them which is 

frightening. 1 am sure it is frightening for you and me ,as
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w^Hl’.ClS l Of course, this personal feeling, when .shared 

with his admirers, gives to the plays deeper meanings. But 

at the same time the plays becoue less revolutionary in

their opaque foru. Moreover, the violence becomes natural

and not as casual and unmotivated as it seems. At this

stage of Pinter's carreer, one can see him, after the above

consideration, creating traditional characters without

exposing their true personality.

it is true that by knowing the causes of the creation 

of Pinter's early plays wo can appreciate they better, yet 

whether we know these causes or not, ve no doubt are moved

by their dark depiction of existence. O^^ne is always the 

imminent danger that cannot be resisted. Many critics [14] 

have found Existentialimm a dowiLn^tinh impulse in Pinter's 

drama. It is worth 'noting here that Pinter's inanes, 

especially in these early plays, approach existence at its

negative extreme. Arthur Gani has rightly noticed that 

"from .». Oie Room ... to ... Old Hues, Pinter's plays 

have dealt with the malignant elewents hidden in huu.au 

life". [15] On violence in these plays is tinged with a 

cynical spirit that evokes the cruelty of carry's Ubu. koi.

Bert attacks the negro Riley in Oho Room shouting "XjioGS"(I5 

126) and Goldberg and McCann in Ou c Bir.thday .ParIn amuse



by downgrading Stanley's humanity by repeatingtnomsciv es

the word "animal"(l, 94) at the end of a shower of abuse

which they hail • on him. In Tie Dumb Uniter Guo's worries

are natural but instead of showing a real fatigue at his

criminal profession, he only shows concern about "who dears 

up after "(I, 14?) they leave their victim. One does not 

know whether to laugh at such a situation or not. They arc

Jarry'a caricatures but in the clothes of real people. It

is probably this debased inarc of humanity which has lead

of Dsosi and ocner French

true of early Pinter, but

he feels to be a

ed, though ho retains many

ons of his first three

Alan Young to connect it with that

extremist movements. It might bo

as he moves on to other aspects of

human problem the menace is abat

of the artistic and moral reducti

experimental piays.

Tho characters Pinter creates are to a certain extent

original but their originality depends on contrasting states

of being. On one level they arc members of a specific 

society (Britain) and of a specific. timo(the present). On a 

second level they seem to be visitors from no-where, Ue

have difficulty in identffying ourselves with them. Unliko

Beckett, Pinter uses the traditional methods of

c h ar £03 itc iri z a tier: h i s ch a r a c t e r s develop to a certain



can be c;x t r a po „i a ted. F or instance, before- the

becomes involved in tlie menace that troubles:

. becomes acquainted with some aspects of his

y Ye-»y • i o l. , because of the arti.stic reduction that is

emP-oysd by the playwright, the essence of this personality

is difficult to trace. Some critics have seen Pinter's

characters as lnuaaa«auinals[ 16] and the writer himself. "a 

zoologist".[ 17] Others have noticed that they arc the human 

prototypes of perversion and mistrust. To Guido Ilnansi,

for example, "The Pinterian hero lies as Lie breathes:

consistently and uncomp^r<^omes..rngLy. hot to lie is as

inconceivable to him as to 'eat a crocod5.lt* or make love to

a spider. Goldberg Mick, Edward, Ben, Lenny, Spooner, are

not just occasionally unreliable: they are untrustworthy by

definition, since their words only bear witness to their

capacity for speech, not to thei r past or pr esent

experience", [ 10] In his early plays Pont e r se em s t o be. morc

bi ase d agai ns t the individual than Beekott. Tie blind nan

in Beckett's All Tli a t Fai , f or ex amp- e, seem!ngly kills a

child, because of his own blindness , but Bert kills the

negro .in The Room a for no apparent reason . It is difflcul t

to imagine a society at peace if its members arc like

Stanley, IleCann,Goldberg, Ben,Gus and Bert. In his book TJie 

Heattin.c of Freedom Philip Drew draws attention to the
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dangers of the reductions to the positive elements of the

individual in some modern art. He says:

This paradox by which individualism conduces to 
its opposite is expressed also in structural terms: 
a work dealing with the individual in isolation may 
have one fully-realised character, as .in Beckett, 
but by definition can have no more than one. Uhsn 
more characters are introduced their relationship is 
unsatisfactory, as in Adamov and Artaud and Albee, 
or incomprehensible, as in Jarry and Ionesco, 
issuing as violence in the first case and frustrated 
by total inability to make contact in the second. 
The choice is between the Theatre of Cruelty and the 
Theatre of Inertia, both, as far as the central 
character is concerned, branches of the Theatre of 
Bewilderment. If these in fact represent the
logical terminus of i.ndiv.iduallm it is not 
surprising that the conclusion drawn from those 
works is that i^ndivj^dua.l.im issues in nothing and a 
more powerful social structure is? called for.[19]

Pinter's plays contain aspects of both the theatre of 

Cruelty and of the theatre of Inertia, especially at this

period of his career. Tie Inertia is clear in the lack of

human warmth. In Te Birthday Party , however, there is only

a faint feeling; of compassion revealed in Pettey's attempt

to face Goldberg and McCann, but the general mood is devoid

of this compassion.
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Aw subject Litter, therefore, Pinter's first three

ploys incorporate sour of the negations of anti-art,

Pinter, like many of the anti-artists, has not "negated the

negation" which has becono very strong in modern thought and

thus he does not seem to agree with Camus that man can take

advantage of his loneliness and that "one must imagine 

Si sy ph us happ"y.[20]

Another very important link with anti-theatre is clear

in 'Pinter*s use- of language. Commentators; have pointed to a

number of similarities between Beckett' o disconnected

dialogues and those of Pinter. But because of the thematic

differences that has been explained, the disconnection in

Beckett is an escape from a dead end, vid-lst in Pinter it is

part of a dramatic strategy. Esslin compares Pinter's 

dramatic language with that of Chekhov.[21] But here again, 

the"’oblique" dialogue which Esslin discovers in Pinter can

be related to the playwright's Jewishness, ILc has once

described a type of dialogue he experienced in real life:

Everyone encounters violence in one way or 
other. I did encounter it in quite an extreme for?: 
after the war, in the East End, when the Fascists 
were coming back to life in England. I got into 
quite a few fights- down there. If you looked 
remotely like a Jew you might be in trouble. Also, 
I went to a Jewish club by an old railway arch, and 
there were quite a lot of people often waiting with 
broken milk bottles in a particular alley we used to
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walk through. There wore one or two ways of getting 
out of it «— one way was a purely physical way, of 
course, but you couldn’t do anything about the milk 
bottles we didn’t have any milk bottles. The 
best way was to talk to them, you know, sort of "Are 
you all right ?" "Yes, I’m all right". "Well, 
that’s all right then, isn’t it?"[22]

Pinter's 'plays are alive with this type of dialogue. 

In Tho Birthday Party, for example, Stanley wants to leave

the house but McCann is in the way. The two men are nervous

and both of them hide this nervousness behind whistling '"The 

Mountains of Morne"(I, 48). When physical contact seems 

inevitable with McCann, Stanley changes to a friendly 

tone:"So you’re down hero on ho!id.ay?"(I, 45)» Sometimes 

the writer finds himself goiyg too far in his oblique

dialogues. In an early version of The Birthday Par.tv the 

following dialogue between Lulu. and Stanley occiu’sj

STANLEY; Has Meg had many guests staying in 
this house besides me, I mean before me?

LULU; Besides you?

STANLEY (impatiently):Uas she very busy, in the 
old days?

LULU: Why should she be?

STANLEY: IJhat do you mean? This used to be a
boarding house, didn’t it?

LULU; Did it?
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STMLEY; Didn't it?

LULU: Did it?

STANLEY: Didn't ... oh, skip it. [23]

This passage implicates Lulu as an accomplice in what 

happens to Stanley and that is, perhaps, why it is omitted

from the present edition of the pi ay.

Although Pinter's word games add unnecessary and

overwrought doubts about some of his eharactors, they are

sometimes very dramatic. Nords often take precedence over

action in his plays. In The Mjythfkm Party. Pinter

anticipated Peter Uandke?s language games. Stanley, like

Kasper, is subdued through language. Tins insults showered 

on Stanley and through him on the audience, that usurj-ly

feels pity for Us weakness, caie ten years before Handke's

speakers directly insulted the audience in Offend/tnE lie.

Audience. Handke's reductionist and abstractionism arc

deeper but Pinter's insults are charaateristic.ally draiaaic:

McCAHH: You're in a rut,

> O - rr You look anaei.c.

ncCAUN: Bl^la£ttiC.

GOLDBERG : nyoppc
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1 JcCAIJN: Epil optic

GOLDBERG; You’re on the verge.

McCAKK: You’re a dead duck.

GOLDBERG: But we can save you. (I, 9E)

Another

Pinter's wor

anti-theatre

el ear i n hi

theatrical technique that appears natural in

k and at the same time bears resemblance to

is the symbolic use of* objects. This is very

s very successful use of the food-lift in The:

Dumb Ualter. Though its symbolic linage is weakened by its

connection with the human name of ’’Wilson", it still conveys

an image like that of the furniture which kills the new

tenant in Ionesco’s play The Hew Tenant. The strange food

orders that came through the dumb waiter finally carry the

death sentence on Gus. The drum in jAyo Birthday Par-tv is

another effective device but the originality of the lift

image is never surpassed in cany of Pinter’s other plays.

The above mentioned theme and theatre techniques which

evoke anti-theatre arc characteristically conveyed in firm

traditional structures. There Is linear progression of

action in a conventional way. The Introductory scenes

present the main character or characters and complication

develop into climax and anti-climax as in any traditional
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play. The Birthday Par tv. for example, displays similarity

of structure with T.S. Eliot's The Cocktail Party: iu both

plays the process of ohanging the personality takes place in

the second act and the third act shows the results. Only

Tie Dumb Waiter seems more structurally related to Beckett's

plays. Like Vludihiir and Estrugon, Ben and Gus pass the

time waiting for an order. Tic final scene of this play is

similar to that of Endgame. with Gus standing- at the door

like GLov. Both endings are suggestive rather than

conclusive. Again, the inarticulateness of Stanley at the

tnd of The Birthday Party, is similar to that of the orator

at the tnd of Ionesco's Tic Chatrs.

Pinter also employs cout techniques that hr hass learned 

from his experience in acting, Ft is very ford of keeping

the audience eager to know who is going to appear at the

door and often shocks it out of its expectations. In Act

One of Tht Birthday Party, while Stanley is playing on the

emotions of Meg and terrifying her with tht van and the

wheelbarrow story, there is a knock at the door. Instead of

the -expected appearance of Goldberg and McCann, Lulu- comes

with the presenti I, 34). Coward uses a similar couo due 

theatre in Blithe Spirit. Tic audience is told by Madame

Arcati that they " night contact a poltergeist, which would
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br extremely destructive and noisy"

be the lovely noise of Elvira,

Likewise, the theatrical technique

is used in both plays.

[24] but it turns out to

Charles first wife,

of turning off the light

Side by side with the anti-heroes of Pinter's plays, we

meet comic and even farcical characters who arc not

unfamiliar to British theatre-goers. i.'r Kidd in .The Roll 

has hearing difficulties and lapses of memory. He does not

know who th or m. s mother was a Jewess or not* J.hh.s

exploitation of old ago for comic aims is very common. In

Bli. th e gpjri.t* for example, the people at the seance session

try to speak to the spirit of tho dead old Hrs Plumrnett and 

when there is no response Ruth suggests that Madame Arcati 

should shout because the dead lady " was very deaf"(p.31) . 

Tie nagging mother-wife figure of Meg in The Birthday .Partv

is also oornrnon. She is like Florence and Judith Bliss in

Coward’s The Vortex and Ilav Fever* respectively, and l-ike.

IMllie in Rattigan' s T_he Browning Version. The sexual side

of Meg's relationship with Stanley is not very clear but her 

effort to keep "my Stanley"'(l, 65),as she calls him, is

similar to the concern of Coward’s and Rttigan’s heroines

for their young lovers. Moreover, Meg is distinctively

British, The cornflakes and fried bread she prepares for
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Stanitiy are meant to appeal to Bri-titm audiences. Pmter

remains in his plays within a British setting and the humour

he emppoys is maiilly within this context. Unlike Beckett's

unidentified comic figures, Pinter's are British and mostly

from London or its suburbs. Ho is, like Coward and

Piattigan, a playwright of London and its people.

One comic figure

a n o u t s i d e r. Th. s

ch ai1 ac ter wi ith gr e a t

know hiJ’i personally

compared to those of

Cocktail. Party. He

employed in .The. Birthday Par ty seems

is Goldberg. Pinter creates this

care. Being a Jew, Pinter seem to 

. His distinctive personality can be

the emissaries of T.S.ELioiPs The.

has a power to dominate people and

change their personality that is similar to that of the

Uonc^e^nttifi^ed Guest. Goldberg, however, is not, unlike Sir

Henry and Julia, an agent of a good spirit but an agent of

evil. As a comic vice figure, with his rich variety of

faces, his origin can be traced back to .logo in

Simkospom* s .Obnc-i,lo —a play in which Pinter himself once 

played the role of 255]

Pinter, as we ca

aims to entertain

He seems trying to co;

the words and acts

n see from the play s e e woctc n n 1977

but lias other motives at the same tIme-

•mnunicate certain personal woods behind

of his characters. In his next major
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work he fuses his personal uood within a more human context.

Theatre seems to come before anti-theatre in his first

oonfipeii'd success. The Caretak<ec

.Tie. .Care taker ( 1960) and the plays that were written in 

the same period, A, S3.jgh t JAC'hfe.(1959) and A Eight OntdQoO) 

and the revue sketches, represent a new development in

Pinter’s career. Psychological and social rea3.isu, which 

have been reduced to almost surface caricature in tne 1957 

plays, become central in this second group of p!ays. The 

discarded play The Hot House, written also in the same 

period (but not performed until 1900), is a clear indication 

of the wood the playwright has tried to cowaunicic^ite during 

that period. As the contents of this play reveal, the

playwright has been aiming to dramatise mental cases.

According to Esslin, The Hot House "is written in an idiom

of grotesque farce Which points in the direction of

Ionesco", and the play "was discarded because the author 

knew that his future lay in the area of realism images of

the real world which are raised to metaphors of the human

condition by the mvsseriousness inherent in reality itself
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and the difficulties• of drawing a line between the - . the

the dream — rather than in the direct

distortion of grotesque- fantasy’" [26] Esslin is right in 

noticing Pinter’s need to depend on realism but what ho has

failed to notice is that "aysteiriousness" is not always

"inherent in reality" and that it could appear artificial 

and overwrought depending on the -mood the playwright wants

to convoy, The Caretaker., as we shall see, has, despite its 

greater realism, remnants of Pinter’s own fantasy that was

very sharp in The Birthday f^iitvi,

The theme of mental and ernttLona! need is not a new

one, Only six years before Pinter wrote The. Caretaker . and

made* a mental case one of its central oharacters3, Terence- 

Rattlgan had written Table hmub.er Seven (the second play of 

his doubliebill Separate. Tables ) about a similar ease. In 

fact this play anticipates loth The Caretaker and A Hight

Quit, The image of the dominating mother and the

mother-fixated daughter in Table Humber Soy.@il l’.s similar to

that of j. hlght Out except that in the latter the

w^ilmitQL25^£.it^;^.on is attributed to an Albert instead of a Sibyl.,

Sibyl, again, is a female image of Aston, Liko him she

resorts to a downtrodden man and as in his case there is

interference from a relative to prevent the new
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relationship. There is, however, a big difference in vision

between the two plays. Tab!e number Seven offers a remedy 

to the mental and omotioitl weaknesses of Sibyl and the 

liajor, but The Caretaker suggests the uselessness of A stops 

caring and love and -exposes Daviess wickedness, in short, 

the first pLay says "yosw, the second saysuno". However

this compprison is not intended to imply that Pinter had in

mind hattigan-s piay when he wrote his plays, but to refer

to the same type of psychological realism as the source of

inspiration for both playwrights.

Unlike the Birthday Par, ty. the motivation of the

characters is clear to a great extent in A SIlyht Ache, The.

Caretaker and A II ifdit Out. In fact there is a gradual

return to realism from one play to the next. In A SIigh t

Ache the mottiAaltions are put in clues, .Edward seems to be

afraid of his physical decline- and fears the mysterious

intruder because of this decline. Flora recalls sexual

experience with some poacher who raped her and who could be

the match-sellor himself. Yet her decision to keep the old

man and send her husband out is uilm>tivated and not

well-developed. It is one of the many instances when:-

Pinter resorts to fantasy for merely theatrical reasons. In

The Caretaker the motiv3.tion of each character is clear
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except in the complicated case of Hick. Hick is, like hrs 

Railton-Bell ( Sibyl’s mother) , in a position to protect his 

brother but his harshness implies domination or perhaps

exploitation instead of love. Aston gives money, shoes, and

a place to live and a job to Davies, as Sibyl offers the

liajor her saving certificates 'when she finds him in trouble.

Davies, however, is impulsive and he is a much more, complex

character than the major, As ue come to A Hight Ojat the

problem of motirvati.cn disappears totally, Albert, his

mother, the .silent Ryan, Gidney all behave in reaction to

known or potentially clear causes.

hn these plays Pinterrs dran.a is mostly evoked by the

Dritish tradition of real-ism. Unlike Herccett’s plays and 

like the plays of Coward and Pattigan these plays display 

natural emooions. Yet in the emotions which Pinter depicts

he seeMs to go to the negative extreme, The emGbions Pinter

endows his characters with take an amoral direction: Flora

discards her husband and accepts the intruder; Albert might 

end up commj.tting matricide., if one tries to go beyond the

end of the play; love, charity and caring come only froa

the mentally sick, while those initiated in the world know

the ingratitude of humanity and so have forgotten these

values,

1GG -

motirvati.cn


At this stage of Pinter's career he has tried to create

a realistic atmosphere through language. In his book Site

IDamatists in Search of A JLsyn^uake An^iw-w Kennedy agrees 

with Jean vannier that Pinter’s theatre is, like that of

Ionesco and Beckett, a drama "of human relations at the 

level of language itself".[27] Yet to Kennedy "Pinter stands 

in sharp contrast to Beckett and Ionesco . Beckett ... has

created his dialogue out of the stylised breakdown of 

hypeerXiterary styles, Pinter, to develop the image, has 

taken the linguistic Babel for g•rantrd(prrhaps too glibly at 

times) at the level of everyday exchanges, talk, chat, 

verbal games •— with an ear for 1 coal usage, or rather 

abusage and verbiage".!^] These everyday exchanges are very 

clear in Pinter’s wor^lc alt this period. In his revue

sketches Pinter has ffuud how successfully one can make fun

of everyday chat: the way people pass the time by gossip,

talking about the weather or about food, as in "The Black

and the White" and "That’s AH”, for example. The Caretaker 

is distinguished by its display of the broken English which

is spoken by Davies. let one feels, because of Davies’;;

peculiarity, that his language has gone beyond control. 

Language comes closer to r eality i n .A Bight Opt. and in

certain dialogues of A 51 iyht Ache such as the tai’d about

the wasp and the flowers. in A A iAn.t Out there is the
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realistic language of the nother, the common conversations

about food and sports and the cliches exchanged at the

party. Ue still have the language Games of .'Che Bir thday

Party but Pinter here has introduced the technical terms of

the speaker’s profession as a moans of dominance, t-ick, in

The Caretaker, is in the building business and so to put

Davies at a level lower than his he exploits the language of

business:

I could turn this house into a penthouse[...3 
Venetian blinds on the windows cork floor, cork 
tiles. You could have an off-white pile linen rug, 
a table in ... in afromosia teak veneer, sideboard 
with matt black drawers[...3(II? 69)

When Pinter avoids fantasy, his dialogue become so

realistic that it '’provides samples for a work on the 

Varieties of Contemporary English”.[293 Pinter’s originality 

appears when he fuses fantasy with realism, but otherwise he

is within the realistic vein of British popular drama.

Compare the following dialogues from Battigan’s Table- Ihji.hcr

Seven and Pinter’s A Bb;h t Out :

i'i/SBL(ii£a£<i above th.& jbaekgyiAhid) Were you the 
fricassee or the Cambridge steak?

BISS iiBACxIAH. Vhat? Oh, it doesn’t matter. 
Both are uneatable.
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MABEL. Uhab about the cold ohiokeu, then?

t'ISS ISSACHAH, Cold chicken? Wc haven* t had
the hot yet.

MABEL. If I were you Pd have hie friaa.eeee, 
It's ail right. It's rabbit.

MISS IJEACHAI". The fricassee, then.

FOWLER. Any chees<e, Label? .

MABEL. No, cheese off.

FOULER. Never any cheese, (p. 03)

SEELEY: Give us a cheese roll as wel1, will
you?

EEDGE; Make it two.

SEELEY: Hake .it two.

BARMAN: Two cheese rolls.

SEELEY: Vhat are these, sausages?

BARMAN: Best pork sausages.

SEELEY (to Kcdge): You want a sausage?

KEEGE(Shudder!n.g): No, thanks,

SEELEY: Yes, you' re righ t.

BARMAN: Two cheese rolls. Uhat about these
sausages, you want then or don’t you?

SEELEY: Just hie roll, , mate. (1, 208)

Both dialogues point to the funny repetition of the food
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rouci no,

Again, Pinter's under

dramatic expressions are

tradition. Aston’s final

noise". (11, 8 6) coul d r ef er

statements and his overcharged

not unfar.iiiiar in the British

statement "You make too n.uch

to Davies's talkative nature, to

th e noises that he makes during his sleep or mod1 strongly

to his betrayal. But similar 1 very co sent. e nces and jokes

can be seen in Ratfcigun’s play. In scene one of Table

Dumber Seven, for example, the Major's need to talk drives 

Charles (who wants to study) to leave the lounge:

MAJOR. ... Oh 5 I say S I hope we''
driving you away.

CHARLES. Bo, that’s quite all right, 
always concentrate much better in my room.

MAJOR. But you’ve got the- baby up

es not

1 can

haven’t you?

CI.IAPR,ES. Yes, but it’s a ver 
hasn't learnt to talk yefc.(p,54)

quiet baby? , It

The last sentence is a very compact joke on the Miac^f^’s 

talkative nature and the comparison with the baby is very 

indicative. Again, Sibyl's unexpected disobedience to her

mother when she wants her to leave the table is loaded with

meaning

85) j.s;

Her answer, "I haven't finished [dinner] yet", (p. 

a major change in her character and an evidence of
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kattigan’s ability to use the subtext strategy. Sibyl’s

sentence, if compared to Flora’s "Eduard. Here is your

tray", would seem more dramatic, but, on the other hand, it

seems of equal strength with Aston’s last sentence.

Davies’s character is one of the richest in Pinter’s

output. With great professional sid.ll Pinter has created a

working class comic image that evokes Shaw 's Doolittle and

at the same time has some of the characteristics of the

abstract and symbolic creation of anti-theatre.

To Tom Driver, Davies "is drawn with such vividness,

freshness and irony that he will easily stand up to

comparison with Shaw's Doolittle or with Shakespeare’s Owen

Gleuciouer". [31 3 Indeed Davies has some resemblance to 

Doolittle, especially in his language and his ability to

invent stories to implore pity and kindness for himself and

at same time to give a show of superiority:

DAV3XS( holding the. ti n). When ho corse at me 
tonight I told him. Dicin’ t X? You heard me -tell 
him, dicin' t you?

ASTON. X saw him have a go at you.

DAVIES. Go at me? You wouldn’t grumble. The 
filthy skate, tin old ma.n like me, I’ve had dinner 
with, the best.
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I night have. boon on the road a few years but 
you can take it. from mo I’m clean. I keep layelf 
up. T.iat’8 why I left i.y wife,,, (II, 17-8) ,

Yet Davies is more than the "epitome of sone of the worst

traits of the British woriu-.ian: prone to get involved in

quarrels about who should do what job, xenophobic, la%y and

ill tempered". L32] He is one of the characters that Pinter 

himself qualifies- through another character, Mick, as "a

wild animal", He in the epitome of degraded humanity:

HICK, ... I can take nothing you say at face 
value, Every word you speak is open to any number 
of different interpretations. Host of what you say 
is li.es. You re violent, you’re erratic, you’re 
just completely unpredictable. You’re nothing else 
but a wild animal, when you come down to it. You re 
c barbarian. And to put the old tin lid on it, you 
stink from arse-hole to breakfast time ... (I.T, 
82-3)

Davies has become one of the distinguished -characters

of contemporary British drama who represent humanity at its

worst. He is one of the prototypes of modern anti-heroes.

Ac cording to A. C. Hard .in The Longman Companion to

.TkSUdieth CYntury Lf,Yr.uturiu anti-heroes reject
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standards of conduct or social behaviour 
formerly hold to be essential in civilised society. 
Some deliberately revolt against those standards and 
regard the modern world as a jungle in which tooth 
and claw prevail; others arc unaware of the 
existence of standards; others again, having been 
educated away from their early environment and 
become stranded intellectually and anotionally, turn 
sour and affect to despise what they cannot grasp; 
yet again others, such as Davies in The Caretaker, 
are inarticulate flotaams of human! ty,..[33]

Davies is not the intellectual type of a tramp. ■ He is

limited in his vision.

Many critics have attributed this limitation in vision

to the source of Pinter's talent. To those critics The,

£ajgeta.ker is an exorcise in drama writing. "The. .Caretaker, 

X am afraid", says John Simon, "is very much the work of an

actor who relies on his knowledge of the externals of the

theatre and his shallow awareness of contemporary trends in

drama. For whereas the better experimental writers in

today's theatre have mastered the use of language and 

symbol, Hr Pinter, a once and future thospian, though 

occasionally srnusing and sometimes resourceful in thinking 

up effective things for his three brilliant actors to do, 

has no style, no ideas, no poetic fantasy with which to hold 

us"„ [343 Again, to Robert Brustoin, if Pinter combines his 

gifts with "visionary power, beauty, heart and mind, then we
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shall someday days a new draaatiat and not Just. an. eax'bwwwbi

twhaioMa at sibiJHaa stymies fOL aetymadm [ 3sj

Au an anti-hero Davies echoes Beckett’s tramps but in

his own negative extreme. Vladimir and Estragon arc facing 

an intellectual impasse while Davies is creating a moral

one. However, Pinter has triad to go beyond the moral

problem by attaching to Davies an identity problem, but his 

attempt seems redundant after Beckett’s Godot. Uhat does

his image of "Sidcup"   Davies5 s salvation dream — > convey?

Is it Davies’s Jerusalem, as a number of critics have

deduced? Even if it is, it does not mean much to the 

audience. Moreover, why does hick break the Buddha? The 

question seems to have no snsw^i’. He simply breaks it for 

no reason. It is probably Just another theatrical trick of

suspence,

Uhcn Hattigan saw Tie Caretaker he told Pinter that he

knew what it mea nt.: "It’s about the God of the Old

Testament and the God of th e Hew,isn*1 it?" "Ho

Terry, [ re pi .led Pinter] it’s about a caretaker e nd two

brothers”.[36] If the play is no more than that, its message

is nothing. To Driver, "nothingness cannot laugh. For

laughter you have to have being. So The. Caretaker docs not 

begin in nihilim -- oo play can lee totally nihilistic ....
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but that is where it ends55 . [ 37]

In addition to the anti-theatre traces revealed in the

vision and the reversal of iiooallty, the rise . en scene of

The Caretaker is conceived as a symbolic element, as in

Ionesco. The junk and the disorder in the room scoot to

point to the chaos in the minds of the characters. The

bucket with the water dripping from the roof is very

impressive. The disorder in Pinter's play projects the

character while the objects in Ionesco*s plays depict nan as

a vietirn of this mircriali;3tic world.

Tie .Caretaker refers to the problem of the racial

groups in Britain. The fears Davies shows of the Indians,

the Blacks, the Greeks and the Poles is a realistic

treatment of a serious problem of which the author himself

has had experience in his eairlier days. It is one of the 

few cases Pinter depicts a realistic social or '

national problem. However, the- subject is given secondary

attention, or so it seems, because the mental instability- of

Davies and Aston overshadows the problem and makes it only

part of the com-c material of the play,



I
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With the exception of The Swapf &( 196 0), thn piays

Pinter wrote after The Caretaker and until The

riQiaeconlncC 1969) deal mainly with the subject of sex and its 

influence on the emotions, thinking; and behaviour of the

individual and on his relationship viith other people.

Unlike Beckett, Pinter here is mainly writing for a general

public and not for an elite. Pinter puts his characters

into situations that can be understood by any theatre-goer,

although these situations are sometimes shocking and

incredible, especially in The Homecoming. Because Pinter

treats the subject of sexual relationships in a largely 

realistic way, he seems to continue the? study of this 

ancient theme in an updated style. He imitates(sometimes to 

the point of travesty) the Comedy of Warmers, following in 

the forsteps of playwrights like Coward and Hattigan. In 

Hight SchooJj 1960) , JIic. Cpyl ectj-pp( 1 961) , The. I?oyer(1963) , 

The Basement ( 1967) ■> Tc.a Par„tx( 1969) and to a certain extent

The Homecoming., Pinter evokes Koel Coward both in character

study and in structure. In mood, however, Pinter approaches

anti-theatre : the problems ho creates have no solution and

the ambiguity caused by the hidden motives of ' the
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cnuraciGi's, espceG.Lal3.y in Tiie nomeo.t.mx ny, makes iu di luult

for both the audiences and the crilwlcs to go beyond the

physical reality enacted on the stage.

In many ways Pinter’s characters are the descendants of

Cowaad’s. As has been said earlier. Coward has depicted the

moral changes in his generation and has comically portrayed

the spread of casual love. He has helped to create an

atmosphere wnxch made possible the frank fexp5^is.,ti.on of thxs

modern attitude, Taking the difference in attitude towards

so:: between the generation of Design For biv 1 ng and that of

Tie Uo•.^-tacor^mlyg the relationship between Cowaad’s characters

and Pinter’s reveals a continuity, an inheritance: the

latter group is the kith and kin of the former .

After writing; Night School, which takes a rather 

serious tone like that of A bight Out and evokes Rattigan

especially in the behaviour of the elderly aunts, whose

observations about the relationships of their nephew with

Sally rewinds us of the elderly ladies in Sonar a te jajiljes.,

Pinter moves to another technique in the treatment of the

subject of sex. He begins to explore the area of pretence,

and role-playing that had been dramatised before by Coward.

In The .C.o3.1.ectioa pairs of characters play emotional tricks

on each other similar to those played by the Blisses in
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Coward’s Ha;; Foyer. Stella plays against her husband J aides

and Bill plays against his male lover Karr;;. James returns 

the ball to Stella’s court by shelving interest in Bill.

Harry finally plays a deus yachlna role in an attempt to

bring back the situation to where it has started. However,

The implication of Pinter’s play is deeper than Coward’s:

while the Blisses can return to normal life because they are

playing to an audience represented by the guests, the two

pairs in The Collection arc playing for themselves alone.

They are the actors and the audience at the same time and

the central question of the game remains unsolved. in The 

hover Pinter reduces the role-playing still further and 

makes it played by only one pair. In Tea Party there is a 

variety in the game but it tends to be sinister. Finally, 

In The Homeooming the game becomes evil and it involves a

whol e family.

The games played in Pinter’s plays reveal character,

and in this too he more closely resembles Coward than

Beckett. They show that these characters are obsessed by

sex and its emotional consequences. Unlike Beckett’s

characters, who play games to pass the time, Pi liter’s

characters play games to expose each other, and in this way

we know more about them.
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The rivalry of the males and their fights to possess

the female is a common theme in Coward, Rattigan and Pinter.

In .The. Basement there is a trio that is in many respects

enacting the same shifts in possession as that of Covaad’s

trio in Design for Living. Lav and Stott are close friends 

and share the same woman (Jane , as Leo and Otto share the 

love of Gild a. But being a Pinterian character and a more

modern female, Jane has no need to ex pi ain her role in the

game. She just starts her adventure with .Stott and ends it

with his friend Law. The ending implies a circular plot and

the game might start again, as in the case of Glide, who

shifts between Leo and Otto, But because Pinter is only

interested in depicting the unorthodox aspects of

relationships, he does not include an equal to Ernest.

There is no catharsis for the e^mritiona! problem in Pinter's

plays.

In the dra'matiiuation of the main-woman relationship

Coward anticipates Pinter in the animal imago of this

relationship. Gilds, for example, playfully speaks of 

herself as "just a pack of animal grab",l38] and "a cruel 

little cat"(p. 21). But the animal i^mage becomes deeper ini 

Pinter's plays. In The. Basement, for example, Pinter makes 

Law and Jane sniff each other "like animals^ III, 167).



Then the two men fight for Jane with broken bottles she 

watches them with indifference., pouring milk and ooffee(UX, 

170^>. Like a faciale animal she knows she is the prise of 

the winner. This animal image perss-stts in this period of 

Pinter’s career and in The HomeooEiiiyg as will be seen, it 

reaches its apex.

Pinter's plays of this period also display structural 

similarities with Coward’s. Tie unfolding of action in 

Pinter’s plays often depends on parallelism and symmetry. 

In The Collection., for example, we have two pairs 

contrasted. Like the two pairs in Private Lives the action

is revealed by the change from one pair to the other and

through the exchange in partners. Pinter avoids too ■much

repetition of the discussion of the same topic by different

pairs as in C^w^ad’s play but like him he sometimes uses 

repetition for dramatic effect. Stella, for instance, tells 

Harry that James has just "not been wel.l latel-y, actually 

... overwork”"!!, 148), and in. his turn James tells Oarry 

and Bill that his wife has "not been very well lately, 

actually. Overwoolcn(II, 155). This repetition is as comic 

as those omployed by Coward and Kattigaa, and at the sane 

time it adds to the m-gt-ery of the situation.
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Another structural similarity with Coward can be seen

at the end of Act I of The Uo;^ietloiina. Pinter ends this act

•with an emotional or perhaps seemingly so — cuddle

between Max and his son. In Coward’s Desl wn for Living two

scenes and with emotitnal situations and in one of them. Act

II; Scene 3j Leo and Otto "both sob helplessly on each 

other’s shoulders as the curtain slowly falls”(p. 92).

Pinter successfully employs shifts of scene in Tic

Basement, which was first written for television. These

match the shift in the possession of the girl by the two

males. This technique has been used in Dosi.gn foy Liy lny.

where the action takes place- in three different cities,.

Paris, London and Lew York, which correspond to the presence

of Gild a with one of the three rivals .

Even in dialogue — Pinter’s best achievement -- one

can find some simiiarity between him and Coward. The two

playwrights sometimes make their characters resort to

absurdity. Hear the end of Desiyyi. £s:z Living Loo and Otto

want GUda’s visitors to leave the house and so they start

to talk nonsense:

LEO: You’ve boon to Chuqui.lamata, I suppose?
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Where?

LEO: Chuquicamata, It’s 
Chilo.

copper mine in

HENRY: ho, ire haven’t. Why?

LEO: (.Loftily) : It doesn’t matter. It’s most
unimportant.

HENRY: Why do you ask?

LEO: Please don’t say any more about it -it’s 
perfectly all right.

HENRY (with irritation): Wheat are you 
about?

. r.g

LEO: Chuq ui camat a.

OTTO (gently): A copper mine in Chile.

HELEN (to. relieve the tension): It’s a very
funny name. She giggles nervously.

LEO (coldly): Do you think so?

HELEN (persevering): Is it —• is it an
interesting place?

LEO; X really don’t remember; I haven’t been 
there since I was two.

OTTO: I’ve never been there at all.(p. 101)

Bill and James in The Collection use a similar technique.

Bill wants James to leave the house but the latter wants to

question him. When cornered Bill begins a tedious and

pompous talk:
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BILL: I’m ©xpeeting guests in any minute, you. 
know. Coktaii-s, I’m standing for Parliament nest
season,

JAMES: Cobc here.

Bill: Z^’id coins o o be Minister for Home
Affairs. (II, 131)

Again when James himself i s cornered, he changes the 

subjeot:

JAMES: You*ee a wag, aren’t you? I never 
thought you’d be such a wag. You’ve really got a 
sense of fun. You know what I’d call you?

BILL: Uhat?

JAMES: A wag.

JAMES: I bet you are a wow really.

BILL: Uo, I’m not rmuh of s. wow at partieSi
The bloke I share this house with is, though.

JAIMES: Oh, I met him. Looked a jolly kind of
chap.

BILL: Yes, he’s very good at partieSi Bit of
a conjuror.

JAMES: Chat, rabbits?

BILL: Cell, not so much rabbits, no.

JAMES; Ho rabbits? .

BILL: BOi He doesn’t like rabbbts, actually.
They give him hay fever. (iI, 133—134)

(Notice how Pinter uses the name of Coward’s btay Hay Fever
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unconsciously. Dialogues such as tlio above arc not very 

different from the role-playing exchanges of Coward's

plsy.)[39]

Bo. or e speaking about the tram cional am the

experimental in The Htoitfeeuciilruc a point about Pinter's shift

to a relatively w.-lder depiction of reality ought 'co bo

delineated, Pinter, as has been noticed, after The Birthday

Party Lias begun to enter the minds of his characters

cautiously and with meticulously calculated steps. Lie could

not allow himself to go deep in the world of causality 

’because he lias already denounced them both in theory and in

practice. To extricate himself from this situatoan, X 

presume, Pinter has chosen to apply a phenom©^’^^.^! study 

of human behaviour and capability. Instead of studying 

these phenomena outside society as in Beckett, Pinter 

studies then at the edges of society, where characters

become "scums", aninal-like or total aliens. Nevertheless 

Pinter follows Beckett in sho-ring liumtin weakness through 

exposing the faults and limitatoons of the different

phenomena that control our existence, such as mental 

weakness (madness) and the uncontrc.llable sexual imptu.se. 

(In the next stage, as will be shown, he will ui^^fb on to 

study the limitations of memory and the split in.

1 Ob'

imptu.se


per1 sQuality)

Whether Pinter’s . H becomes "subjective" or

"objective”? as one critic [40] has categorised it? it does 

not aim it i caBj^r^^i^^jlve vision of life. His plays do not 

involve the intricate elements that the human being tries to

aUjust himself to, as in the plays of Ibsen and Chekhov, for 

instance. liar do they have the social indictment of 

Brecht’s plays. At their hidden depth one can find traces

of the perversion created by writers, like Jarry,

Maaterlinckj Bu.1Uel1ai.re5 Rimbaud and Genet., although, as has

been seen, it also has many meeting points w.th the British

tradition. Pinter’s obsession with the negative image of

art had developed in him even before he started playwriting.

In Beckett at , Sixty Pinter quotes himself foam a lutecr 

written to a friend in 1954 explaining 'why he is fascinated 

by Beckett,

I don’t w?.nJt philosophies, tracts, dogmas, 0^X3, 
ways out, truths, answers, .noth^M from ■fearrcaLn.
basement, He is the most courageous, iemorreiess 
writer going and the morn he grinds my nose in the 
shit the more l am grateful to him. He’s not 
fucking me about, he’s not leading me up any garden, 
he’s not slipping me any 'wink, he’s not flogging me 
up a remedy or a path or a revelation or a basinful 
of bread criuibs, he’s nnt selingg me anythiig I 
don’t want to buy, he doesn’t give a bollock whether 
I buy or nnt, he hasn* t got his. hand .over his heart 
[...] He biMing forth a body of* beauty* Iiii work is 
beautiful. [41]



The, iloneconlrv; is more objective in its description

A 1 ea ... .’■. ?. l.L ; O S

roes bad’: to the type of surface realism of The

Taylor has rightly ob,s-.erved[42]; the writer

Birthd;

.Party, where the real identity" and motives of the characters

are obscured. Yet one can make a distinction here between.

the one female in the play and the rest to the family. In

creating Ruth. Pinter tends to probe more at the subjective.

He hints at her past and makes her face her predicament with

straightforward professionalism. She is a less

controversial character than her husband Toddy and the rest

of the family, Pinter creates Ruth from the image of the

previous sex symbols on. the British stage and creates the

rest of the family from his own personal imagination. In

creating such a family Pinter's objectivity is so savage

that its members seem to come from novhhPo.

Pike Jane in The Basem c n t, Ruth, in many respects, has

common ground mi th Cawar d’s Gil da. The Latter has

explicitly directed attention to the internal movement 

within, her body that determines her behaviour; "Everything

is glandular, I read a book’ about it the other day. ... 

AH the hormones in my blood are working overtime. They arc 

rushing madly in and out of my organs like messenger 

boys!i(pp. T-o) . Ins her relation with her men she accepts
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the Darwinian explanation for the struggle in life: "The 

survival of the fittest that's what counts"(p. 59) . In

The ILrLLLecrrainx Ruth includes the functions of her organs in

a philosophic discussion. The way it conveys it is subtler

than Gilda's but the message is the same:

Look at me. .I ... move my leg. Tina's all it 
is. But I wear ... underwear ... which moves i/ith 
me ... it ... captures your attention, Perhaps 
you misinterpret [.My lips move. Uhy don't you 
restrict ,.. your observations to that? Perhaps 
the fact that they move is more signiffcant ... 
than the words which come through them (III,- 60-9)

Ruth's acceptance of the family's proposal, is an

acceptance of Gilda's tip thah "suuvival is for the

fittest". There is clear evidence in the play that Ruth

considers the family stronger than sin. She has shown her 

reluctance to enter the house at thh beciLining of the pi.ay

but her husband has not heeded her wish. Finding herself

face to face with the family she tri.es to make use as much 

as she can of her part in the homecrniig. Ruth's homecoming

is much more co>miicated than Gilda's but the latter has

the precedence. In Design for.. Living there is more than one 

homecoming- or "super homeccriing’^(p. 18) as Otto puts it - 

and in the last one the husband, Ernest Friedman, Loses his 

v-ife, Friedman is left "in a frenzyK(p. 123)but Teddy

"shakos hands" with those who have usurped his wife and
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leaves the house on friendly teres, The game has run wild.

Pinter goes back to reduetionism in his creation of the

family in The Homocomlng. Here, an in the early plays, uo

meet real peoples a butcher, a taxi-driver, a university

professor, u pimp, a boser and a housewife who previously 

worked as a model. They quarrel and abuse each other like

any other family of similar st^cindaros, but as the action

unfolds they become unbeeievable. They receive their lony

absent son and his wife in a very bizarre and savage manner

without any clear reason, The. Homecoming. therefore,

touches on anti-theatre in its non-referential approach and

in the language that communicates it,

Like all anti- theatre Tie Hohh3Q.oui.-Rg creates a

situation that is difficult to find a solution to from the

given elements in the play. Uhy does T©ndy?s family receive

him and his wife i n such an unusual way

can be ;guessed in th e same way as wo gu

can pirnefer one of th e i nter preta tior

r1 em mi i ns hidden dee p in the m5.nct of the

Looked at from a British point of view, the family

depicted in Tip Homecoming is the main cause behind the

uniqueness of the play. "The importance of the family",
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says Taylor, "the tribe, of preserving continuity and

pattern of family

life, does seem foreign to British drama in general" [43] 

Pinter, as has been said before, denies that he is writing

Jewish plays but again, hero, he seems to be overpowered by 

his own upbringing. Once we include some elements of

Pinter*s life and religious heritage, the play becomes more

real.istic, as is the case with The Room and The Birthday

Party. Esslin’s explanation of the play as a modern 

incarnation of an oedipus oonplcx[44] and Kerr's stress that 

Ruth is "the existential suppleness off the play"[45], and 

Uardlc's suggestion that the play is an "animal 

metaphor"[46] — all ignore clear Jewish aspects of the

play. In a passage that has been dropped from the film 

version Mac tells Teddy, as Joey "Lies heavily on Ruth"and

Teddy stands with Ruth’s coat:

Listen, you think I don’t know why you didn’t 
tell me you were married? I know why. You were 
ashamed. You thought I'd be annoyed because you 
married a woman beneath you. You should have known 
me better. I'm broadminded. I'm a broadminded 
ma.(IU, 7b)

From a religious point of' view menur.ag.c with a gentile io

unacceptable and that is why the family receives its 

daughter in lew- with hostility. A number of critics find
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refer to a friend of

finds that in The

that the play has realistic echoes from Pinter's life. Gale 

tells that "the plot is simple, inspired by a boyhood friends 

of Pinter's from Haokney who went to Canada to teach and got

secretly married before returning homo? to surprise his 

family”.[47] Baker and Tabaohnick 

Pinter’s named Barry Supple., who

Ilomeconiam "Pinter distorts,., his themes by the fantastic 

projection of a ’rational' action and by a presumably 

conscious attempt to poivdd c univrraal significance through 

the suppression of any explicit reference to the family's 

Jewishncss”.r4Q] Tie names of the characters, according to 

Supple, are either of Biblical derivation(kax, Sao and 

Lenny) or Jewish names adopted by Jews in EuropeCJocy, Toddy 

and Jessie). Ruth is the name of King David's noii-Jewish 

noabifce mistress. Accccding to Cupel W eheiofore, Tic 

Komaeomlny "is essentially

the interaction between the family and the gentile intruder, 

the basic clash of social facts and sexual tension, create a 

framework with Which the p!ay ' s otherwise nightmarish ending 

assumes at least the semblance of meaning!f.[49] Again, 

according to Charles Spencer "Thg Homecoming is even more

specific — the introduction into the family of an alien —

"prostitute", she is callee by the father — shicksa

play about intermarriage..

[gentile woman] would be a more localised descripti or? To
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Spencor tlie tlieme of the play is "close to the author* s

experience, since he married

success, and no doubt

reaction".[50]

a non-Jew, before fame and

had to face typical Jewish

The indirect reference to the problem of the Jewish

family, therefore, is the cause of the unconscious

anti-theatre reduction in character study and in making the

dialogues of aoue characters look like " ready-ma.de"

ut terances . To accept the play is to forget about the

"beoauses" of traditional drama and 'co lool, at the play as

an object of its own. The play, as such, is nogs tive in its

metaphor. As with the "anti-society" equ.ati.on put by Genet 

in his play Tye Balcony, in which ha makes society equal to 

a brothel, Pinter has created an "anti'-ffmaily" imago, 

though it is perhaps darker than Genet's miiago;. The family 

house, the r.m.niature of a society, lias become, a brothel in

Pinter’s play, hot only this, but Pinter makes the head of 

the family extend the queer family ritual to an

international level.

LULY. You could be our representative in the 
.States.

MAP Of course. Ue’re talking in international 
terms! by the time we’ve finished Paii'-Amrlcan'll 
give us discount. (Hl, 90)

yt'w
I V'O

ma.de


The Eunecogini;,, then, is another example• from Pinter’s

work where mystification has hindered the art from going 

beyond the technical level to the level of philosophy and a

vision cf life. Harold Hobson, one of. his groat admirers,

has noticed this limitation in the vision of tho play.

In its accurate comliec.ion this is an artistic 
achievement of a high order; and Hr* Pinter writes 
with superb and startling rhetoric. But I srn 
troubled by tho complete absence from the play of 
any moral comment whatsoever. To make such a 
comient does not necessitate an author’7 s being 
conventional or religious; it does necessitate, 
however, his having made up his mind about life, his 
having come to some decision. At the. end of 
Xpa-d)m.g^s.iib^..& Evidence vc not only know what happened 
to Bill Uaitland.; we also know what John Osborne 
thinks about him. They have no relation to life 
outside. themselves, But we have no idea what Ft 
Pinter thinks about Ruth or Teddy, or what value 
their existence bars. They live: their universe
lives: but not tho universe. If they have a 
connection w.th it we arc not shown what it is.[51]

Again, Simon Trussler makes another compprison which

gives us some idea about the difference, between the negative

spirit cf anti-theatre and the search for an alternativve in

committed theatre.

To suspend disbelief in this play is to call a 
temporary halt to one’s humanity... If a wo’k is 
pornographic because it toys with the most easily 
manipulated human emotions —• those of sex and (more 
especially) violence. ■■ - without pausing to relate 
causes and effect, then The lEom.ea,om.i.pg can even be 
said to fall into such a category. One has only to 
think of such a roughly contemporary work as Edward 
Bond’s Bayed to realise that what may be
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pornotg’&phically' objectionable depends not on the 
number of blows struck, curses cursed or girls 
propotsitiofied per page -->• because for Bonds 
characters even at their most callous one can feci 
'compassion, and sense human causa!, ity.f52]

■ The dialogues of the play are the best example of

Pinter’s parody of naturalistic situations by usi.ng what 

Trussler has rightly called "ready-made" exchanges. In 

fact, there are many instances in the play in which the 

dialogue is natural but tends to be liho pieces cut from

newspapers. .Among those instances are the two stories about

violence and sex that Lenny relates to Ruth when they first

meet, and the reactions of Joey to the behaviour of Ruth,

One clear ex am pi e of the re£<yf~iarde exchange takes place

after 3tu.i collapses. Here the members of the family, oven

Teddy seem to be characters in a Bcekettian rnriwrmes 
UAAL That's he done? Dropped dead?
LRHHY. Yes.
LAAI, A corpse? A corpse on mm floor? Get him 

out of here! Clear him out of here!
JOEY bends erygr firm,
JOSY. He’s not dead,
LKHY. Ue probably was dead, for about thirty 

seconds,
LAX. He7s not even dead'

Teddy stands. . He looks down at Sam,
TEDDY, I uns going to ask him to drive me to

London Air poiqt.. (till, 94-5)
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mien a play contains such dialogue and exchanges the

actors will find it difficult to adjust themselves to a

perverted type of emotion. Hero his actors must do what

actors have to do in a Beckett pi.ay : act without showing

real notions. But while the poker face in Beckett is used

to enact a universal, human situation, the poker face in

Pinter is used to reveal tho evil in yan.

Being a no rn> referential work and at the name time an

actable play, The Homecoming: is dear evidence of Pinter’s 

mastery of the techniques of the profession, Tie.: pi ay

employe shocks, one after the other, until they come to a

climax. The shocks are interspersed with great variety in 

the action; there is violonee, seduction, fornication,

insults, story telling, black humour and even • some real

emotions, as in Sam’s case. After Tin llpuocowing the shocks

and variety in action will be reduced by Pinter. He had

already tried his hand in this period at writing for a

static theatre when he wrote The Dwwaf.s, and then after (The,

ndmecoMip, he begem to develop this type of drana in

:Lu&3sua&e Si le nee. and Old Times, which form a new

development in Pint op’s career, Before these pi ay s arc

dealt with. a word about his first a nt i-1 h c a t r i c al pi ay The.

Bwarfd.
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Te Dwarfs is the first clear example of Pinter’s

tendency to have recourse to reductionist and abstractionism

and to minimize the theatrical elements in the Bcekettian

manner, In all the plays discussed! so far, there is only an

exhibition of the limitation in the artistic process of

depicting the real world and the real identity and motives 

of people. But in The Dwi,^>s it is difficult to grasp even

a surface reality about the characters and thoir

environment. Action is reduced to a number of interrupted 

dialogues and monologues, without a clear-cut plot,

moreover, these dialogues and monologues impart abstract

ideas like the concept of identity, the continual flux of

personality, the obsession of the mind with the supernatural

powers symbolized by the dwaafs and the fear of destruction, 

extinction and death. The development of character seems

for the first time less important than the ideas

communicated.

Yet, as in The Eoi^-eeoiLj.^ii-r in The Dwwafs the vision is?

muddled between the personal and the universal. In its

original gmesis, The Dwarfs is a partially autobiographical

novel written by Pinter between 1950 and 1957. The 

unpublished novel as outlined by Esr»lin[53] is expUcit and

has all the necessary elernents of a narrative. Tho trio in



the play is in the novel involved in soda activities and 

there is a fernalc that causes some of the enmity between the

friends. In the play all this has been removed and what 

remains is only equal to a skeleton without much flesh on 

it. Anti-theatre- in this play is net original as a creation

but depends on a previous work. This is perhaps the

weakness of the play. It ' is very elliptic,, very esoteric 

and. very personal. Pinter has notieed this weakness about 

the play: "From m point' of view, the general delirium and 

states of mind. and reactions and relationships in the play

-- although terribly sparse —« are clear to me. I know all 

the things that aren't said, and the way the characters 

actually l.ook at each other, and what they mean by looking 

at each other"..[54] Tie audience, however, do not know what 

Pinter knows. Drama here has approached the individuality

of poetry.

Like the plays of Beckett, Ionesco, and Handke, TLc 

Dwarfs throws light on the problem of identity that has 

become symptramadc of the confusion of the age. Len lays

down to Hark his doubts about the essence of the human

identity:

The point is who are you? Hot why or how, not 
evon what, I can see what, perhaps, clearly enough. 
But who are you? It's no use saying you know who 
you are just because you tell me you can fit your



particular key into a particular slot, u•iich will, 
only receive your particular key because that’s not 
foolproof and certainly not conclusive. Just 
because you’re- inclined to nake these statements of 
faith has nothing to do vith we. It’s net ;q 
business. Occasionally? 1 believe I perceive a
little of what you are but that’s pure accident. 
Pure accident on both our parts, the perceived and 
the peroeivor. It’s no thing like .an accident, it’s 
deliberate, it’s joint pretence, Wo depend on these 
accidents, on these contrived accidents, to 
continue-. It’s not important then that it’s
conspiracy or hallucination. What you arc, or 
appear to bo to me, or appear to be to you, changes 
so quickly, so horrifyingly, I certainly can’t keep 
up with it and I’m damn sure you can’t either, But 
who you are I can’t even begin to recognise, and 
sometimes I recognize it so wholly, so forcibly, I 
can’t look, and how can I be certain of what I sec,? 
You have no number’, Were ami I to look, where a::- I 
to look, what is there to locate, so as to have some 
surety, to have some rest from this whole bloody 
racket? You’re tho sum of so many reflections. How; 
many reflections? Whoso reflections? Is that what 
you consist of? What scum does the ti.de leave? 
What happens to the scum? When does it happen? 
I’ve soon what happens. But I can’t sneak when I 
soo it, I can only point a finger. 1 can’t even do
that, The scum is broken and sucked back, I don’t 
6G6 when, what do I soc, what have I soon? Uhat 
have I .soon, tho scum or the essence? Does all this 
give you tho right to stand there and toll mo you 
know who you are?. ..(H, 111-12)

But this important Ljaga of tho rolativiy of knowledge and

the flux of personality is confused by what procodo.s and 

follows it. Loi has already shown some envy of hark

because, as ho says, mark has got roots: "lihy haven’ t I got

roots? ky house is older than your s. LLy family lived here, 

why haven’t I got a homO""!!, 111) And at tho end of tho
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long speech. Lea is actually employing the identity question

co olakder Pete: "Kc thinks you're a fool. Potc- thinks

yoiUr-e a fcol«(IX, 112).

Pete's dream, in which he describes panic in a tunnel

and a girl whose "face was coming off in slabs .too, like

plasters. Black scabs and stains. Tie skin was dropping 

off like lumps of cat's meat"(II, 101-10:2), and Lena last 

mono!, ague, where he speaks of everything "packed" and 

"piled", and the contrasting image he gives of the "yard as

I know it is littered with scrapes of cat's meat, pig

bollocks, tin cans, bird brains, spare parts of all the

little animals, c squelching, squealing carpet, all the

dwarfs' leavings spittled in the muck, worms stuck in tho

poisoned shit heaps, the alleys a whirlpool of piss, slime, 

blood, and fruit juice"(II, 117), produce an effect of an

end of the world similar to Beckett's Endrgame.. Tie last few

sentences o.f the ploy "AH is clean. AH

There is a lawn. There is a shrub. There is a

echo CLo'Vs wish for death in tho imago of order and

tick., rows„

is sc rubbed.

flower."
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The style of this short pley brings to mind a number of

similarities with the styles of a number of contemporary

writers. The first long passage quoted from the play

reminds us of T. S. Eliot’s unidentified guest in The

Cocktail Party, where ho notices that "what ue knou- of the 

other people is only our memory of the moments/ During which 

ue know therm”. [55] At the end of the same passage the 

quick staccato of monosyllabic wonds reminds us of Beckett’s 

monologues. Again Pinter echoes Beckett in the use of non

scquiturg, as when Len tries to pul Mariks leg in a

religious talk:
LEh, Do you believe in God?
HARK Wist it?
LEU. Do you believe in God?
MARK. Who?
LEI. God.
mark God?
LFH. Do you believe in God?
MARK Do I ibelieve .in God?
LED Yes.
HARK Would you say that again? (IIf 111)

Pinter also uses a style similar to Ha inks’.s in the

play: ho starts with a sentence and modifies it in

different xw.ys;
LIU. This is a funny toasting fork. Do you 

ever make any toast?
lie, dpega. thm. fork cn the fig; or.
Don’t touch its You don’t know uhat tk.il happen

if you touch it! You mustn’t touch it! You mustn’t 
’bend? . ..(II, 104)
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Ess!j.n finds traces of the Joycean internal monologue in th 

play , [561 and Gala points to the wandering .style-; as uhe 

Len starts his long talk about the objects around hims-’Tha.

is a table. There is uy chair. There is my table. That i 

a bowl of fruit. There is uy chair [...] "(IX, 96); Gal 

compares it to the "Benjy section in U.'LUau..! Faulkner's Th 

Sound and the Fury or an Ionesco character5’.[57] T’ni 

stylistic diversity, interwoven with Pinter's own variety

creates a liniguistic variety cnat somewhat makes up for th

elliptic and ambiguous structure of the play. The beauty o

the drama in The . Dwarfs is conveyed through the- variety o

tho language, and this is tho case too in mndscape, .51 lore

and Old Times.
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In Landscape and Silane Pinter begins to develop and 'give

his own touch to Bedcytt’s anti-theatre, just as lie has

developed all through his career traditional themes,

structures and techniques. Like Tie Dwarfs, these two short

plays employ a Beckettian structure: they are compressed 

and there is little or no movement in them, and the plot is

no more than episodes and reveries created in the memories

of the characters. Pinter, however, docs not put his

characters in urns as in Beckeet’s PLay.   the play that

iriBmcdiately prefigures Pinter’s plays. He conveys tho sane

imagery of stasis but through contrast only. The vividness

of the emotions in Pinter’s plays contrasts, with the

physical separation of the elufacters on the stage and thus

reveals the stagnation of their situations without the use

of symbb.nc objects. Here, l^stterlirck’s dream of a static

drama is incorporated within the British tradition.

Landscape and Silence are pieces of beautiful art, though — 

like some anti-theatre   they deprive the stage of action

and acting, the essence of theatre. One wonders if poetic

and novel-like monologues have become a new form of drama. 

These two short plays and tho newt major work, Old Times,
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seem to suggest that they have the answer, "yes". As tho

uusic~h£Ll has become one of the forms of contemporary

drama, these plays might become one of the forms of future-

theatre. Indeed. Peter Davison finds in these two short

plays examples of tiic continuity of tho mnuiC'-liall tradition 

within the new forms of contemporary British drama. [5ol

The title of Lapasoane suggests that Pinter had in m’.nd 

ths idea of making a tableau lithe tho.se in Beckktt* s plays

but through language only. The tableau is to show a

landscape as seen by the characters. Pinter makes Both a

painter. She is interested in the principles of painti ig

and this makes her choose to reflect her emotions as if she

is drawing on a canvas. She always remembered, she says:

in drawing the basic principles of shadow and 
light. Objects intereeptiig the lights cast
shadows. Shadow is deprivation of light. The shape 
of the slowiow is ertorieined by bliat cf the object. 
But not al.wear^* *ho always directly. Sometimes it 
is only/ indirectly affected by It. Sometimes the 
causes of the shadow cannot be found.

Pause

But always bore in mind the basic principles of 
drawing.

PfilSL

So that X never loot track. Or heart. (Ill,
195-6)
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Be 'til speaks in the play about the sun, the open a?,r,

the beach, and Duff .speaks about the shade of the trees and

rain. Both is obsessed with the beach, the sand and the

love she experienced one day on a remote beach. Duff seems

concerned to obi iterate that image of the beautiful

landscape Beth has in wind. Bis image of the pond, "the dog; 

shit, the duckshit... all kinds of shit" (III, 100), 

comically contrasts with her picture. In an attempt to

superimpose his image on hers, he takes her by memory to the

village, to the hotel, to the bar and even distorts her

dream by talking about the process of making beer down in

the collar — a very dark place contrasted with her sunny

beach, Uhan she begins to remember her ago and that .she is

older than before, he feels relieved: "Ait least now ... at

least now, I can walk down to tho pub in peace and up to the 

pond in peace, with no-one to nag the shit out of mo "(III, 

192). But soon she goes back to the past, to the bogJinnings 

of her love adventure until she goes back in memory to her

landscape.

The beach scene and the contrasting scenes Duff

superimposes on it constitute the complete painting., of

barm scape, The painting, through words and sounds, lights

certain aspects of their lives as well as casting shadow
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upon others. Beth is fighting time and ago through oei;o>ty:

she tries to stay within those moments which she has enjoyed

in her life. Duff' simps his shadow on her painting in a 

way simiHar to her description of aaa.king her lover "fool 

[her] shadow" (HI; 170}, The causes at Duff* s attempts of 

blurring:; the lighted parts in her memory arc not clear. 

Tuts is because the lover ean bo Duff himself or I;r Bykcc,

and both possibilities have traces in the canvas. .

The eeotitns exposed in Land.scane are traditional ones, 

"a little antiquated"; as e critic has rightly observed. 

This critic adds: "Pinter's thernes, of infidelity, of faded

passion and painful reminiscence, arc familiar ones. 

Landscape [does] not evoke Beckett, as some critics have 

suggested, but rather Eattigan —• Kattigan played at the 

wrong speed". [59] Indeed Beth and Duff are compressed images 

of, for esarnppe, Millie and C’o<^lksr“nciar^is of Hatl-gans The, 

Browning Version. If Beth hats betrayed Duff, as the pi ay

suggests, then Duff suppresses this faet .as H^a^r^^s does.

The same, emotions but different tactics. '

Sound is the central inage in Silence >s painting is in 

Landscape. "The silence of the title", Trussier has 

noticed, "is not some apocalypse of the absurd, but, surely 

and simply, the silence of the countryside at night .... its?
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quality of peace Which Dates so desperately* siiA’’. [60j .At

iiight Ellen, "oau hear [her.self]]" in ths silence. "Cup ;<y

oars. My heart beats in my ears. Cuoh a silence. la it

me? An (- silent or syealrn.igg? Kov can X i■know? Cc n I know

such thi ngn?g

will tell me.

(ixi, 2ii).

things she

love with I ier

...] 1 seem to be old. Au I old now?’ Kc~one

I must find a person to tell me these things"

Rumsey has probably been the one Who tells her

needs. He has cared for her and perhaps shared 

and ndds he r love the country. Then Dates

gave her another experience- in a noisy orouded tcf-i. Ellen

prefers the middle-aged Rumsey and .she shares with him the 

love of thio quiet- country. Bates, rejected for not having

those too qualities, tri.es to imagine him.ee If older: 

"someone callgsj! me grandad,.."(HI, 203). Ellen, also 

rejected by Rumsey because, as he explains to her, he is too

old for hoi"-,, again imagines herself to be older. Rumsoy in

the quietness of his ago and his environment remembers his

love for Ellen and tries to content himself with this

rnirnooy. His age stops him at this passive level. Each one

of the three, therefore, hears his own tones insi.de his or

her head. The three tones infuse for a few moments to be

•separated again. Time has joined and separaecd these throe

characters, That- remains is only the sounds in the silence

of eno nxgk t.
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As in Landscape., the emotions in 8 L.i. cnee evoke

Hattigan. Ellen, like Hester in The Deep Blue Sees, is lost

between, the nature man and the young lover. Like her, too,

she has to continue life alone, rewembering the beautiful

moments of the past.

In Old Times Pinter strikes a balance between dream and

reality. Katharine North notice.3 the use of the film

technique which serves this purpose in the play, especially 

at the beginning and at the end .[61] One year before Pinter 

wrote Old Times he had adapted L. P. Hartley’s novel Th_g

OoWictw.c.cur621 for the screen, and moved the action forward 

and backward, mixing reality with illusion. In Old Times he

does not use the same .scenic structure.but he achieves

similar- effects through language and the dividing silences.

After the Hew YOpk production of Old, Times ho showed his

satisfaction with tho effect of the sudden appearance of

Anna in Ad One -- which nadc her appear "there, but not 

there-". [631 This shows his interest in the duadlity of 

imago. Tiie enduing of the play also has this double effect 

of dream and reality. On the one hand, .the shift to the 

bedroom in Act. Two and the fact that Declcy is the .last one

to move before he sits in his chair and sobs indicate that

he is dreamily;. On the- othe-r hand, the bright light that
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reveals the three eharaofcere at the very end of the play

contradicts the dream effect a.nd brings the audience back to

reality. Uith this duality Pintor anticipates Haudhe in his

of course, in Handke’s symbolic play the fantasy is 

sharper.[64]

Pinter’s trio in Old Tines — with one man and two

vo}m5ri — has its parallel in. two plays with which Pinter

himself has direct contact. The first is C^iwrrds B1 j the

Sfll’it, which he directed six years after writing Old.. Tines. 

Tn.e second play is Sartre’s ho Exit (or Jji Camera) ,[651 in 

which he acted the part of Garcia in 1965 — five years 

before writing his piay. At least the tine sequence makes

Ho .Exit a stronger influence on tho playwright. To

Katharine North Old, Times

could almost be taken as a re-write of Pittho 
Spirit, Cotwad’s comic piece about a man who calls 
up the ghost of his wife — with the aid oO the
deliciously funny Hadawe Arcati   .. - the
similarities of tho situation are ■ rather startling 
and there are some resemblances of details too: 
Elvira suggests to Charles that he wight have called 
her back to talk of 'old times’, for instance, and 
the rather eerie playing of a sentimental tune, 
’always*, to help the seance along.

Tio tunes in .Old Times — which eons to mind at 
that point -- are something rather new for Pinter: 
along with many pointed allusions to the film. 0<M 
lien Out, they seem to indicate a ltokirg out to the 
audience which might bo a move to case the tightness
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of the closed form.[66]

North is right in suggesting that Pinter is looking out to 

the audience through reminding them of songs and of a film

of the thj.rti.os and forties, but I dor? t think that tho play 

is a rewriting of Cox-war's play though its influence is

undeniably great. A mere probable mode! for tho play is 

Sartre's play, because both in structure and in mood the two 

plays convey similar messages. Sartre's play is concerned

about the influence of the "Others" in the "I" of the

individual, A -man, Garcin, and two women, Inez and Estelle, 

are put together .in one room in the Second Eopire in Hell. 

At first, each onn thirkss that the others are the official

tormentors from HcILIs authorities, but they soon discover

that their presence with each other is their punishment. 

"Each of us", Inez deduces”,will act as a torturer of the 

two others" (p. 19b). Garcin cannot enjoy the company of 

any of the two women because he has his own past and more 

importantly because the presence of a second women prevents

ai% unitty with any one of them.

Pinter’s play was given the working title "Others Uith

Dancers" and the author mentions that the idea came to him

suddenly while ho was sitting on a sofa. "The sofa

. J
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perhcopS" [67] he , gave him the idea. Both the working

title and tho idea of the sofa are related to Sartre’s play.

Vhst Estelle ltfc<;rs as the third pa.;itnlr in tho room in

He3.lL; the pence nee of the! sofas at tract s her

at fcention:"They ' re hideous, Ann just look kov they-' are 

arran£edn(p, 100) . She is amused with the idea of the sofas 

separating the three and Gamin being in the central one.

In Old Times there are two sofas and a chair in the first

act and two divans and an armchair in the second. Decloy is

also concerned about the divans:"Ne sleep here. These are

beds. The groat thing about these beds is that they are

susceptible to any amiount- of pernutatian. They can be

separated as they are now1 (IV, 44), At the end of the play 

each woman occupies a divan and Decloy "sits slumped”,

exactly as SaartrcAs trio "slump on their respective sofas"

at the end of their play.

The cl ever choice of tho one-man two-women structure to

convey the concept of the interference of the "Others" in

tho "I" is evident in both plays. CowwadJs play which

appeared four years before Sartre’s, imparts a comic picture

of the diffusion in emotions after a second marriage and

plays cleverly on the theme of betrayal in marriage. Having

been freed by luck and by the help of madame Arcati, Charles
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to the ghosts of hie nagging wives. By contrast, in

Sartres play and in P.*t^r’s there is no exit. Other

people do not give the individual the chance to live freely.

Oarcin facing the dilemma. decides to knock at the door to 

free himself, He drums on the door shouting: "I’ll endure 

anything, your red-hot tongs and molten lead, your racks and

prongs and garrets all your fiendish gadgett.. „

Anything, anything would be better than this agony of mind,

this creeping pain that gnaws and fumbles and caresses one, 

and never hurts quite enough”(p, 219). The door suddenly 

flics open;
IBEZ: Nell, Gaarin?... You’re free to go. 
GA.RCIH: [meddtatively]: How 1 wonder why that

door opened,
INEZ: What are you waiting for? Hurry up and 

go. .
GAEC1B: I shall not go.(p. 219)

Dooley is, like Garoiiq doomed to the torment of two women.

Before the end of the play ho finds himself tortured by the 

fire coming from the two women and decides to . stop it

DEKLELy ., I mean let's put it on the table, I 
have m* eye on a number of pulses, pulses- all round 
the globe, deprivations and insults, why should I 
waste valuable space listening to two-

KATL( Swiftly) If you. don’t like it go.
Pause.
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DEELLY: Go-? L'liore can I go?
KATE: To China, Or Sicily,
DESLEY: I haven*t got a speedhoat. I haven* t 

got c white dinner jacket-diV, 64)

In Coward* s play Elvira kills Ruth accidentally; when

she meant to kill her husband. In both Sartre*s and

Pinter's the killing is only symbolic. and docs not chanyi

the situation, Estelli stabs Inez at the cod of Eo Edt; 

but can one kill a ghost? "Deed I Dead I Dead 1 " responds 

Inez, "poison, ropes — all useless" (p.2235« Cimilanly 

Kate cannot kill Anna, she is part of her self or solves.

"I r©u.ilabe3i you lying dead... your face was dirty. You lay 

dead, [...] Uhen you woke uy eyes were above you, staring 

down at you"(IV, 67-8). Tic play ends with Anna still 

occupying a room in their woir-dly hell.

The th 11,11 of tine and its influence on the intricate

co:,^ppottion of thn pcrs.oijality is do-ci nant In Pinter's work

since Landsca.pi and SLlILMOU It is treated fron different

angles in Cgy Ti;ics, Ho Man's tad and and in oni

of his' recent short plays: A Kin<L sf A! aakg.. Pinter*s

interest in this subject can be ri.la.tcd to his spending the

yecr 1972 writing TOo Proust Scrcten:)i.g)/L A Lii Rsicocroiio Ab 

Tc-i-ns liirdi. [601 Pintur considers that year tho "bust



working year of [his] life".[62] In bis introduction to this 

screenplay, Pinter to. Is that "Tho subject was time. In be,

Temp Retrouvc, HarccX, in his forties, hears the bells of

his childhood. His childhood, long forgotten, is suddenly

present with him, but his consciousness of himself as a

child, his memory of the experience, is more read., uurc 

acute than the experience itself".[70] Tie past l-arcol

recollects, in his own way, is full of physical and mental

pain. HLs innocence when he was a child is forfeited ty his

discovery of suaual rvrverfcs and: bis manhood is embittered

by doubts about the loyalty of hhs lover Albcrtino. After

her death in a horse accident, Marcel is confused about her

reality. Amdree, her friend, gives him contradictory

•'stories about Albertine?s lesbianism. The il ay ends with 

these nernmries teasing him for ever. His only escape, as 

the ending of the play suggests, is to indulge in life and

accept it as it is. Old Times hhs traces cf the teasing 

influence of memory. Dceley cannot explain the relationship

between his wife and her friend. Yet tho treatment of the

theme of time in Pinter’s piay is more cor.m>picated.. It is

one of the causes of the irremediable split in the

personality of the characters.
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husband and wife because

ih ou ne r v o u s ne s s When they

to suppress her memory of

d ... when you look back

jry ' long time" . ( IV, v) •

;s in him donMs about his

’or evanple, to knou if

12). Uhc.n A.nna begins to

•adventures with Ka it e in

iect: "Ue rar<cly get to

i dominates th e situation

Tiie vccooios of the past in 0Ld„ TUvee threaten the

tranquil life of the chars oters. Anna ' s return is

signifleant and is alan'ming to the

it revives the past. They both

talk about her corning. Kate- trios

their friendship. "The word frie

all that time [...] It is £ v

As for Dedey, Anna’s memory Great

wife’s loyalty to him. He wants, 

she met any of Annas friends (lVV,

recollect her memories about her

London, Deeley changes tho sub

LondonM.i.s his response. Goon Ann

by Deelay to her side. She makes fun of Kate by

corappring her to a casserole. The duel becomes in the

present and Kate tries to evoke the emotions of the other

tuo by vague responses".ly- head is quite ficed", she says ir; 

one of those instances",! have it nf’CIV, 20). Later Kate 

becomes nervous and sharply rebukes Anna: "You talk of me 

as if I mere dcadn(±V, 30). Near the end of Act One Kate 

falls for Anna. Anna can decide where to spend the evening:

and takes aace back in memory co dia past viien they usee to

meet men like "Charly, Jake or McCabe The two women in

agreement means that Dooley’s situation is difficult. Kate



higltt to spiak about too sun and the .neat, a suggestion

that shi night follow Anna’s steps and go to .Sicily. In

defence, hi' resorts to gibbur: "I had a great crew in

Sicily. A marvellous cameraman. Irving Shultz [...J Vo

took a pretty austere look at the women in black, i'y

name is Orson Uelle&"(2V, 38). Uhcn hi finds that this docs 

not work, lie speaks about his knowledge of "prostitutes of 

all kinckA’CV, 38) perhaps an indirect attempt to rebuke

Kate,

Act Two begins with Deeliy and Ama alone and so there

is a chanco for mutual understanding for the tine being.

Evin then Kdtu is still part of their conversation. Their

funny talk about drying her after the bath hides behind it

the challenge, for possession. TThen Kate comes out of the 

bath they both sing to her (or to each other, thus 

chcaiL^e^ngi.ng A\tte). Kate is still unoer thi impression of 

Anna and speaks of the sun and her choice of partners as in

thi old days. Unen Deeliy fells that this situation has

turned out to thi advtantagi of Anna hi loses his temper:

"Am I aloni in beginning to find all this distasteful?"(IV, 

62)hi asks. It is now Kate's turn for revenge and so she 

asks him to go. To dif'end himself Dceelcy announces to hur

that he and Anna knew each other before. Anna hire finds it
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suitable to sido with Dooley, At the end Kate supprcnset

again her memory of Anna and imagines her dead and teases

her by boasting that she herself is the one Who really Ha.s

got Dooley. Kate has hidden her power to the end but that

does not Lean that she is the winner. The memory has 

distorted the image of tranquu.llity of the converted faro 

house. Memory in COd Times does not bring happiness and

does not improve a situation. lAnat makes Dcdey and Anna

fool happy annoys Kate and what makes Kate and Anna rejoice

makes Doelcy jealous. This oomppication of the thome of the

memory is not a familiar one. Memory in, for ewanple.

Coward* s PmAmte Lives and Dttigan’s Tie Deep fluc Goa.

makes the characters understand their situations better. in

kattigan’ a play the woman does not return to either of the 

tuo lovers, but she becomes more experienced in the problem

of life and its illusions.

The coim»pj.catc^d relationship between the three

characters in 01 d Times is also unfamiliar. It is not

simply a man teased by two nagging women as in Cowancd s

DAke Spjy-it. Each of the throe characters in yld. Tints

constitutes au important aspect in the life of tho other two 

and has a very strong, influence on him or horn, Deeley is

torn between the sensual • Anna and the "classic female



figure"(IV. 32) of Kate. Kate has tuo ol^pr3ite inclination:

one to be a wife. as- her upbriigiiij;; — "a par-con's

dalghtrr^J[71 ] dei'm.n•es, and the rthei', to revolt against

this and share a loose life likc; that one she orpsrienced

with Anna in Lridri *■<-» pei’haps even to bo her lesbian

partner. as the play suggests. And Anna is torn between the

two. The play? thcreforej draws parallel with the

anti-theatre depiction of the human personality. Its

closest •i■Grdl, as I have pointed out, is Sartre's Ng. ltd.m«

Pinter cleverly introduces this theme in a semi-realistic 

situation, thus perhaps making the inpaot more related to 

life than Sartre's more philosophical play. Pinter also

shares the samo Gu^jotct with a mmshe? of contemporary

playwrights. Beckett uses it in l-fo.t Ikandko in .Kaspar and 

Genet in JKc. ^l3.^flks. [72] lie follows these playwrights in 

creating an irremediable split in the crnpliclted

consciousness of hi a ohnractcrs. Like these different

authors Pinter creates incomplete and confused characters.

In his own semi-realistic approach. he brackets’ his 

characters within themselves to reveal their splin

perso 1^1x13100. No sooner docs one of his characters find

LlrsorC in one of his different selves than the others

interfere and shake the bp.laice, and this process goes on as 

long as there are people. "For ever. my God. how funny".,

r-i-l n



shoutS Estelle with laughter at thi und c ? ho ?&iihKf t> 

e.ver"(p. 223).
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CHAPTER FIVE

NO NAMMS LAND

If any one play can sum up and embody the main

distinctive features of . Pinter’s drama, this play is Mo

Man’s Land. After introducing the new themes of memory and

the influence of other people on the individual in

Landscape. Silence and Old Times, Pinter, it seems, had

decided to make a revision of his career in order to

incorporate these themes in one play. No. jiao’ s. La nd

includes the different themes of his previous works:

menace, mental weakness, sexual obsession and the problems

of memory. Horrover, structurally and technically the play

also reveals the dual motive of hii aatistic crrativvty: on

the one hand there is the clear eefort to imtaar an imtge of

the alienated personality in the Beckettian manner and on

the other there is the creation of life-like characters who

incarnate this image. Seriousness is intertwined with

entertaiitnent. While Pintnt, aa we shhai sse, uuocedds in

entertaining the audience in No Man’s Land, ttih imtressson
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among many critics is that he has some problems in

communicating a powerful .image, unless the play is taken as

a personal expression of the author’ s fear of failure after

his success. The experiment of No Han’s Land, therefore,

supports the view that Pinter’s artistic strength lies in

creating actable plays that provide actors with good acting

roles. In No Man’s Land even the Jewish heritage which has

indirectly given some of his plays a human touch has

disappeared. In this play the anti-theatrical and the

realistic elements are not in harmony with one another.

The anti-theatrical elements can be easily detected in

No Han’s . Land. The no man's land of the title is the human

mind alienated and split in a way that accords with the

spirit of post-modernism. Pinter’s tendency to cull

different elements from the negative spirit of anti-theatre

has been a point that has interested many critics. John

Weightman makes a list of the different points of similarity

which the critics have discovered:

Tie Closed Room (as in Sartre’s Huis C jos) where the 
characters confront each other in their 
subjeot/object tensions, and which is at once home 
and hell, womb and battleground, a collective area 
or an image of the splintered individual mind; the 
menace (as in Ionesco, Albee, Kafka [ and we can add 
Handke here]) which is the subject /object conflict 
left in suspension, as it were, like a haze of 
paranoia; Time, Meiimry, and Identity (as in
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Ionesco, Beckett, Gennt), the uncertainties of which 
lead to endless fluctuation of personae; and the 
Inexplicable OnnaLtir Detail (as Ionesco, Beckett, 
RobhbeGrillet [also Handlce can be added here]) which 
the mind can only chew on unsucrrehfully, since it 
has no means of tellirg whether the detail is 
genuinely random, or significantly phenomennlorical» 
or symbboic within some given system - Chrrstian, 
Freudian, Jungian, Haaxist, etc. ie can also 
mention the general paradox that, as in 
Robbb-Grillet, the language is always meticulously 
rhythmic and clear, wIiII- the overall effect is 
opaque. [ 1 ]

Tie variety of sources, however, instead of creating one

strong image, has made the play full of unco"--ordidtied bits

and pieces. There is a deep rift between the bizarre

ambbence these elements convey and the traditional display

of character.

The opening exchanges between Hirst and Spooner

introduce the sudienra to this rift. "As s t i i?" Hirst asks

Spooner about the vodka and Spooner retlies- ”As it is, yes

please, absolutely as it is”. From what happens afterwards

in the play, one is reminded of Beckett's opening of iaSting

for G-odo it. Like Beckett’s play, No M a Ms L ls’ bbginn and

ends reminding the audience that no’hing changes. The

concluding passage recited by Spooner and rhaared by Hirst

reiterates the opening teniance: what is going on in the

mind is "as it is", static, like the icy silence of death.

Yet this image is not given enough attention by the
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playwright. On the contrary, the involvement of the main

characters in mundane discussions, as if they are acting in

a Coward or Rattigan play, does not explain the sudden

concluding image of the play, whereas its opening subscribes

to the familiar convention whereby characters are introduced

over a glass of liquor .

Spooner and Hirst are, like Vladimir and Estragon,

thinking clowns. Pinter’s couple are poets - or they claim

to be so “ and they have, especially Spooner, some

experience of the rough and dark aspects of human

relationships. They complement each other and could be 

imagined as two faces of the same personality, as Didi and

Gogo are often thought to be by the critics. Hirst is the

rich and successful artist who has come to the verge of

total mental emptiness and Spooner is the unsuccessful

artist who still has the stamina to strive and create anew.

The first is constrained because of his social position and

the second is free. At one point in the pLay Hirst tries to

impersonate Spooner in his zeal and activity. "I did the

same"(IV, 90) he reacts when Spooner boasts that he is

interested in the "preservation of art" and brags that he

uses his cottage as a meeting place for young poets,

Moreover, in Act One Hirst puts in m^rmoa^t^le words his
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inexplicable situation. In a reverie he announces that "No

man's land ... does not raomo ... oo ohhnge ... on grow

old .. remains ... forever ... icy ... silent" (IV, 96).

At the end of the play it is Spooner who affimis the

message. The two finally agree that any endeavour for unity

is futile. "No. You are in no man’s land" , asserts

Spooner,"which never moves, which never hhra3es, which never 

grows older, but which remains forever, icy and silent"(IV, 

153). One of the suggested interpretations of the play is

that it is a personal expression of the author’s state of

mind. Harold Clurman writes: "The play, an emanation of

the writer's troubled being, is projected in 'detached' 

imagery. Like the unsuccessful writer (his conscience, his 

alter ego; the play may be autO“■criticSum: the two writers

being one 'before and after’). "[2] Only if this 

interpretation of the play Ss Srur is its imagery very

impressive — though the writer was only forty-five when

this play was written, which is still an eaaly age for such

hratemplatirn, The play becolhfu onn of the frankest

critictums any writer can make of his sarrer. By tryiig to

enter into the no man's land of the human mind, as conceived

by Pinter's theory of split identity and of the

impossl^blity of houmuni.chrion, Pinter is adrim/cting his

arrival at an impasse. The arrival at a point when Hl the
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characters are lying and playing games with equal strength

can artistically lead either to the silence Hirst and

Spooner speak about, or the author would have to change his

style. The playwright chose the second alternative. The

clarity of the language used in his next pLay Betrayal.

suggests that the playwright has decided to extricate

himself from the formula of obfuscation by going back to the

language of lieerary realism. The characters in Betrayal,

as will be seen, crmnunncatt with openness and frankness,

though the oblique language is not totally abandoned. In a

recent study of Pinter's art, Guido Alrnansi and Simon

Henderson come to a similar conclusion about the dead-end

which Pinter has put himself into. "Pinter", they write,

"appears to have come latterly to the logical impasse of

Endgame, the ultima Thule of man's alienation in modern 

drama where everyone lives ' pretty-much alone' ."[3] This

point will be returned to in discussing the limitations of

the language games in Pinter’s drama. it is worth noting

here that Pinter’s self criticssm is not a theme that is

likely to appeal to an audience. Moorover, this

interpretation is, in fact, only one of the possible

meanings some critics have inferred from the play . and at

their own risk.
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Another Beckettian element in No. Man* s Land is the use 

of cricket as a structural image of the games played by the

characters in a way similar to the chess image of JEndgs&e.

Pinter exi^lic.ltl.y refers to this sport twice in the play and

some critics point out the fact that the names of the

characters are iirse of famous British rrirkaiatt in the

late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries.[4] Pinter 

not only seems to be trying to imitate Beckett but can be

seen ns making a travesty of his image. In a vulgar manner

he makes Spooner use the terms of the sport to inquire about

HiL^st's wife.

How beautiful she was, how tandet and how true. 
Tell me with what speed she swung in the air, with 
what velocity she came off the wicket, whether she 
was responsive 'co f’nger spin, whether you could 
bowl a shooter with her, or an offbreak with a 
legbreak action. In other words did she google? 
(IV, 92)

Structurally speaking, the play can be compared to a cricket

match. The four characters exchange language blows and

parry thtm impulsively. The vague identity of each of the

four characters and the way hleey address each othaer without

contaxtual reference resemble the arbitrary movement of the

ball in the field. However, the cricket imagery in No Hants

Land does not convey with strength any of the ihamet of the

play. Hii’st*s waiting for death, for example, which echoes
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Hanmi’s, is not ggven enough rmphhris, The haziness of his

drunken mi-nd haa aaready put him in a seoadd world of ice

and silence. One cam see him dead though he still speaks 

and his pain-killer (whisky and vodka), unlike Ha^B^’£5, is 

abundant. Mooeover, death does not have its strong power on

Spooner ~~ CLov’s echo.

Language games, which have been the means of hiding 

personal experiences in plays like Te Birthday Party and 

The Homecoming have become aa artistic strategy ia OJ.„d Times 

and Ho Man's LLnK. The ^11^s Kn Nn Han's Land diverge

sharply from the norms of homppehensiflK of the traditional

drama. Each of the two maKn h^^i^^^^erss sasnnis s several

completely different pe^sonaritiet even within one act of

the play. la Act 1 Spooner plays the game of a sycophant

who seeks the rhheptrnce of his benefactor . He is a man

of"intrlligenhr rad perception"(IV, 59) he boasts, and then 

maxes Hirst "kindness itself"(IV, JO). Spooner then

continues his wheednine throughout the act. He alternates 

between self-approbation and self-abnegation. The way in

which he introduces himself to Hirst makes the audirncr feel

that he is lying. To make himself aa unreliable and vulgar

person in the tradition of most hfmi.c figures, he tells a

story about his relationship with his mother ia which he
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matches her hate for him with his love for her currant buns.

Suddenly the game changes and the vulgar Strrner becomes a

man of lieerary interests. He and Hirst begin to exchange

ready-mades:

SPOONER: When we had our cottage ... When we 
had our cottage ... we gave our visitors tea, on 
the lawn.

HIRST: i did the same.
SPOONER: On the lawn?
HIRST; I did the same.
SPOONER: You had a cottage?
HIRST; Tea on the lawn. (jV, 90-91)

Before the end of Act I Hirst returns from his nap half

drunk and inquires about the identity of Spooner as if he is

not the one who brought him. Even here within the context

of the world of dream and the haziness of the drunk mind,

Spooner is sober enough to play his game: "It was I

drowning in your dream"(IV, 109) is his interpretation of

Hirst's dream.

In Act II the games are chaired by Hirst rather than by

Spooner, He addresses his guest as an old friend in Oxford, 

Charles Wei-herby, and here also Spooner accepts the nameor, 

in other words, the game). They exchange memories of

cuckoldry and betrayal until the servants come and change

the subject of the game, fixing it, without any reason, on

winter and night. Tie emissaries of the external world, of
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the "organisation",as Foster names it — and one wonders

here if Pinter is parodying himself in Tjie Birthday Party -

can control the direction of the game and its results.

The development of Pinter’s drama more and more into

the world of language games is a result of his consistent

belief in the "deliberate evasion of rrtntnicrSirnw[5]

between people. This consistency gives him a unique

position among his British crdtamplrartes. Alransi and

Henderson put Pinter in a category of his own because of

this peculiar language.

He is not part of that fatal tradition of EngUsh 
lieerature, going back to G. B. Shaw and the 
theatre of ideas, to D. H, Lawrence and the 
lieerature of feelings, arrrretnl to which language 
is no problem — the sunosed problems being 
intellection (the manipulation of ideas) and 
sincerity (the expression of feelings). 'Language 
is words .... It's bridges, so that you can get 
safely from one plsce to another': This is the 
claim in the first act of Arnold Weelkr^'s Roots ; 
and the belief in the conductive power of words — a 
belief somewhat remote from the main currents of 
modern European lieerary practice — permeates a 
great deal of rrniemporsry EngUsh drama (not only 
the works of Weeker, but those of Osborne and Arden, 
of Mercer and Mootimer, of Bond and Shaffer). At 
the core of their thsrad belief lt’.es an itmoOee'’ate 
faith in a language of enlightenment, whereby words 
are used ltimtaically to throw light on the most 
obscure areas of life (as if Wittgenstein's 
Ph.il,r.tophicsl Inv estiva 'ions had been in vain, or 
had never tulerseded the .TtsrtSiU!t.). Pinter, 
however, is swcare that 'the more scute the 
experience the less articulate [is] its
expression'(I, 11). He is crnrarnad with
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manKpuiatine aot a language of enlightermient but a 
language of obfuscation; not a language of social 
progress but a laneurgr of existential survival; 
not a language of communal faith but a language of 
divisive strategy. The words of his plays are 
intransigent aad intransitive: they caaaot be 
transferred to other levels of meaning, be they 
philosophical, ideological or allegorical. You can 
play all sorts of critical games with them, but it 
is a mistake, as we shall show, to cfnstdrr them out 
of the context of their dramanc precincts. la 
Pinter words are mot bridges: they are barbs to 
protect the wired enclosure of the self. [6]

This distinctive use of language, however, has its own

problems, as will be seen from the critical cfmmunts on the

language games of No ten1 s land. Before giving some views

of the limitations of this type of theatrical language, 1 

shall first consider the hfahept of language games it-self. 

Critics like Almansi aad Henderson and Austin E. Quigley 

explain Pinter's style by eiimT. eying Wittgenstein's

linguistic analysis. "The notion that laneurgr itself is a 

kind of a game", write Almansi aad Henderson, "is one of the

major insights to be found in Wiitgenstein’s Philosophical

J^yestJm^^at^.nKs. CoraMunichrtoa, ahhfrding to this view, is

simply an exchange of various ’language games’. Like all

games, these too must have rules, which are laiLd down at

each instance, enabling the participants to homrauuncate.

Even deceit, Plater’s most typical form of hfmmusichrioa, 

has to be regulated in the Wittgensteinis'i sense, since
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'lying is a language game that needs to be learned like any 

other'<,"[7] Of course, this is a very brilliant explanation 

of the "idiom of lies"[8] in Pinter’s work, yet it does not

explain the stress on this type of perverted language, if it

is only one type among many categories of games. This

emphasis on perversion could be seen as a commitment by the

writer to an evil vision of human nature. Alrnansi and

Henderson accuse contemporary playwrights of whitewashing 

real human weakness, Which is not true. The pecuHarity of

Pinter lies in his stress on one aspect of human nature.

This is what Alrnansi and Henderson themselves aver When they 

say; "Pinter's games, in line with Berne's theory,[9] are

usually played in bad faith, as a flight from reality in the

Sartrean sense or as a flight from confrontation .in true

ethological fashion (when in doubt:, the animal runs

away),"[10]

Alrnansi and Henderson also cl everly explain the ba nal

exchanges in Pinter ’ s drama on similar grounds. Of th e

different games listed by Wittgenstein and Berne, they have

found that Pinter has employed two modes; "the rhetorical

mode [Which] aims to create a divide between two or more

mutually hostile opponents"(under which all lies can be 

grouped) and "the phatic mode [which] aims to establish a
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contact or a union between tt^o partners."[11] The latter

mode, as they explain, is used as a means of breaking the

silence of loneliness. Although the second mode is

relatively minor in Pinter’s work, they find him, because of

his sharp ear for everyday banal exchanges, as "more realist 

than the realists (8 plus royale que le roi’), a 

’hyper-realist’ in the sense the word has acquired in the

modern art scene’" [12] Pinter’s ability to record life-like

language then people are living mourn nts of their routines is

undeniably one of his greatest meeits, but if we consider

the quantitative aspect of literary realism, that which

tries to communiate the large,st possible aspects of life,

Pinter Wien becomm.’ a rduucionnsst aatiie r thnn a "hyerr-

realist". Once an author or a dramatist specializes in one

area of human behaviour, he has a great chance of surpassing

those others who are cotcrrnrd about every aspect that is

related to the human problem. In No. Manta Land he seems to

be trying to mml-ce fun of t^hose who concern themselves with

aspects of life that differ from his own. This is when he

makes Spooner, in a state of infatuation, address Hirst

thus;

I am enraptured. Tell me more. Tell me more about 
the quaint little perversions of your life and 
times. Tell me more, with the authority and 
brilliance you can muster, about the socio-
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pol.iCco-eeooiK,mie structure of the environment in 
which you attained to the age of reason. Tell me 
more.

And to this, after a pause. Hirst answers, "There is no 

more"(3V, 92).

Mooeover, the stress on the bad faith of the characters 

and the avoidance of speaking of any subject related to

life, in its variety, has the risk of becoming redundant and

could freeze into a fixed formula. Critics have noticed

this. They point to the repetitive nature of Pinter’s art.

John Simon, for example, claims that Pinter is moving in a

familiar territory and that his tricks no longer shock.

if Hirst and Spooner don’t know each other in Act I, 
you may be sure they will be nd friends in Act II; 
if Hirst does most of the listening in Act I, you 
may count on his doing most of the talking in Act 
II; if Spooner is nastily locked in in Act I, he 
will surely be feasted in Act II, Then there are 
the reversals within the reversals: towards the end 

. of Act II Hirst begins to stop knowing Spooner, whom 
he suddenly calls Wetherby; Briggs, whom he has
strangely been calling Denson, he suddenly calls, 
even more strangely, Albert. Spooneir, who has been 
all along differential to Hirst, suddenly 
condescends to him; in the end, out of a clear blue 
sky, he even sides with his keeperr-tormentoos.13]
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in a very unusual way Almansi and Henderson compare the

games played in The Cel-lection,, .Old.. Tim&S, Night and No

Man* s Land with a popular British game known as

"consequences". In this game each of a number of players

"writes down a part of the story, hands over the paper, and

passes it on to another player who continues the story. 

After several stages, the resulting (nonsensical) stories 

are read out;."[14] One doubts the value of drama if it

becomes a form of a game of "consequences". At least in

this game the different authors guarantee a change to the

formula to which Pinter has chained himself.

This type of drama, of course, is not good meat for

those who seek more than entertainment. If drama is more

than language games some critics have a good argument

against £o Mad s Land. John Simon, for example, disagrees

with Austin Quigley when the latter says:

If one approaches the plays [of Pinter] with a 
belief that truth, reality and communication ought 
to conform to certain norms, then the plays will 
remain tantalizingly enigmatic. But once it is 
realized that all of these concepts are, like any 
others, moves in language games, the barrier to an 
understanding of Pinter is removed.[15]

Simon argues that he has never found
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Pinter's plays tantalizirgly migmatii..., Nor did 
I ever believe that truth, reality and comelmuteation 
ought to conform to certain norms; but I did and do 
believe that plays should conform to certain 
conceivable, even if not immeriairly recognizable, 
notions of truth, reality and communication. What I 
rMphttScally reject is that ’any other’ concepts are 
mere moves in language games.... 116]

Simon obviously does not like Pinter’s theatre, but his 

crii^.^csm direct’s attention to the problem of Pinter’s

duality. To indulge himself in the world of the unknown,

the playwright must give evidence that he is somewhere there

in a believable no man’s land. Otherwise, the work would

remain peripheral, whatever its artistic value. John

Weightman also shares Simon’s criticsmm of Pinter's type of

obfuscation:

Where linguistic expression is qotcrrtrd, only one 
form of obscurity is legitimate — the honest 
obscurity which comes from trying to say something 
so subtle or so complex that it defeats all attempts 
of clarity on the part of the writer, and can only 
be suggested by an interplay of a^^a>iggitirs. Some 
poets and philosophers are ambiguous in this way 
but, as Alain says, you can thump on this kind of 
obscurity and it rings true.

Some Absurdist plays stand the trst as well, 
but not, I think, W Man’ s Land. Its myhteriea 
appear to be mostly en tromje 1' oe.il; they do not 
seem to have been imposed upon the author himself by 
the ineffability of his perceptions. Either they 
have been carefully arranged for the benefit of 
those spectators who enjoy being tantalised, or they 
result — as in Ionesco’s less successful works — 
from the convietion that the dream-like
incompyehenniblr, with its inevitable margin of
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poetic doubt, is always a safer bet than the 
coMppehentible, which may expose its own
nakedness.[17]

To be on the safe side, however, Pinter offers

something to comppnsate for the anti-theatre effect of his

plays. .In No Man*s Land there is a general consensus among

critics that the play is actable and has a great chance of 

success if good actoi^s (like John Gielgud and Ralph 

Richardson) perform it. Even those critics wlho have found 

the play meantngless, do confess that the characters,

especially Spooner, are oemorable ones. John Weightman, for

example, ends his article about the play praising Spooner’s 

character: "curiously enough, the personality of Spooner 

stands out sharply in several scenes, as if it belonged to a

quite different, intelligible play, in which subtlety and

coherence of characterisation had been deliberately aimed 

at".[18] Again, Benedict Nightingale, who dismisses the play 

and wonders if Pinter is not only "resurrecting mannerisms", 

finds Spoonnr’s character fascinating: "His [Sir John 

Gielgud’s] Spooner is precious, sour, not to be trusted, a 

piece of authentic characterisation for which Pinter, too,

obviously deserves our thanks. He has, in fact, written a

part rather more memooable than the play that coifcains
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it."[19]

It is true that we do not find characters of the same

calibre in Coward's and Rattigan's dramas, yet the

personality build-up of the characters in Mo Han,' s Land., is

not unfamSliar to British audiences. These audiences are

familiar with middle class figures and of men related to art

and literature in particular. Tie ambience of the play is

that of rich literary men who enjoy whi sky even for 

breakfast (Spooner is served with this drink at the 

beginning of Act II). The contents of the dialogue of the

play is also within the context of the British tradition:

cuckoldry and betrayal, understatements about homos^s^uula.t^y

and about class differences and reference to literary works.

These can be seen in -many plays of Coward and Rattigan.

Rattigan’s The Browning Version in particular, with its

theme of cuckoldry in the ambience of teachers and the way

they behave to each other, contains good examples of the

topics that appeal to the audiences of the West End. Ho

Man's Land also appeals to these audiences.

Spooner is a traditional comic figure. He has traits

like those who were witty enough to accompany kings to amuse

and advise them. Hirst, being a "king" in the realm of

poetry and criticism, needs a literary orientated comic
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companion. "AH we have left is the English language", 

Spooner tells his "master" early in the play, and asks",Can 

it • be salvaged? That is my question". Hirst' returns the 

joke: "Its salvation must rest in you" (IV, 80-1). Spooner

claims to be a patron for a number of budding poets whom he

receives at his house. He also claims to frequent places

where men of letters meet. In his story about the Hungarian

arlyistocrat he speaks of a "particular repellent 

lickapiStling herd of literati"IIV, p 86). Ironically, te 

himself is one of those lickayittling literati.

Mooeover, Spooner, like any traditional farceur, does

not hide his weaknesses; on the contrary, he makes fun of

them. Wien Hirst asks him about the thing that impressed

him about the Hungarian man, te replies: "You expect me to 

remember x?hat he said? [ ... 3 what he said ... all those

years ago ... is neither here nor there. It was not what

he said but possibly She way he sat which has remained with

me all my life and has, I am quite sure, made me what I 

na"(IV, 8?). Again, Spooner's cynicism and his look at 

other people with caution is another characteristic trait of

a comedian. This is tow he differentiates between enemies

and friends:

To show inSrrraS in me or, good gracious, anything
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tending towards a positive liking of me, would cause 
in me a condition of acutest alarm. Fortunately, 
the danger is remote.

Pause

I speak to you with this startling candour because 
you are clearly a reticent man, which appeals, and 
because you are a stranger to me, and because you 
are clearly kindness itself. (V, 79)

Almansi and Henderson trace the origin of this type of

comedy back to Shakespeare, The recollections of Spooner

and Hirst are compared to those of Justice Shallow and

Silence in Henry IV, Part Two.

Both pairs in the ancient and the modern play are 
old, and claim t o r e^amm^^r theer will yyouth ssm’ 
respectively at the Inn’ oo the C-ourf and at Oxford. 
They all re'ilOo.bor ’thading the ’chimem of mtdnigtt' 
with such fictional ladies as Jane Nightwork and 
Stella UintSanley, and recall their old drtnkthg 
friends, now dead (Shallow speaks of the 'mad days 
that I have spent! And to see how many of my old 
acquaintance are dead!’, which is echoed by Hirst: 
'What a bunch. What a night, as I recall. All dead 
now, of course'CV, 127). Spooner at first mirrors 
Silence in his quiet acceptance of his passive, 
listening role; but when Hirst begins to brag about 
being 'successful awfully early'(IV, 128) Spooner 
launches tnhr an attack on his antagonist's past, 
just as Falstaff abuses Shallow's hospitality in his 
great soliloquy beginning 'Lord, lord,how subject we 
old men. are to his vice of lying!’(III,ii)[20]
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New in No Man* s Land is the frequent use of obscene

words and the insertLLon into the dialogue of jokes that are

not dramictaically relevant to the text. These new elements,

together with the comic aspects of the characters, suggest

an interest in the demands of Aunt Edna, The cnmllorciality

that has been the rubric attached to the works of Coward and

Rattigan also applies to Pinter here. Not that the term is

necessarily the degrading one it has been, as used of the

other two playwrights, but as a fact that should not be

ignored. Samuel Beckett himself has adim.tted that Waiting 

for , Godot , was conceived as a cmmimrcial play.[21] 

"Experimental or not" writes Robert Hunt, " Pinter can't be 

accused of bei ng unconmmrccaa."[22]

Pinter resorts to scatological terms in No ten's Land

in a manner unprecedented in his output. He has gone beyond

the literary limits that he himself has put. He once told a

critic:

I do object to one thing to do with sex; this 
scheme afoot on the part of many 'liberal minded' 
persons to open up obscene language to general 
comimrrce. It should be the dark secret language of 
the underworld. There are very few words — you 
shouldn't kill them by overuse. I have used such 
words once or twice in my plays, but I couldn't get 
them through the Lord Ch^lilOberain. They’re great, 
wonderful words, but must be used very sparingly. 
The pure publicity of freedom of language fatigues 
me, because it’s a demonnsr^e^ttion rather than
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somethi ng s aid.[23]

Tie words "cunt" and "fuck" are frequently used in tte play. 

According to Weightraan, Pinter ”intrrrupta the smooth flow

of literary Eli;liat with violent, unjustified

obscentties."[24] Simon, in his turn, finds the obscenity 

touching on "misogyny”. [25] He refers to the gratuitous

use of the word "cunt" and the use of such a srtSrnce as the

fol lotting, uttered by Hirst about Spoonte^s wife: "simply

that portion of herself all women keep in reserve, for a

rainy day". Moreover, both Weightman and Simon refer to the

strong homosexual impyicaSiona in No Man1 s Land, which have

never been so strong in any of Pinter’s previous works.

Likewise the jokes in the play have something of a 

vulgar tinge to them. For instance, the following joke

Spooner makes about the colour of the eyes of Hirst’s wife

is new type of language in Pinter’s output.

SPOONER: [... ] Her eyes, I take it, were tazel?
[...]
HIRST: Hazel shit.
SPOONER: Good lord, good lord, do I detect a

touch of the rnauddin?
Pause
Hazel shit. I ask myself: have I ever seen 

hazel shit? Or hazel eyes, for that matter? (IV, 
93-94)
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Sometimes the jokes become subtle, but still the motive is

to arouse cheap laughter. An example of this is Briggs'

long account of the difficulty of getting out of Bolsover 

Str^^ei((V, 120--1), which is a typical joke of city filers. 

Again in the following exchange about the places the

characters boast of having visited, the comic style is

traditional:

FOSTER; [ ... ] He; knows I'm not a Idar. Tell
him about thi■ Sirmesi girls.

BRIGGS; Thuy loved him at first sight.
FOSTER: ( To o.pnennr) uou' m not Siamese though,

are you?
BRIGGS: He'£5 a very jLnng wyy fim ti being

Siamese.
FOSTER; Ever bean out there?
SPOONER; I’ve bien to A!loSerdam.(lp. 100-101)

One recalls here the jokes about visiting places in Coward's 

Design for. Living where Leo, rs quoted before, boasts of 

visiting an unfai'milar place called rhuquicrmata, or when 

Leo and Otto begin to list the places they have visited.[26]

No Man's Land, therefore, appeals to the audience as

merely a play of instant intirtailOliot, but can hardly go

beyond that to create an effective image. Its problem lies

in its oni~diIoensioiad form of expression: the "idiom of

lies" is very persistent in the pLay. If Pinter frees 

himself from the for^mula of creating perverted characters
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whose only language is that of perversion and lies, he could

surely use his technical and linguistic ingenuity for

creating a more lasting and a moire comprehensive drama. It

is true that the world is full of perverts and crooks, but

it is also true that there are people who try to overcome

their weaknesses. Pinter’s examples do not encourage those

who are in search of a new image.
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CHAPTER

BETRAYAL AND MONOLOGUE

Playwrights often have good listening ears for the

advice they receive from critics, After the television

production of The Coil-ection, a critic in Hie Times Literary

Supplemerit directed Piiterta attention to some of the hidden

SaletS of which he had not at that time made good use.

"Perhaps Mr Pinter", this critic suggested, "should try his 

hand at marital comedy sometime — he clearly has a feeling

for such familiar dnmei^jLc states as armed neutrality,

peaceful cr~rxiatencr and the balance of power which should 

stand him in good stead should he ever be moved to give his 

own version of Private Lives and George and Margaret" .[13 

Indeed the playwright wrote a number of family-life plays 

after The collection: Th.e Lover, Tea Party, The Homecoming,

Landscape and Old Times, Yet nme of these plays could be

categorised as a comedy with the exception perhaps of The

Lover, which, however, because of its compact structure,

does not allow for the comic situations that are usually
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found in extended fr^'Llo~ldayo. The marital comedy this

critic had suggested did not rplirr until after the

difficult experience of No Han's Lo.ni. After this pLay

another critic gave him another piece of advice. Seeing the

impasse Pinter had put himself into, in No Ma n's ^0’',

Benedict Nightingale surveyed Pinter's output in order to

detect the playwright's point of dramatic strength. He

found out that there were two different Pinters before Bo.

Man's Land; "He met Pinter the zoologist in The. Caretaker 

and The Honm.iimong. plays of collision and conflict; we

endured Pinter the 10x10 poet in Landscape and Silenoe,

plays of uneventful reverie. Moosef," he added, "I greatly

pnfer the first of thioi two gentlemen, because he writes

drrma, while the second seems incapable of much more than

nostalgic recitative."[2] Pinter must surely hove read this 

evaluation and been amused, as he probably had been aousii

before When Irving Nardle first discovered the animal image 

in his ploys. [3] Be travel (1973), the pLay he wrote after No, 

Mon'8 Lond, is, iniiid, a return to the subject of the

animal in man, of the fall of man into the pit of Lust and

of the way in which he behoves because of this fall.

Mooeover, the playwright playfully responds to Nightingale’s

terminolog) and makes Jerry, the ottt-hiro in the 'world of

romanticism and passion, tell Emma, his unfaithful lover,
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that "his son wants to be a zoologist"(VI, 162). It seems 

that the playwright is telling Nightingale that this aspect

of human lif'e is everlasting, children carry on the same

practices as their parents. Even at a very early age the

question of sex arises, as the funny discussion in the

fourth scene suggests: boy babies cry more than girl babies

because they become anxious after leaving the womb! In 

addition to the centrality of the theme of the strength of

the sex motive in the behaviour of the characters, in this

particular play Pinter has changed his previous strategy,

and the result, as aa.ll be seen, is an advanced step in

Pinter's attempt at aiating a memooable version of marital

corned;/. Pinter has partially fulfilled the wish of The 

limes Literary Su.ppl ement critic and has written a

contemporary version, not of Noel Coward's Private Lives or

Gerald Savory's George and Hangaret (1937), but 

Terence Rattigan's The Broa.nl ng Version.

Unlike No Han's land. Betrayal conforms

closely to the rrlee ff literary reasism:

observation, some depiction of emotions and

reasonable exposition of cause and effect and a

of resemblance to life. Yet, by comparison

realists, Pinter termed to see romoe of the evil

rather of

reasonably

there is

character,

good degree

with other

in man than
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She good and human. This is not peculiar to Pinter. IS is

one of the trends of the age and anti-theatre has, a is has

bem sem, contributed So creating this pessimistic aspect

of life. .

'Tie theme of Betrayal relates it So one of Rattigan’s

most successful plays: The Browning Version. The

comparison and GontraaS of She two plays whtch follows is

aimed to show She new mood Pinter has contributed So British

realism, Shirty years after Rattigan’s play. pRobet in

Betraval and Andrew Crocker-Harris in The B-mnin.n Version 

are cuckolded by intimate friends. Both men betray thear

friends and hide She secret of She exposure of the affair

for a long time: six months in the case of Harris and four

years in She case of Robert — a clear development in She

ability of the man of the 1970s to prolong the secrecy. 

When oonfoonaatitn fnaally takss place re0wenn the cuckolded

husband and his rival, She latter discovers Shat he has rlso

been cheated by the woman. In The Version Frank’s

advice to his friend brings a shock So him and to the

audience.

FRANK: Leave your wife.

Pause. Andrew trkes a. MB of his. th.e;r>hy.
AJDR1E’: ( Alt lmth) . So that you mmy She more

easily carry on your intrigue with her?
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Frank stares at. .him, then comes back into .the 
room.

FRANK. How long have you known that?
ANDREW: Since it first began.
FRANK: How did you find out?
ANDREW By information.
FRANK: By whose information?
ANDREW: By someone's whose word I could hardly 

discredit.[4]

In Pinter's play the situation is similar but the betrayal

is revealed in two stages. First, in scene I, Jerry is told

by Emma that she confessed to her husband the night before, 

and then, the next day, when Jerry apologizes for what has 

happened the husband gives shocking details:

[...] She didn't tell me about you and her last 
night. She told me about you and her four years 
ago,

-Pause.

So she didn't have to tell me again last night. 
Because I knew. And she knew I knew because she 
told me herself four years ago.(IV, 181-182)

Both Harris and Robert disclose more about the betrayal of

their women right after their confrontation with their

unfaithful friends. The former tells Frank Hunter: "You

mustn't flatter yourself you are the first. My information

is a good deal better than yours, you understand. It's 

authentic"(p. 43). The latter tells Jerry: "I bumped into



Casey the oheir do). I believe he's having on affair- with

my wife. We haven't played squash for years, Casey and me. 

We toii to have r drot good game"(;cv, 187). (The subtext 

here is a Pintirlan particularity. Rattigan's ploy does 

hove some playful and rimsing ironical statements but not' of 

the some sophistication.) By contrast, the character of 

Harris is much morn effective than Robeet's. Pinter gives

more attention to the unfaithful friend than to the

cuckolded husband and leaves the Letter's behaviour

expressed in mem symbols. By giving a balanced attention

to both Hunter and Harris, Rattigon gives his pLay a iiipir

human depth. The cuckolded husband tells us that because he

and Miilie hove a different ahtitude towards Iovi, their

situation is inevitable:

The love we should have borne each other has turned 
to bitter hatred. That's oil the problem is. Hot a 
very unusual one, I venture to think — nor nearly 
as tragic os you seem to imagine. Merely the 
problem of on unsatisfied wife and a hinpiikid 
husband. You'll find it all over the world. It is 
usually, I believe, a subject for £010'.^. 45)

The trrgii and the cnic ore cleverly interwoven in

Rattigan's play w^h^le Pinter sm only iotcirtid about

light imiedy. He drio not want hhi audience to identify

with Robert; he wants instead to keep him a mem inii
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figure. This fact perhaps explains why he makes him almost

dry of a an eiaotiopn. When Jerry, the more human figure, is

anxious to knnw if RRbert ijs goon to reveal the secret to

Judith, Jerry’s wife, Robert resorts to preaching:

[...] You dtn'0 seem to understand. You don't seem 
to understand that I don’t give a shit about any of 
this. It's true I've hit Emma once or twice. But 
that wasn't oo dedend a principle. I wasn't 
inspired to do it from any kind of moral standpoint. 
I just felt like giving her a good bashing. The old 
itch ,,. you understand.(IV, 185)

Ao only one place On the play does Robert weaken. This is

when he asks his wife about the duration of the betrayal:

ROBERT: How long,?
EM-LA: Some time.
ROBERT: Yes, but how long exactly? 
EMMA: Five years.
R OB ER T: Fi.v.e years?
Pause
Ned is one year old.
Pause
Did you hear what I saOd?(IV, 223-4)

At the end of the same scene, however, Robert regains his

control over his emotions and tells his wife: "Tell me, are

you looking forward Oo our trip Oo Torcello?" (IV, 225) 

Robert is like many previous creations of Pinter, an

unfathomable character. Such meagre analysis of IRabert’s

character has probably made Irving Wardle notice that the
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cilalrrqtrra "s^e^em GurL.rraL.y rtaesfctrtLzed rgaiiaS creeot

human feelings".[5]It also has made Ronald Hayman feel that 

the play remains lacking in "psychological analysis and 

explanation”.^] The remarks of these two critics direct 

attention So She requirements of the realistic approach.

Pinter has here used She freedom of anti-theatre against a

realistic background So She disadvantage of Shat background.

If She theatre is only rntrrtaila^riS, RobeeS's behaviour is

very funny, but if She play is a literary mir-ror of life,

Shen there is something missing from She play. To give

a balanced picture, Pinter ought to have entered into She

mind of Robert as he hrs done in She case of Jerry and Emma.

T^^ne are also other problems about Robbet's character.

His relationship with Jerry is not very clear. There is a

hint at She possibility of a homosexual relationship between

She two men. When Robert knows that his wife has betrayed

him with Jerry for five years, he tells her at the end of

Sheir frank exchanges:

I’ve always li.ked Jerry, To be honest, Cve always 
liked hirm rather more than I’ve liked you, Maybe I 
should have had an affair with him mharf. (IV, 225)

There is another hint in She play Shat makes She animal

image of both Robert and Jerry more probable. At She end of
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the play, "Jerry moves to Robert ..and hrlio bit. elbow [.., 

and Robert] clasps Jerry's shoulder”. This is interpreted 

by Hayman as a "kind of rivalry to betray each other in

making love to Emma”. [?'] These hints contribute well to the

ambbence of betrayal in the play: in the world of intrigue

everything is possible.

Emma and Jerry ore less sophisticated than Robert,

Emma is stronger than Jerry and in fact is ore of the few

women in Pinter's ploys who has a strong character. She

resembles Ruth of The Homecoming., who knows that men think 

of their physical pleasure and thus reacts by seeking her

own. At the end of her adventure with Jerry she tells him 

her real feelings about the flat that was their meeting

pi rce:

EMMA: It was never intended to be the same kiwi 
of home. Has it?

Pause

You diit't ever see it as o hrme, in any case, did 
you?

JERRY: No, I saw it as a flat ... you know. 
EMMA: For fucking.
JERRY: No, for loving. (IV, 197)

Ena's behaviour con be seen as a reaction to the

indifference of her husband, as suggested in the last. scem

ooi by the fact that she betrayed him for five years without
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him being able to know about Ot. Wien Emma finds Jerry less

enthusiastic about continuing their affair, or woen she

feels that he has bec^we older, she shifts to Casey. 

Considering these elements the audience can identify with

her more than the flat character of MiOlie in .The Brown!ng

Version.

Speaking of Emma, the last major figure in

Pinter's output, it is worth lptnng here that there Os

something peculiar about Pinter's image of women. His world

is, generally speaking, ddmnated by men. Wien he wants to

tackle very serious matters, he either gives women secondary

roles, as Meg’s role in The Birthday , or creates an

all-male play. Only in very few plays do women have equal

footing with men: The Loyer, Old Times , and Betrayal.

Gemeally speaking, when women appear in his plays they take 

tne of Owo rooes: hie ood oiios are nagging wivos(Rtse in 

The Room) , or maging mothcos or motheorlike figures (Meg in 

The Birthday Party ? the tow aunts in Night School, and the 

mo Weirs in Might Out and Family Voices); and the young fnes 

are either whores, seekers of passnng pleasure or obsessed 

with sex (Lulu in The Birthday Party, Flora in A Slight 

Ache, Sally in Night School. Stella in .The Coo,lection;, Sarah

in Tie Lover, Ruth in The HomiQoroing, Jane in The Basement
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and Wendy in .Tea Party). Women of complicated situations 

like Hester of The Deep Blue Sea and Winnie in Hapmr Days

are missing from his drama. He surely terda to go beyond

the zoo image in order to create tragic female figures as he

has created Stanley and Davies.

The irony of Jerry's situation is more revealing Shan

Shat of Frank Hunter: Jerry is a romantic lover in a world

of complicated betrayals and intrigues. He is a simpleton

in sophisticated surroundings. The play implies that this

type of romantic love is outdated when betrayal becomes

common and shared by everybody, as the play shows. Even She

off-stage character Casey is included in the betrayal.

Jerry's situation is funny because he thinks he is

"brilliant"(IV, 169), while, in fact, he is still 

uninitiated into She depth of She game. Untikr Hunter who

shows film personality when he Sells Miilie Shat te only

betrayed Harris "twice in six months — at [her] urgent 

invitation"(F.40), Jerry still speaks of love even after tte 

relationship has endedCI^V, 174) . Bower, there Is only one 

episode which Is repeated by Emma and Jerry: the latter’s

lifting and throwing in tte air of Robee*t*s thirteen year

old daughter, Chtrlotte, This strange episode and its

repetition several Siraes in She piny suggest that Charlotte
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is Jerry’s daughter, and io hhis iosi the whole play is a

type of game played by the author against the audience,

since from the play we urderohand that the liaison started

after Jerry made a pass at Emma in o party in Robbrt’s Iousi

only nine years before. It is o trace of the obfuscation of

arti-theatre that has bictmi a convention in Pinter's

thaatra.

The freedom Pinter bestowed or the characters of

Petrovol has not given them r better chance of becom^.ng

hirois in the traditional sinsi. The trio in Betrayal ore

anti-heroes because the) are shown to be the slaves of their

lust and passion. With the absence of the hero in most

iOitimporaro drama, ooi wonders what examples the iotOLtg

generations will find in crrtioporo^ry art,

Pinter’s understatements are very impressive to

Betraval because of the clarity of the exposition. These

understatements are interwoven with the plot of the play ooi

ore not like those in No. -Mani s Land. mem language games.

For instance, in siere XV, Robert, whom we know to have been

aware of the betrayal of his wife and his friend, mentions

to front of the ignorant friend and the unfaithful wife

that: "Once when we were oil having dinner, I remember,

you, me, Emma rod Judith, where was it, Emma gave a
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dissertation over the pudding about dishonesty in Casey with 

oef^eo^enoe to his last novel, 'Drying Out'"(IV, 207). Tie 

word dishonesty is revealing. Casoy, wtpi we know to be

involved in a love affair with Emma, is considered by Robert 

to bo "a brutally honest squash player"(.XV, 208). The

undersOateMoio in this scene reaches a climax. when the

challenge between Robert and Jerry to a game of squash is

introduced, Emma wants Oo watch the game but Robert tells

her:

Weil, Oo be brutally honest, we would^nO actually 
want a woman around, would we, Joory?> I mean a game 
of squash is not simply a game of squash, it’s 
oathoo more than that. You see, first there's Oho 
gamo. And Ohei’e’s the shower. Aid there's the 
pint. And there Os lunct. After all, you^o bool 
at it. You^e had your battle. What you wait is 
your piit and your lunch. You roallLy don’t want a 
woman buying you lunch. You don't actually want a 
woman within a mile of Oho place, any of the places, 
really. You don't want her in Oho squash court, you 
doil t want ter in Oho shower, or tho pub, or the 
restaurant. You see, at lunch you want Oo talk ‘bout 
squash, or oricket, or books, or even women, with 
youo fr’iend, and be able to warm to your themo 
without fear of Oiprppeo interruption. That's what 
it's all about,(rv, 209-210)

Tie audience understands well Oho tiddon meanings in

Robert's assault on women. At the old of the scene Robert

kisses Emma and she cries. Does she know more than we do

about Ohe relationship between the two men, or is squash, as
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ALlmwt3^ and Hrnd^i-art have suggested, more iwportanS Stan

love?[8]

Likewise She tumour in She play fits in with She action

more Shan in the episodic sSrukSrrr of No Man* s Land. Tie

return So realimi gives a better chance foi She jokes to be

part of She situation. In scene V, for example, the

situation is very comic . Robert discovers Shat tis wife

has betrayed him and is shocked So know tint she has

betrayed him for five years:

ROBERT: [...] Med is one year old,
BclUSe
Did You hear what I said?
EMMA: He is ym son. Jerry was in Aieprca. 

For two months.
Silence
ROBERT: Did te write So you from Amerika?
EMMA: Of course. And I wrote So him.
ROBERT: Did you Sell him that Mid had been

conceived?
EiM-iA: Not by the letter.IV, 224)

Of kru^ar the baby was not conceived through correspondrnqe! 

There is another joke about this baby later in the play. 

"I’m pregnant", Emma trlla her lover, "It was when you were 

in Ameioa. Paus.e. It wasin S anyone rlae. It was ray

hrsband"((V, 262). Again She jokes about the game of squash 

when Jerry blnmea Robert for hiding the arcrrt are more

dramatic Shan using She woman as a cricket ball in Ho Mains
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Long :

JERRY; But we have oiin each other ... a great 
deal ... over tlie last four years ... We've had
lurch,

ROBERT: Never played squash though. ( IV, 183)

The reversi-ir>-t.m>e structure of the play is not a new

teihrrique. Beckett has used it in Kron and Stoppard hrs

usei it it Ar tist De.oiendi.ng & Staircase, Pinter has

written two oireeipdaos for novels iticeried with the

influence of the past in the present-: The Ga-Between and

The Proust S.oriiimlay. Bernard Dukore has rightly observed

the influence of cinema and The Prrust Screenplay, in 

particular, in making him chttoe the reversed order,[9] What

is relevant to us here is that time is used as on element it

the drama in a traditional way. Ttmi to this play charges

the characters and reveals their unsettled relationships.

Thi change in place olst is another traditional element that

eedpo in creating the atmosphere tf the narrative. Time aid

plari hove not been, together, such effective' elements in

any of his lreylouo works. Tradition has finally found firms

grtuna in Pinter’s drama.
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With all Oheso traditional elements of drti^a the play

can be seer as a wel^l-mado play. In fact most of Pinter’s

plays are well structured, but Otis piny Os particularly

well developed. Every soone has a specific purposo and Os

linked with the others: soone I reveals Emma's betrayal; 

soone II reveals Robbrt's and Emma's double be OrayaO to

Jerry; scene III shows the end of Oto love affair between

Earna aid Jeory; scone IV depicts the sophisticated

personality of Robert; soone V shows Ohe confrontation

between husband and wife; scene V! shows how Emma faced her

lover with lies after* their exposure; scone VII exposes

those lies; scene VIII exposes the mood of infidelity 

between Ohe lovers even at an early stage of their affair; 

and, finally, scone IX reopllocts the initial signs of tho

affair.

BetoaLal differs from Tie Browning . Version since

RattOgan's play Os about peop.le Ohe author knew during his

life and can also bo soon as an expioession of his own state 

of despaaro[10] while Pinter's play is not ruttbipgradhical, 

although Ot has a biographical structure. Tie situations in

the play aro ctlceOved foo theatrical aim, Pinter, it

soe'ms, has become Oired of Ohe auttbitgraphical writing

which iad stie influence on his early plays. In this play
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P.’Sei makes k^prrsa a dissatisfaction with such type

of writing: Casey lives round She corner

Writing a novel about a man who leaves his wife and 
three children and goes So live alone on tte other 
side of London So write a novel about a man who 
leaves his wife and three children^IV, 206)

Tie theatricality of Betrayal is easier to digest than the

rich food of The Brown!’n: Version: simple forms of art wi.th

a light enteifcairattrtS crntenS have become more popular in

the age of krlnelioatlrns and technology. Is Shis She reason

why Pinter after Betiavnl has not written any really long

plays? Or does he shaie with Robert a hatred of

conSemporalh literature, "books, So be more precise prose.

Or So be even more precise, modern prose, I mean modern 

novels,’(]V, 249). Pinter's latest short plays aie more 

poetic Stan narrative. They could be preludes to another

major work, as has happened before in his career. But one

wonders what type of work it ill be.
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Like Landscape and Silence. Monologue is Beckettian in

form, yet in content it evokes Rattigan. New in this play

is Pinter’s use of the one-actor foim Which Beckett has used

in plays like Not 1. and Ell Joe, but the mood Pinter’s play

comrimnni£^'’ces is different from those of Beckktt’s plays. It

is a play of character but thinned out so as to fulfil

Mallarrae’s dream of the one-actor performance and

Maeteelinck's and Beckket’s static drama.[11] It is a new

successful experiment with which Pinter has added a new

formal dimension to the British tradition. Borm and content

are in harmony in this short play: the one-actor structure

reveals the loneliness of the character, the content

supports it.

The Speaker in Monnlogue is not like the speakers in

Beckeet’s plays who fight against the intruders in their

minds. He is a man who knows himself and who addresses a

friend whose memory is evoked by an empty chair. A^^i.o, the

emptiness of the chair is not existential or philosophical,

as one might expect with Ionesco’s chairs in mind but rather

a psychological one.
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Tie play is a selfr defining one, although it very

compact. Two white men, one of whom is She speaker, fail in

love with a blnck girl, who falls for tte second There

is aomr kind, of betrayal as in Betrayal, but Ste rmofcirna 

displayed in the play aie much deeper. As She speaker 

rekollekSa his loss of his "ebony"(IV, 272) lover and his 

friend, we identify with himi, a 111’ feeling towards a

Pj-nterian character. He blaera his luck foi She loss. "I

know you were much more beautif'ul than me"(IV, 273). At

first She gill was his date, for she was with him when ste

was in her wooden dress and She weather changed. Like the

change in She weather, the change in love krmea suddenly and

is nnprediGtablr.",Shr cried. You jumped up like a ... 

those things, foiget the name, monkey on a box, jack i_n a 

box, held her hand, made hei Sea, a rare burst. Perhaps Ste 

change in the weather had gone to ym head"(IV, 273). Tie 

type of love also does not explain this change: whether he

loved her body or whether he loved her soul as his friend

has done is not of importance. "My spasms could be your

spasms. Who is to tell or cnre? Pnrsr Wed . . . ste did

... cnn ... could ..."(IV, 274. Tie mommat She "ebony"

girl chose his friend still has a deep impact on She

speaker:
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Touch my body, sir said to you. You did. Of course 
you did. You’d be a bloody fool Of you didn’t. 
You’d have boon a bloody fool Of you hadn’t. It was 
perfectly normal. (IV, 274)

After this the speaker admits his defeat; "I brought her to 

you, after you'd pissed off Oo live in Hotting I-Iill Gate" 

(IV5 274). Being defeated he can do nothing but justify 

things to himself; "The ones that keep silent are the best 

off"(V, 275). Now that ho is alone, the speaker rr^mem^^rs 

iis beautiful icp^ints of he past with a mixture of feelings;

on the ore hand io envies his friend for his chance, and on

the other he yearns for a reunion with him. "I feel for

you. Evil if you feel nothing ... for m2. I feel for you,

old ohrd"(IV, 275). After a pause, he reconsiders Oils

exposure and toi.es to koep some dignity. He describes

himself as a vigilant man who does not fall easily: "I am

way past mythologies, left them all behind, ctcoa, sleep,

Beethoven, cats, rain, black girls, btsci pals, literature-), 

oustard"(V, 276). Tie passages of Ohe play are separated 

by pauses to reveal ciaiges in emotions and ciaigos On tie

ideas that coco to Ohe mind of Oto speaker. As an

indication that Ohe speaker has co-me Oo a critical point, a

climax in his oeieiieancQS, Ohe following passage is

followed by a silence.
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What you are in fact witnessing is freedom. I no
longer participate in holy ceremony. The dap .is
out.

.Sllen._ (IV, 276)

This is perhaps the furthest reach of justification that he

can concoct, and the long silence is needed by him to

consider the situation further. After the silence we

discover that the excuses have not worked, for he returns to

his confusion. First he wishes that his rival has a black

colour in a way that recalls the envy of Genet’s characters

in The Blacks, Tie speaker probably wishes his rival was 

black in order to make himself accepted as a change of face

for his ebony lady.

You should have had a black face, that was your 
mistake. You. could, have made a going concern out of 
it, you could have chalked it up in the book, you 
could have had two black kids.

pau!3e( IV? 276)

Because that is impossible, all he can wish for now is a 

reunion with the potential children of the mssing couple:

I’d have died for them.
Pause

I’d have been their uncle.
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I'm theii uncle. 
Pause

I'm youi children’s uncle.
-P luse

I’ll take them nut, tell them jokes. 
Pause

I love your children. (IV, 276-7)

Tie theme of rr1lotioial lrnrllnras in She piny recalls

St at of Rattigan’s Tabl e by t he Window. Tie speaker's

situation can be compared So that of Miss Coopse-s with only

’’’ difference: the laSter speaks about ’ir a,dolrnss So

real people and not So a chair. Miss Cooopr has foundi in

John Malcolm tte person who can, foi Ste time being, fill, 

her loneliness. But she is the type of person who Linrwa how

So live "alon’", as Hiss He oh am tells her. When John’s

ex-wife appears from nowhere, Miss Ooopei at first puts

obstacles Oetw’rn John and Arne. Later, she r’con^^d’is her

position, admits her defeat, ana’ dooe ter b’st to reconcil’

She tusband and his wife. In booh plays friendship comes

before She mere physical needs. For the first imree in

Pinter's plays love and friendship are allowed to speak mt

without She impediments of mask’d personalities.
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This Os an OitorosOO^ig development On Pinter’s dotia.

"Such open display of eiotitns", writes Bernard Dukore, "is

uncomiioi in Oho Piiteo canon. But the speaker Os safe in

dropping iis mask and revealing iis solitude, emptiness and

vulnerability. He oonfrpyts oily an empty chair. He is 

utterly alone”. [12] Dukore's argument is true, yet at the

same time one can use it to show OhaO tho author can find

ways of displaying e'io'cions. In Betrayal, as wo have seen,

Jerry and Emma display thoir feelings. There is also an

omoOitnal situation in A KOid of Alaska, especially in tho 

televised version[13] of Ohe play, where Pauline's tears

como down for Oho fio’st time in a Pintor play.

Rattigan On 1948 forecast tie deLelop^ieit of short 

plays[l4] and introduced short plays for tie first time in 

iis playbill, The Browning Version aid Harlequinade, and in

otter €101/1^0-1^113. Rartiganl s poopiecy was fulfilled when 

Beckett began to introduce iis sift aitO-plays. Taking 

from these two different piay i^^os, Pinter has stowi great

ability to compress the emotions of Rattigan’s meltdrtia Oo 

a minimum. Tie quick snack of Rattigan’s Table by tio

HOndow has eeol. reduced to a quick sandwich in Filter’s

^^onlltglo.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

FIVE' RECENT WORK

Although Pinter has written only five shout works since 

1978; these short works have added new dimensions to his 

output. In the ' triple-bill? .Other Places, he has written 

his first comppetely realistic play, A Kind. of A1 aska; and

in the remaining two works, the sketch Precisely and the 

short play _One for the Road. the playwright, for the first

time, has directly shared in contefiiparary political issues,

The common theme of the triple-bill., Other Places, is 

the inability of the m.nd to adjust to the world. In A Knd

of Alaska Deborah wakes up from twenty nine years of

sleeping sickness, at the age of forty-five, with the mind

and emotions of a girl of sixteen; in Victoria Station the

taxi-driver has lost his memory in the streets of Landon;

and in Feally Voices the young man has lost contact with his
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family as hr has fallen, helplessly, On ohe hands of a group

of queer strangers. Tie first of ioirsr tirre short plays is

a novelty On every aspect, rot oily On Otis triple-bill, buO

On Pinter's output as a whole. .

» I

A KO. nd of Alaska is not only oealistio in the sense

that every character1 impersonates an experience from life,

it is also based on a clinical reality. As an introduction 

to the play, Ohe author acknta3.edges tiat it is "inspired by 

Olivoo Sacks' Awrkk ni.igs.H aid gives some olforiatOol about

ence ph intis lotharaioa. tho epidemic OhaO put millions of

people Oito states of h^tlonge.d sleep On tio second ' decade

of this century. This source of iispio'ation dors not

belittle Ohe artistic value of the play; on tio contrary, 

it gives it a deeper value. The OiOooostirg thing about 

this yew aphoorch is that OO. has finally g^voi tho

playwright a means of capturing with success Oho Ohemo that

ho has tried to convey in Ho Man's Land: the stasis of tho
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human situation. Without resorting to Beckett's symbolism

and to his philosophical reductionist! of human existence to 

its elements, Pinter has conveyed a similar message from 

life itself, The reality of the situation in Pinter's play

gives it different shades of meaning from the situations in

Beckkit’s plays. Deborahs experience evokes in the mind a

comppaison between the reality of our life and the

dream-like world of sleep and death. At the same time the

care of Dr. Hornby and of Pauline, Debooah's sister, are

clear signs of human compassion that are stronger than those

found in Beekett's plays,

Pinter makes a comppehensive study of sleep as a kind

of death. He depicts an imaginary and impressive picture of

the other places that the mind visits in sleep and shows

that the idea of death, as represented by the long sleep of

Deborah, is a torment to those who are aware of it: "You

see", Dr. Hornby tells Deborah, "you have been nowhere, 

absent, indifferent. It is we who have suffered.’^ 1] At the 

end of the play Deborah shows some understanding of this

reality. She realises that her family and friends have

suffered more than she has suffered and so the play ends on

her two words of gratitude:" thank you".
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The play beautifully depicts the human situation

through exposing the mysseries in life and death. Why do we

have to face the endless sleep and consequently the endless 

waiting? There is no answer to this question, as the play

suggests; •

DEBORAH; [...] I’ve obviously committed ,a 
criminal off'ence and am now in prison. I’m quite 
prepared to face up to the facts. But what offence? 
I can’t imagine what offence it could be. I mean 
one that would bring ... such a terrible sentence,

HORNBY; This is not a prison. You have
c omitt ed no offence.

DEBORAH; But what have I done? What have I
been doing? Where have I been?

HORNBY; Do you remember nothing of where you 
have been? Do you remember nothing ... of all that 
has happened to you?

DEBORAH; Nothing has happened to me. I have
been nowhhre.(17)

Before the end of the play Pinter describes with impressive 

images the prison of sleep or death that is .inevitable;

Do you hear a drip?
Pause

I hear a drip. Someone's left the tap on. 
Pause

I’ll tell you what it is. It is a vast series of . s
halls. With enormous windows masquerading as walls.
The windows are Mirrors, you see. And so glass 
reflects glass. For ever and ever.

Pause
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You can't imagine how still it is. So silent 1 hear 
my eyes more,

Si.lg.nce

I'm lying in bed. People bend over me, speak to me. 
1 want to say hello, to have a chat, to Brake some 
inquiries. But you can't do that if you're in a 
vast hall of glass with a tap dripping. (38-39)

The idea of communication between conscious and unconscious

people, the dead and the living, is haunting Pinter in this

play and in Family Voices. 1n the latter Pinter makes the

dead father speak and tell us that he hears the prayers of

his son. As a technique, however, the speaking of the dead

was used by Beckett in PLav, where the three dead characters

continue the search for the self in their tombs.

In A Kind of Alaska life is depicted as a mixture of

dream. and reality, "lies and truths" as Hornby puts it, when

Pauline asks him what to tell her sister. The difference

between dre<ma and reality is proportional to the differ-ewec

between Deborah’s sleep and the journ.ey of the rest of the

family. At the end of the play Deborah sums up the

proportional difference by making a contrast;

You say 1 have been asleep. You say 1 am now awake. 
You say 1 have not awoken from the dead. You say 1 
was no 1b dreaming then and am not dreaming now. You 
say 1 have always been alive, and am alive now. You 
say 1 am a woman.
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■Shu looks at. Pauline, then back to Hornby.

She is a widow. She doesn't go to her ballet 
classes any more. Mummy and daddy and Estelle are 
on a woi”ld cruise. They’ve stopped off in Bangkok. 
It'll be my birthday soon. I think I have the 
matter in propootion.(40)

When the general belief is that life has no purpose and

meaning, the difference between being in a state of

encephhllfi.s letharnica and being in the outside world is

not significant. In either case man is caught between life

and death.

The language of the play is rich in imagery. Without 

any obliquity, the picture of static life is conveyed. 

■Stasis is expressed through its opposite. For instance,

Deborah tells us that she dances in her sleep

in very narrow spacesC...] The most crushing spaces. 
The most punishing spaces. That was tough going. 
Very difficult, Like dancing with someone on your 
foot all the time, I mean all the time, on the same 
spot, just sl«m, slemi, a big boot on your 
foot;. (24-5)

Again the description of the suffocating silence behind "the

vast series of windows masquerading as waHs", where one can

hear the movement of one's eyes, is also very impressive.
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As with Beckett, Pinter-s beautiful language helps him in

conveying dramatic situations without using much action.

But Pinter’s language, as said before, takes a dramatic

direction that is different from Beckett’s,, In A Kind of

Alaska the beautiful exprrtsttns also reveal character,

Deborah speaks in the language of an adolescent girl: she

thinks that there is a long life ahead of her ; she is still

anxious to quauaer with her sis'eerso she speaks of a 

boyfriend, Jack, whom she once saw crying "for love^lS), 

and of another boy, Peter, with w’hom she plays "cowboys and 

Indianf^O). Her reaction to her prseecee wihh a stranger 

displays a mimiure of life-like language and artistic

euprettions.

You've had your way with me. You made me touch 
you. You stripped me, I cried ... but ... but it 
was my lust made me cry. You are a devil. My lust 
was my own. I kept it by me. You took it from me. 
Once open never closed. Never closed again. [...] 
Terrible. You have ruined me.(12)

When the idea of the injection is introduced, Pinter makes

full use of it to create a comic relief:

HORNBY: I woke you with an injection.
DEBORAH: Lovely injection. Oh how I love it.

And am I beautiful?
HORNBY: Certainly.
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DEBORAH; Ana You are ray Prince Charming.
Aren’t you?

Pause

Oh speak up. 
Pause

Silly shit. All men are alike. 
Pause

1 think 1 love you.(19-20)

Hornby's language also suits his position. He is a doctor

who wants to know everything about the mysterious case he is

treating. Wien Deborah asks him: "Was 1 dreaming?", he 

answers her with a question: "Were you?"(22) Similarly 

Pauline's sentences convey her perplexity at speaking to her

sister after such a long time. Her story of the family’s

world cruise is realistic and dramatic at the same time:

she hides some of the facts about the changes to the family

during Deborah’s sleep and at the same time she shows that

life is nothing but an illusory journey like that of

Pauline's family,

Thenmtioally and artistically A Kind of Alaska has the

required elements for a lasting piece of art. It reflects

with depth the contemporary pessimistic view of life. Tie

play suggests that it is better for a realist like Pinter to
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search for images from life and its rich experiences.

Syiabooic wri ting — as in the ease of JBeckett, for example

— demands philosophical arguments and abstractions that

lead most of the time away from the real experiences of life

which Pinter is fond of creating.

Victoria Station is raore of a sketch than a play

because of the lightness of its content. It is a comic

short piece about a driver wio seems either drunk or in a

temporary state of amnesia. The choice of London as a place

for comiiuuiiating this state of mind is very successful.

The stress on the psople of a big city is enormous and the

mental states of both the driver and the controller aptly

reflect a picture of the crowded life of London, .

The piece makes good comic use of the driver's

forgetfulness — an old theme for comedy. "Victoria

what?"(47) he asks when the controller enquires from him

whether he is near that station. The driver only knows that
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He remembers that it is calledhe is beside a dark park.

Crystal Palace only when the controller mentions the name.

The climax of' this funny situation comes when the driver

suddenly remembers that he has got a passenger in the car:

DRIVER: Oh by the wav, there is something I 
forgot to tell you,

CONTROLLER: What is it?
DRIVER: I’ve got a P.O.B.
CONTROLLER: You’ve got a P.O.B.?
DRIVER: Yes, That means passenger on

board. (56)

This passenger, the driver later confesses, is a girl. It

seems that she has made him forget himself. He forgets that

hr has a.. wife and a daughter and decides to dir with th e

girl in the car. Tie reactions of the controller to the

driver"s loss of memory are also comic. At the end of th r

play hr decides to cLose the oafice to congratulate th r

driver on his new Love. Ironically, at this moment, the

driver regains some of his sobriety and tells him:

Fine. But wiat about this man coming off the train 
at Victoria station —• the 10.22 from Boulogne?

CONTROLLER: Hr can go and fuck himself.(61)
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1n addition to its comic mood, the play touches upon

the theme of the alienated and confused man. The driver is

not called by his name but by a number. The controller who

directs him from behind the electric machine assumes a

divi ne assig liment:

[...] 1'm just talking into this machine, ’rynng to 
make some sense out of our livss, That ss my 
function. God gave me this job. He asked me to do 
this job, personally. I'm your local monk, 274. 
1’m a monk. You follow? 1 lead a rtsstiiGted 
life.(50)

Wien the controller decides to look for another driver, the

driver responds in a way similar to the clowns in Godot: 

"Don’t leave me [...] please. Don’t leave mei?(53--54) , 

Again when the controller tries to leave him for the second

time, the driver keeps his walkie-talkie on the air:

CONTROLLER: [...] Where the fuck is 135? 2A6? 
178? 101? Will somebody help we? Whene's everyone 
gone? I've got a good job going down to to 
Cuckfield. Can anyone hear me?

DR1YER: 1 can hear you.
CONTROLLER: Wio's that?
Driver: 274. Here. Waltiig'. What do you want 

me to do?(55)

The driver is like Beckelt’s characters in Godot waiting for

orders from outside.
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This comedy of a realistic situation is, therefore,

written in the spirit of the age. When there is mental

Olifusili each individual lives or tries to live on a plane

of reality of his own. The unity between the individual and

his surroundings has been shattered and the mind lives in

places which the individual does not know.

- Ill -

Family V^iftes brings us back to Pinien,s familiar

territory: the creatioo of a bb&arre aubienne against a

realistic background. The seriousness of A Kind qZ Alaska

and the light comedy of Vic, tor la Station are fused together

in this play in such a way that it is ddfficult to know

whether it is a colllebn or a tragedy. Hw pl ay ia also

distinguished for its beautiful language that sometimes

becomes poetic, especially in depicting ebolional feelings.

Yet in its imagery the hLay has some weaknesses.
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Like Landscape and Silence, F.awALLy V_oJLQ.e.s is Beckettian

in its form. Tie play also evokes B^c^lkeiit in its suggestion

that the three voices of thr young man, his mother, and his

father are only voices in the mind of one character. Tie

idea of speaking from thr dead, as mentioned beftrr, is

reminiscent of Beckelfc’s Play. Moreover, thr overall

impression onr gets from Family Voices resembles the filling

of loneliness and fear of thr world that one gets from

Beckelt’s or Ionesco’s drama.

Tie emotitnal situation Pinter creates from the image 

of the separated and disintegrated family is perhaps more

iiapressivi than the symbolic filling’ of Oonrlinlts in

Beckelt’s play. It is stirring to hear the 111011101^ calls

for her son to go back to her and to hear of the bitterness

of the father who has died without siring his son. It is

also thrillirg to share with Voice One his fiars of the

mysterious people of ■ thi house and of their visitors at

night. Yet the weakness of the play li.es in thr mootier* s

announcement that her son has "never possessed any strength 

of character whatsoever and that [he is] palpably 

susceptible to rvrn the most blatant form of flattery and 

blandishment'^iv, 295). This hint at thr young man’s mental 

disability distorts the serious presentation of the themes
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of loneliness and the disintegration of family life. 1t

makes the- imagery of the play fall beneath the Beckettian

level of the intellectual anti-hero and comes closer to the

level of 1rnesoo’t dupes of The Bald , .Prima Donna. Without

the mooher's affidavit we would have an image of man who has

only the ability to see surface reality, but her

annruniemtit tends to make the play no more than the comic

exposition of a mental case.

This weakness of the play becomes clear when we study 

the two types of iha^rlGtet Voice One displays. On one side

his iharlctlt supports what the mother claims. His mental

abilities are limited to description and he cannot analyze

his situation in abstract terms. He has no initiative and

is not ready to react against any external intervention in

his life. He tells us, for example, that his mother and

sister came to search for him in the house where he lives,

but he did not do anything to see them, although, as we 

understand from him at the end of the play, he badly needs 

their help. He narrates the following strange story in the

language of a child:

1 was lying in my bath when the door opened. 1 
thought 1 had lnikld it. My nam's Riley, he said, 
how's the bath? Very nice, 1 said. You've got a 
wellknit yet slender frame, he said, 1 thought you 
only a snip, 1 thought you only a snip, 1 never
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imagined you would be as wellknit and slender as I 
now see you are. Oh thank you, I said. Don’t thank 
me, he. said. It's God you have to thank. Or your 
mother. I’ve just dismissed a couple of ... imposters 
at the front door. We’ll get no more shit fr^om that 
quarter. He then sat on the edge of the bath and 
recounted to me what I've just recounted to you.

It interests me that ray father wasn’t bothered to 
make the trip. (IV, 289)

This last sentence reveals another aspect of this character.

Even with his limited abilities, Voice One still wears the

mask of the Piiteriai character, and so he is not only a 

simpleton. "Even from the lpeieig words, 'I am having a

very nice time'", the critic David Wade has noticed, "it is

impossible not to register a faint sense of disquiet, to

entertain the suspicion that this banal utterance would turn 

out to mean something other than what it said."[2] Indeed, 

there is a hidden feeling that Voice One discloses morn than 

the surface description of his situation. "Mooher, Mother",

Voice. One recites in one of the passages:

I've had the most unpleasant, the most mystifying 
encounterwith the man who calls , himself Mr 
Withers. Will you give me your advice?

Come in here, soo, he callee. Look sharp. Don't 
mess abbut.[...] You know where you are? he said. 
You’re in ray room. It’£3 not Euston station. Get 
me? It’s a true oasss, [...] This, is a place for
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creatures, up and down stairs. Creatures of thr 
rhythmic .splits, thi rhythmic sideswipes, the mm 
and th e mulettis. [...](.¥, 2 9^—1)

Before thr end of the play he reveals mon of his hidden

troubles: "But if you find me bewildered, anxious,

confused, uncertain and afraid, you also find me 

continf’CV, 293). At thr end hi finally confrsset that hr 

wants to go back home. This scheming to hide his real

fillings creates a picture of a man lost between his family

and society, but the other aspect of his personality

belittles this image. Hr does not represent such a

complicated case as that of Deborah, wro is described as "an 

extremely intelligent young girL."(p. 34), but shows a minor

comic case of a mentally retarded person.

Onr of thr merits of Family Voices lies in its 

reflecting on a number of problems that are worthy of 

attention: the disintegration of the family, the difficulty 

of compuication between different generations, thi prismcr 

of underground groups which criminally exploit young men,

and corruption in authority. Tie play displays these 

problems without thr traditional argumentativl method. Tri

situation itself spraks of these problems. Yet there is

something dangerous in what thi play suggests. This is
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because Pinter mentions the police and the church by name

when he is suggesting that there is corruption in society

and he sums biased against these authorities. He makes 

Riley, who is a homosexual, as his intrusion on the young

man suggests, a representative of both the police and the

church. Riley tells Voice One;

My lust is unimaginably violent but it goes against 
my best ^itlrettt? which are to knp on the right 
side of God, I’m a bbg man as you see, X could
crush a slip of a lad such as you to death, 1 mean,
the death that is love, the death I understand love
to be. But meet it is that 1 keep those desires
shackled in handcuffs and leg-irons. I’m good at 
that sort of thing because 1'm a policeman by trade. 
And I Am highly rlsplctld in the force and in church. 
(XV, 292) •

The weak aspect of the young man8s character provides

the play with suitable material for comedy. Voice One's

description of the bath, for example, is very funny. Again

his liiount of Withers and Jane is very humorous.

When he sits on a sofa and Jane stretches herself on it, he 

tells us that "her stockinged toes came to rest on [his] 

thigh. 1t wasn’t the biggest sofa in the world," He is

amazed at the way lietybrdy eats buns. Jane, for instance,

chewed almost dreamily at her bun and when a c-urrent 
was left stranded on her upper Up she licked it 
off, without haste, 1 could not tliolcill this with
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the fact that her toes were quite restless, even 
agitated. Her mouth, eating, was measured, serene; 
her toes, not eating, were agitated, highly strung, 
some would say hysterical, tly bun turned out to be 
rock solid. I bit ' into it, it jumped out of ray 
mouth and bounced into my lap. Jane’s feet caught 
it. It calmed her toes down. She juggled the bun, 
with some expertise, along them. I recalled that, 
in an early exchange between us, she had told.me she 
wanted to be an acrobat. (IV, 287)

The play contains a number of such absurd episodes which are

funny. Sometimes the language used by Voice One is comic.

Enumerating the inhabitants of the house, he tells his

mother:

One man is an old man.

The one who is an old rnan retires early. He is
bald.

The other is a woman who wears red dresses.

The other one is another man.

He is big. He is much bigger than the other man. 
His hair is black. He has black eyebrows and black 
hair on the back of his hands, (IV, 284-5)
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Tri language of the play displays other merits as well.

When rmotiont are involved thi Language becomes poetic. Tie

Oast three passages of the play are good examples of this

type of Language. Tri mother and the son end their messages

by asking rhetoric questions and the father sums up thi mood

of the pLay with rhymed sentincis.

VOICE TWO: I'll till you what, my darling. 
I've given you up a very bad job. Tell me one Oast 
thing. Do you think the word Lovr means anything?

VOICE ONE: I am on my way back to you. I am 
about to make the journey back to you. What will 
you say to me?

VOICE THREE: I have so much to say to you. But 
I am quit dead. What I have to say to you will 
never br said.dV, 296)

IV -

Pinter's Last two works go beyond thr formula that has

been the subject of discussion in this thesis and rlprltlnt

a nrw dlvllopmett in Pinter's career. Tri first of thrsi.

Precisely,, is a sketch that was staged at the Apono 

Victoria in London on 18 December 1983 as part of a
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programme organized by the Peace Movement; and the second

is the short play One for the Road, first published in lire 

New York Review of Books on 10 May 1984 as a contribution 

from the playwright to Amnesty International. [ 3]

Pinter, as has been seen, has been against any

commitment in art to any political programme or system and

his contribution to these two moveiirnnts indicates a change

in his artistic policy. Tlese two works imply that the

playwright now believes that man can do something about his

situation, or at least he should try to do something. TihLs

is conltrary to his previous strategy of showing man helpless

against fearful and irresistible organizations. The

depiction of evil in these two dramatic pieces becomes

■purposeful rather than a mere dramatic convention.

In fact this new commmtment agrees with Pinter’s hatred

of war since his teens. When he was eighteen he refused to

do National Service, on the grounds of his being a

conscientous objector to war.[4] During the war in Vietnam

he showed a violent reaction against politicians. He told

Lawrence Bensky:

I'll tell you what I really think about politicians. 
The other night I watched some politicians on 
television talking about Vietnam. I wanted very 
much to burst through the screen with a
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flame-thrower and burn their eyes out and their 
balls .and then enquire from them then how would they 
assess this action from a political point of 
view.L5]

1n Precisely Pinter shows a similar telition against

politicians, although this time he makes one of their

tlpreslifcatiiet ixpiiiss it. "1’m going to recommend”,

Stephen tells Roger HJ that they be hung, drawn and

quartered, 1 wanted to see the colour of thseir

entrails" (p.34) . 1n the sketch, Stephen and Roger, the

"brains" of the authorities, discuss the number oof rmllions

which, as the dialogue impPies, would be affected by a

nuclear war. Them is a disagreement about the number,

which sonn people — to the funny disgust of Stephen

“--consider to be more than twenty millions, "fifty, sixty,

seventy"* "But that's almost the whole population!" Roger 

remarks. Authorities, the sketch suggests, play with the

lives of people as if they are selling merchanddse:

ROGER; Give me another two, Stephen.
S.t_ePl/ien .stares at him.

STEPHEN; Another two?
ROGER; Another two milion. And I'll buy you a 

drink. Another two for another drink.
STEPHENslowly): Ho, no Roger, 1t's twenty

million. Dead.
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ROGER: You mean precisely?
STEPHEN: I wean dead. Precisely.(p. 34)

Tri pun on the word dead is very successful, and the play

has a positive message, which is to say "no" to a nuclear

war, despite the political argument about this issue. Wien

man sirs that the human race is ot its way to extinction, hr

can to Longer stay in a room and study himself. Pinter has

Lift his room to add his voice to those who he thinks ari

right about an international problem.

V ».

-One, for th e Road is an expressive protest against 

political torture. In a country —• probably oni in Latin

Arnica — a political lritotlr, Victor, is severely 

tortured, his wifi is raped, and his son is probably killed.

Nicholas, a head executioner, gives us an idea about the

conflict in that country. Tie rulers of the country are

using religion as a means to counter-attack their enemies.

Nicholas; tills Victor:
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I run the place. God speaks through me. I’m 
referring to the Old Testament God, by the way, 
although I’m a long way from being Jewish, (p.9)

The play shows how crimes are comramtted in the name of

religion, Nicholas is not a pious man but a soldier who

benefits from his position in authority:

Wio would. you prefer to be? You or me?
Pause.

I’d go for me if I were you. The trouble about you, 
although I grant your merits, is that you’re on a 
losing wicket, while I can’t put a foot wrong.(p, 10)

Nicholas also does not show any mercy towards or respect for

Victor's wife and asks her insolently:

Have they been raping you? 
She stares at Mm.

How many times?('i1)

Religion to Nicholas is only a kind of business:

Drink up. It’ll put lead in your pencil. And then 
well find someone to take it out.

He laughs

We can do that, you know, we have a first-class 
brothel upstairs, on the sixth floor, chandeeiers, 
the lot. They'll suck you in and blow you out in 
little bubbles. All volunteers. Their daddies are
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in our business., Which is, 1 re^wind sou, to Iiip
the world cIiih for God. Get me? (p. 11)

Pr•lGitllv and One for the Road, however, are only publicity 

works and do not display dramatic depth. They,

nevertheless, can provide the playvyright with the dramatic

material necessary for a profound wonk, if he chooses to

develop this type of vwtLting and move it from the general to

the particular. Such a move, however, will demand great

courage from a playwright who has accustomed himself to

write implicit drama for morn than a quarter of a century.
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Notes

1. Harold Pinter, Other Places: Three plays IA kind 

of Alaska, Victoria Station and Family Voices! (London: 

Methuen, 1902), p. 34, Hereafter page numbers will be

cited in the text. •

2. David Wade, "Family Voices", Tie Times, 23 January

1981 , p. 11.

3. Precisely is published in the collection Tie M& 

One, "An Anthology of Original Sketches, Poems, Cartoons and 

Songs on the Theme of Peace", ed, by Susannah York and Bill 

Bachle (London: Methuen, 1984), pp. 32-35. The last page 

of One . for the Road is printed next to a report of Aannsty 

International; see The Hew York Review of Books., -0 May

1984, pp. 9-11.

4. See Martin Esslin, Pi nter ; A Study j>£ hi _s

Plays(London; Eyre Methuen, 1977), PP. 13-14.

5. Harold Pinter, interview with Lawrence M. Bensky, 

The Paris Review. X, no. 39, 1 966, cited in Simon Trussler, 

The Elays of Harold Pl nter(Lo ndo n: Victor Gollancz, 1973),

p. 44,
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CONCLUSION



TOWARDS A GREATER REALISM

As the reader might have noticed, a study of the

different influences on Harold. Pinter’s art not only helps

in understanding the roots of his art, but also casts light

on the nature and compptence of these influences. Pinter's

output shows that realism lies at the root of drama and that 

the experiments of anti-theatre can only come into being by 

means of the parody of realistic elements and that these

experiments have difficulty proliferating. Pinter’s drama

also.shows that realism has the ability to reflect life and

mirror the mood of thinking of the time more effectively

than mere abstraction, once the realist selects the right 

experiences with which to create his art, A comppehensive 

and balanced reflection on experiences from life will always

remain the goal for those who aim at creating great and

lasting art.

Annt~-theatre has achieved such a place of prominence in

contemporary drama because its exponents, especCally 

Beckett, have found new methods for expressing a "total” 

view of life and existence, but their art, as one can easily

notice, has led to a stalemate. This is because these
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playwrights have depended on abstract philosophical ideas

about the universe, man, society, and language, These ideas

are limited, as the content of their art reveals. Beckktt’s

drama , as we have seen, deals with the enactment of

existence, the attempts of man to prove his existence as he

waits for his fate, Ionesco’s plays centre on the theme of 

the illogical meaning of existence, the domination of 

violence and the oppression on the individual. Handke, in

his turn, studies the nature of language and its influence 

on man. Moreover, the quantity of such a type of writing

reveals the difficult nature of this art. Beckett has

written only a small number of full-length plays, which

cannot stand comparison with the output of other great

dramaaists such as, for instance, Ibsen , Chekhov or

Brecht. Ionesco has written more full-length plays than

Beckett, but can be seen as repeating himself once his

formula of menace and irrationality becomes familiar. Peter 

Handke has also written very few anti-plays. To overcome

the limitation in the content of their drama and to create

an air of change, these playwrights have borrowed elements

from other arts like painting, music, clown™acting, poetry

and the stream-of-consciousness novel and replaced the

narrative by creating an outtlandish mise en scene. Beckett,

for examf^le, transposes his characters from the waiting on
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the road in Godot-, to the waiting in urnn in jifidg£ne.? to the

waiting in sand in Rappy. Days.. The unrealistic Base en,

scene, helps in creating theatrical variety whhle the general

theme does not really change, This also applies to

Beckett's short pieces, Which employ different structures to

express almost the same mood. Tie originality of

anti-theatre lies in finding new forms to express old doubts

about existence and human relationships. In other words,

the anti--artists have

have lost much of it in

found their freedom in trie form and

the content.

On the other hand, realism is open to life with its

unlimited experiences, yet it requires great skill from the

playwright because he has to convince the audience that he

is reflecting life and at the same time has to give them

something new and interesting. The difficulty of realism

lies in its selecting from the unlimited variety of

.experiences those few ex pre solve ones which convey a picture

of the different factors that interact in our existence.

The best type of realim, in my view, .Is the one that

achieves that totality. This doos not mean that hhe artist

should show that he is certain of everything, but he should

try to consider all thh dashing dements of every

experience. Realism, as such, is difficult and not as easy
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as those who revolted against it have cl&Lmed it to be.

They appear to be right only when realism loses its totality

and becomes involved merely in cheap entertainment . Wen

the realistic style is mastered well the playwright can

extend its limits to include both the lmyterious and the

familiar elements of life without making the audience lose

interest. Tie experiences Which the great realist chooses

can touch upon deeper issues than those of abstract art.

The impression which a play like Pinter’s A Kind. .of Alaska .

can make on an audience is more effective than that of a

play like Beokebt’s Happy Days because the audience can be

more emooionally involved in the reality of the situation. 

One would imagine that if Beckett sat down to write a play

about a woman on the sand of the Ethiopian desert who is

counting the hours before she leaves the world and is

-reflecting on the human condition and people’s treatment of

one another, he would create a deeper feeling of life than

the "intellectual" waiting of Winnie in Happy Hays. Tie-

picture would be more impressive and include more intricate

human el eiuents.

o



Pinter- has limited the scope of his realistic drama by

making abstract phenomena similar to those used by the

exponents of anti-theatre control the kind of action and

experience of his characters, Such phenomena as menace,

oppression, mental instability, sexual desire, stasis in

life and deception formuuate the behaviour of his

characters. In other words, most of his characters have

lost their freedom and what they do appears to be

mechanical, Since Betrayal, however, the playwright has

begun to give his characters more freddom nnd in A liiJdd of,

Alaska and Monologue the characters are (^c^mple^l^ely reee . It

is interesting to notice how Pinter has moved more and more

towards realism, and therefore one still expects a greater

realism from this talented playwright, especially after his

recent interest in contemporary inter national problems.
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